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r· CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Scope and Purpose. The purpose of this project

Is to investigate the feasibility Of computer~based genera~

tlon of pattern drills on material contained in a typical

flrst"year Russian language course. The project attempts to

determine what tYPeS of drills can be Implemented automati"

cally by a computational system utilizing a set of inflec"

tionalrulest a set of lists conta~nlng various ~lasses of

vocabulary Items and a set of pattern descriptions. The

primary goal of the project is to integrate the set of lists

containing vocabUlary classes with the set of pattern de"

scriptlons in order to permit the on-lfne generation· of

p~ttern drills without excessive delay for the student~

The Investigation ~xamines the relationships of
•• ~ , . I

generated pattern drills to the traditional textbook and

classroom instruction. It also discusses the advantages

and disadvantages of implementing a system of computer

based pattern drills·, In seperate chapters the criteria

for the selection of semantic classes of vocabulary items,

the writing of pattern descrlptions and the inflectional

coding system are examined in detail.

1.2 Limitations o~ the Study. The scope of this

Investigation Includes all the major grammatical elements

contained in a typical flrstNyear Russian course but it.

does not attempt to provide complete coverage of these ele-

1
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,ments, The elm is to show that automatic generation ·01 Pat M

tern drills Is at least ~easlble~ The pattern descriPtions

In the appendices couln easily be expanded at some future

time to provide more thorough coverage of the grammatical

sublects being drilled~ It ls also possible th~t these

materials eventually could be developed to permit onMline

generation of drills beyond the firstMyear level~

2. Relationship of Pattern Drills to the Textbook~

For the purposes of the Investigation, Russian for Ameri

cans, second edition, by Ben T, Clark was chosen as a typi

cal te~tbook for a first-year Russian ccurse,

2.1 Reasons ·for Text~ook S~lection. The Clark text

was selected for two reasons: 1) It has been widelY adopted

as a college level text in the Unite9 States and Canada

since the publl~ation of the first edition in 19h7~ 2) It

WaS felt that 8 thorough knowledge 01 the textbook would

facilitate the writing of pattern descripti~ns ~nd the

choice of vocab~lary classes~ The investigator of this

project was personally familiar with the book because he had

taught courses at Cabrillo College using it as-the required

textbook for six years prior to the investigation.

2.2 Selection of Vocabulary~ The vocabulary Items

selected for the lists of vocabulary classes Were taken from

Clark's text and assembled In the same order as they appear

in Clark's sequence of lessons, No other vocabulary was

added to the lists in the courSe of the project but some

items In the textbook were omitted because they were not
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r )vdged to be usefUl in the automatic generation of pattern

drllls~ Some decisions as to the inclusion or exclusIon of

vocabulary could not be made in the early stages OT the

proJectl in such cases the vocabulary was placed in an ap~

propriate list and it was determined later In the project

whether or not to involve that particular vocabulary class

In the form~tion ot pattern drills.· The criteri. Tor selec~

tlon of vocabvlary Items are discvssed in detail In Chapter

lIt Sect16n3.

2.3 The formation of Pattern Descriptions. The

Pllrpose of the prolect was to create on~line generation

Pattern drills which would operate upon grammatical topics

end vocabulary in a given lesson. These pattern drills

woyld also I:/tllize vocabulary from previouslY coverect rhate~
~ . . ,

rial by means of the cycled selection of vocabulary items

from the lists specified In the pattern descriptlons~ The

Pattern descriptions form the basis of the automatic genera~

tion of pattern drills but they are not limited to the gram

mar drills contained In Clark's textbook. Certain pattern

descriptions (particularlY verb drills) do resemble Clark's

drills in an elementary way, It should be observed, how~

ever, that even in these cases the on"l ina pattern drills

being generated would entall the controlled selection of

vocabulary in a random order so that any similarity with the

content of Clark's grammar drills would be entirelY colncl~

dental.



3, Coding Systems

3.1 The C~dlng System f~r Inflection. The coding

system used In the v~cabulary list~ngs Was ad~~ted f~r this

purpose fr~m the work of Rainer Schultz, Eleanor Van Campen

and Professor Joseph A~ Van Campen in the autom~tlc drilling

~f Russian w~rd ~orms: The changes made in this system were

mOre ot content than structure since the vocabulary -In.the

Clark te~tbook (particularly verbs) differs considerably

fr~m the vocabulary used by the form driller~ The encoding

~f this vocabulary was c~mpljcated- by the fact that the form

driller was designed to cover certain forms whiCh Clark does

not utIlize. However, it seemed useful to inclUde all f~rms

of the vocabulary specified by the form drIller 1n the hope

that this would facilitate future e~panslon of the-generation

of pattern drills beyond our present capabilities. Only

slight m~difications in the form~driller prOgram were nece5~

aery to accomodate certain forms required In the pattern de~

scriptlons. Questions as t~ the c~rrect f~rms 0' verbs were

res6lved on the basis of the sec~nd edltt6n ~f Da~m and
2Schenk's Die russtschen Verhan,

3,2 The Coding System f~r Pattern Descriptions.

The coding 6f the pettern descriptions 'themselves Is 6196

based up~n Profess~r Van Campen's research in computer

assisted instruction in Russian and Old Church Slav6nlc;

Both this c6dlng system and the- coding system for inflection

are discussed In detail 1" Chapter IV.

4, The Relationship of thaPattern Drills t6 Regu

lar Coursework, The automatIc generation of pattern drills
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Is not Intended as a replacement '~r either the te~tbo~k or

regUlar classro~m instruction but rather as an ~dJunct to

them~ Such pattern drills, it is hoped, will provide ~ help

fUl additional dimension t~ the process of learning Russian

by offering the student an opportunity for private pr~ctice

of essential skills or review of previously covered material~

It will also free the instructor to work with the class on
conversation, readings and other material. which are often

sacrificed because of the amount of time normally required

for grammar drilling in the classroom.

4.1 .SubJect Matter More Appropriate to Classroom

Activities. Since pattern drills COmprise only a part of

elementarY foreign~language l~arning, a secondary aim of

this project Is to indicate tho~e areas of language instruc

tion which at the time of this investigation do not lend

themselves to efficient automated drilling and which can

be more effectivelY treated by the instructor dvring· class

sessIons. Svch areas Include oral comprehension, pronuncia

tion, wrIting and the reading of texts,

4.2 Relationship of On-Line Drilling to the Lan

guage Laboratory. The use of audio stimuli does not fall

within the scope of the present Investigation. The automatic

generati6n of pattern drills 15 not Intended to take the

place ~f a regular language laboratory program. The op

timal use of computer~generated pattern drills appears to be

one In which the student has both the audio facilities of a

language laboratory and access to teletype facilities for
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on.. l1ne drilling.

It is possible that further research into the auto ..

matic generation of programmed foreign-language Instruc ..

tional materials might eventually permit the computer to

evaluate oral responses made py the student; for the pres ..

ent, however, we can only deal with typed responses.

4.3 Student Involvement~ Since it proved inconven"

lent to provide suitable teletype terminals to students who

were being taught Russian with Clark's textbook, it was de ..

cided not to include the ~ctual use of the pattern drills

by students learning Russian in the ScoPe of this project.

Our primary concern is the possibility of generating the

drills, not their effectiveness.

5. The Present Computational System~

5.1 Input. The lists of vocabulary items and pat

tern descriptions were typed on an IMLACdlsplay console at
, ~~. "

the InstItute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sci-

ences at Stanford University. Generation of the pattern

drills was implemented on the Institute's PDP.. 10 computer

system. Since the investigator had had only limited ex

perience with computatIonal facilities prior t~the begin

ning of the project much of the work involving computer as

sisted instruction had to be done with considerable reli

ance on the work of other investigators in this fjeld, es·

peci~l'y the technical reports of Van Campen noted above.

5,2 Student Interaction with the System~

5.21 Using and Terminating the Progr?m. Once the
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stydent Is l~gged ~n and hal indicated that he wishes t~ use

the pattern drill program, he is asked what level he is

working at. He responds by typing a number (In numerie

characters only) corresponding to the number of the l~st

lesson in Clark's textboo!<which he has completed. The pro

gram uses this number t~ determine which target classes andl

or vocabulary can be employed in drills generated f~r this

student (see Chapter II, Section 2 and Chapter III, Sections

1,3..2.1)~

'The student is then asked to select a P?ttern drill

bY entering the number of the drill he deslres~ (Students

will be provided with a numbered list of drills describing

the patterns covered by each drlll~) The progr~m next pro"

vides' the stl.ldent with an example of the stlml.llus-reSlponse

pattern In ql.lestion and then types out the first "pr~blem"

stlmulus~ If the student enters an Incorr~ct resp~ns~he Is

Instructed to "try ?9aln", i~e. to type an~ther resp~nse~

If the second response is Incorrect the machine types "No,
answer Is" f~11owed by the ~6rrect response. Whenever the

correct response has been supplied, whether by the student

~r by the pr~gram, the word or phrase therein which is taken

fr6m one ~f the target classes used In the drill is deleted

from the list of available target items and the list is

checked to ascertain whether additional Items remaln~ If

this Is so a new stlmulus~response sequence is generate9 and

the stimUlUS is typed out. If no more target Items are

available the program asks the student to enter the number
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·~f the next drill he wishes to w~rk •on. If the student
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I
•

wishes t~ end the session he enters the number "999" wtdch

terminates his interacti~n with the program,

The student may terminate a given drill before the

list of target items is exhausted by typing the digits "999"

In place of the expected response, The progr~m then asks

lor the number of the ne~t drill~Typlng "999" at this

p~lnt will, of course, terminate the drill ses$l~n~

5.22 Correction oi Unintentional Errors~ The stu·

dent is permitted to correct a typing error or other unin

tentional mistake before submitting a response for evalua

ti~n hy the computer. However, the extra amount of time

required for the teletype to return to a fil1 9 1n space in

a pattern drill would slow the program down -- a delaY which

did not appear to be worthwhile,.· For this reason, no 1ill

in responses were planned In the pattern descriptions.

5.3 Possible Advantages of Utilizing the System~

As with other forms of cOmputer·assisted Instruction, the

most immediate advantage of the automatic generation of rat

tern drill. Is that It can provide either pra~ticeor review

as frequently as the student wishes. Obviously, such ra-

peated drilling is practically impossible during regular

c I ass se s s ions, es pec1 a 11 yin 1a r 9 ere I ass e s '. The aval I a'"

bl1ity of computer-based drilling is also of great value if

the capabilities of the students vary considerablY. If pri

vate remedial drilling Is available for the slower studentr

there should be fewer occasions in class when the more ae'"
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complished student bec~mes b~red and frustrated by repeated

.drll1ing ofmatert~l he has already mastered~ M~reover,

while the student may repeat drills as long and as frequent~

ly as desired, the drills are also performed in private,

without the embarrassm~nt of having todrill in the ~reslnce

of the instructor or the class.

5.32 Cycled Selection of Vocabulary~ Unlike com~

puter~based coUrses alreadY in existence in Russian at Stan~

ford and elsewhere, the automatic generation of pattern

drills oifers the possibility that each drll1 session would

be unique due to the cycled selection of vocabulary Items

In the target classes. Although a student might have al

ready worked with a particular pattern drill ?nd even ex

hausted the membership of Its t~rget class, on another occa~

slon the order of th~ stimuli will not be the s?me Cpart~c~

ularlY with large target classes) except by chance~ Fur

thermOre, the vocabulary items are arranged In the same

sequential order as that ~f Clark's281essons~ This makes

It p~ssible for the student to repeat a drill as olten as

desired and to have the target v6cabulary reflect the num~

ber ~f lessons he has covered up to that time. In prin

ciple, then, the stUdent c~uld repeat the same drill after

completing several different lessons in the textbo~k and

would find the number ~f p~sslble pattern repetition. In

creased each time by the number of new v6cabulary Items coy·

ered. This would provlde not only variety but also a review

of the vocabulary Introduced In earlier less6ns and perhaps
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later neglected by the textb~ok d~e to limitations of space.

One 6f the m~st com~~ndlfflcultles In elementary f6relgn

language learning Is the lack of retentl~n by the student of

grammar and vocahulary covered In earlier lessons. This is

caused by the fact that the textbook focuses on the chapter

at hand which has Its own vocabulary and grammar to be

learned -. often to th~ exclusion of the m~terlallntroduced

In the previous units! Time demands make it practically im

possible f~r the instructor to review such material on ~

regular basis. The student Is usually expected to do this

type oi work'on his own, but most often the reviewing occurs

onlY when it Is necessitated by midterm or final examina

tions. Xt was this recurrent situation which convinced the

Investigator of the probable usefulness of recycling Vocabu

lary covered In previously studied lessons, relntr~duclng

it freq\,/ently In pattern drills so that It w~uld n~t be for ..
. ,

gotten.

5,33 Review Drilling after the First Year~ Another

common problem faced by students of Russian. is that the basic

skills developed during the first year of studi are 6ften ne

glected In the sec6nd year or beyond, Again, the grammatical

pr6blems presented in intermediate level courses require the

Instructor and student t6 devote most if n~t all of their

sessIons to the material at hand. The regular review of

first~year skills Is usually left to the student~ This sit

uation Is often repeated In third- or fourth-year courses

where grammar review bec6mes lesl and'less feasible because
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of other priorities, During the past six years of teaching

undergraduates the Investigator frequently has had to advise

his advanced students to review grammar on their own or to

audit a flrst~year class for remedial purposes~ Working on

their own, the students seldom showed much Improvement un

less there wereregl.ll~r meetings with the lnstructor~ Audit

Ing the first-year class elso produced l~ss than satisfac

tory results because the pace was either too slow or the

course material did not coincide with the students'needs,

This was another convincing argument In favor of de

veloping an automated system of Pattern drills which could

be easily adjusted to the needs of the IndiVidual student

·regardless of hiS level of accomplishment. For these rea

sons it Is the Investigator 1 s opinion that compl.lter-based

pattern drills In elementary Russian grammar Would also ben_

efltstudents who have completed the first year but havi

forgotten some of the subject matter Involved. Using the

numbered list of drills describing the patterns covered by

each drill, the studont could select or the instructor could

assign drills which would review forgotten materlal,

5,3Q Effect on Departmental Course Offerings, In

forelgn .. language departments ylhere cO\lrse offerings are I im_

Ited by faculty size or budgetary considerations, the avail

ability of computer"based pattern drilling CO\lld have the

affect of increasing student contact hours without the neces ..

slty of additional courses or class sesslons~ This would

be particularlY valuable for departments offerIng Introduc"
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torY courses In RussIan ~nly once a Year, A stUdent who

fell behInd in his work ~r registered late f~r the course

might be able t6 catch up with the rest of the cl~ss by

means of intensive on~l;ne pattern drilling Instead of be~

lng forced to wait a year until the course were offered

again fr~m the begjnning~

6, Limitations Imposed by the Program~

6.1 Hardware. Students using e computer~based on~

line pattern drill program would, In most cases, use either

a model 33 armadel 35 teletype during their drill sessions,

These devices are comparatively slow, operating at ten char~

acters per second under Ideal circumstances, This rate of

speed lm~oses an important llmitaiion on the entire program.

The Wit fer n be i n9 dr 11 led mus t be esc0nci sea s po S sib Ie so

that tIme is not wasted repeating sections of a stimulus

which remain unchanged throughout the repetition of the pat~

tern~ If e pattern requires a substantial walt before the

new stImulUS Is presented, the student will lose interest in

the pattern and may elect to go on to the next one even

tho~gh he may actually need pra~tice on the point being

drIlled In the given pattern,
\ .. _. .

A POSSIble solution to the problem of slow teletype

speed might be to have the student work at an H~LAC console

Instead, Arrangements could be made to display a Cy~fllic

character set on the console screen thro~gh the use of

graphics~ The regular IMLAC keyboard wo~ld, of course,

not coincide with the Cyrillic characters on the SCfeen but
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could be obtained and easily connected t~ thecons~le. The

advantage 01 this arrangement would be that the patterns

would be presented at a very high rate of speed under nor

mal load c~ndltlons and the student WQuld not be forced to

wait f~r the teletype to finish typing stlmull~ (A pOSSible

disadvantage would be the loss of h~rd copy of the drills,

In particular that of the students' responses,>

6.2 Ch~ice of Target Classes. It became clear ln

the earlY stages 6f the Investigation that materials would

have to be carefully limited to fit the requirements and ca

pabilities of the present program. Pattern descriptions would

have to be written In order to permit the cycled selection

of vocabulary items from a limited target class with "the

theoretical possibility of exhausting the membership of the
,._ I " ~

class before 90lng on to the following pattern. This re-

quirement presented an Immediate and overrIding concern,

namely, to determine what the target sh6uld be and t~make

the corresponding vocabulary list 6r lists as discrete as

possible s6 that the resulting patterns would be b6th sensi

ble utterances and uselul pattern practice f~rthe student~

In order to achieve these aims it became obvious that, at

least for the purposes of the present InvestigatIon, there

should be only one target In each pattern even though the

target chosen might compriSe more than one set of vocabulary

Hat s.

6,3 Limitations on the ReSPonse. In order to ere-
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6.6 Flexibility. The only real flexibility avail~

able for the student is the random element within each drill

WhIch Is controlled by the computer, Theref~rel in certain
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types of drills with small target classes there is a defj~

nlte possibility that the student may respond correctly to a

stlmulWs usJng a conditioned typing reflex similar to certain

oral responses In the classroom which are made without need

to analyze the COntent of the response~

6.7 Disc Space. The automatic generatlon of pattern

drills Is also affectect by the limited space ~v~llable on the

dlsc~ Since the program runs on a timesharing system, the

amount of disc space available for. the generation of pat

tern drills is affected by the amount of disc storage re

quired by the other Instructlon~l programs whIch are being

run on the system at a given time,

6,8 Speed 01 Generation, In the Initial planning

of the pattern descrlPtlons it was decided that a strictly

generatlve~grammar apProach would have to be avoided

because It would reqwlre a cumbersome system of string

manipUlation. Even wIthout a strictly generative approach

the feature of random drilling of vocabulary would require

a considerable amount of t'~e to operate~ In additi~n

there was the problem of the disc Space needed-for the fn~

flectlonal c~dlng. The ~ln81 result was an appr~ach which

combined so~e features of generative grammar with ad hoc

solutions to other grammar or vocabulary problems In order

to avoid e~cessive, time-consuming disc 10o~-ups. Illus

trations 01 these problems and the solutions found f~r them

ere presented In detail In the f~llowing Chapters,
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.7. Limitati~ns Imposed by the Materl~l.

7.1 Grammar and V~cabulary ~f Early Lessons~ As

the vocabul~rY lists were being assembled and the ~attern de~

scri~tlons written, certain problems ar6se in connection

with the vocabulary and grammar found in the first four

lessons of the Clark textbook, The pattern descriptIons

and vocabulary lIsts f~r these early lessons Were, in many

ways, more difficult to write becaUSe the material
,

was so

limited. A number of artificial ad hoc categories had t~

be devised ~e.g. feminine nouns In the accusative case only)

because normal base forms (such as nominatives) h~d not Yet

been introduced, As a result, a number of vocabulary classes

were created which are limited to the first four lessons~

7,2 Number ~f Drills per Lesson~ As the elements

of grammar began to be introduced in Clark's text it became

easier to write pattern descriptions relying more on inflec~

tional coding and 'regular target classes~ The problem then

beCame how many drills to devote to a partIcular subject or

lesson~ This was a difficult question to resolve because

there was no way to estimate how long a given student w~uld

went to work with a pattern drill before going on to ~n6ther

or terminating the session" An arbitrary limit of approxi

matelY 40 drills per chapter was finally decided upon, This

tlgyre Could only be approximate because some lessons did

not contain enough material for 4~ pattern descriptions and

others contained too much material. Thus, especiallY In the

later lessonsl many more pattern descriptions could have been

added but it seemed advisable for the purposes of this in-
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vestlgatlon to go on to the next lesson, In the future these

materials might bee~panded to include those areas Insuf.

flclently covered here~

7.3 Typing ~f Repeated Elements in Resp~nses. An~

other basic decisIon had to he made concerning student re~

•sponses, If there were a recurrent element in the response,

should the student be requIred to tYPe it every time or not?

For eXample, If the pattern were drilling a motion verb,

should the student be expected to respond with the correct

form of the verb and a recurrent destination such as "to the

library" Iv biblioteku)? Clearly, there are twa conflict

Ing aspects to this problem: Repeating the destination In

this case reinforces the Important concept of the accusative

case which should be assoclatedwjth a m~tlon verb. On the

other hand, after a few repetitions of the same element the

student may become bored and no longer thInk about what he

Is doIng, a sItuation which could lead to unnecessarY errors~

In such cases, information ~n student Involvement would

probablY provide us with a better estim?te of the value of
repeating words than any c~nJecture on the part of the in

vestigator. For the purposes ~f the investigation it was

decided to include rePeated words in responses only when it

seemed that a closely related concept had to be reinforced.

7,4 hlmlted PossIble VariatIon. Since a basic

feature of the program Was the cycled selection of vocabv"

lory in each pattern drill, it Was clear that the mate

rial used in the drills would have to include some manlru-
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lable element, This created a limitation In those cases in

which target classes were extremelY small in size (one or

two ltems)~ An example 01 such a problem Is the difficulty

of oreatlng an automated drill out of the Russl?n pattern

"It is raining" (Id.t rl6gd;)~ The only possibility of noun
l . ' , . '1 ' I ," .

replacement In this pattern In a flrst-year ~ours. would be

the sentence "It Is snowing" (Id.t sneg)~ Wlthsuch ?11m

It~d possibility of variatIon this kind of pattern obviouslY
.. • I •• 1;' •

would not operate effect,vely with. automated drills ·and was

not Included in the pattern descriptl6ns~

7,5 . Theoretical Limitations Imposed by the Textbook~

The textbook used in any typical first-year Russian course

presents certain theoretical limitations in that underlying

pfoblems of alternative word corders are frequently not ta~en

Into account. Since the aim of this investigation is to

produce patterns which are compatible with a typlcalflrst N

'year Russian COurse, the pattern descriptions h~d to be li~·

Ited to the grammatical contexts introduced In the Clark

textbook even tho~ghDther ~ermisslble contexts might have

occurred to the investigator or might be found-in another

Introductory Russian textbookg This is not to suggest that

clark's textbook is deficient in its presentation of gram-

matical topics, The same theoretical problem would arise

with pattern drills based on any typical first.ye~r Russian

textbook because the patterns would have to bc compatibJe

with the grammatical contexts presented by the textbook

chosen for the investigation, Since Clark's textbook Is
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For this reason the alphabetical listing was deemed Inap

propriate,

An ~Iternative approach was tollst together ~11 the

Items which have identical semantic coding or which share

one or more crvcial semantic features, This would mean that

one mention of a class would necessitate only a single look.

VP. However, listing words by semantic features would have

been essentially similar to listing them in the ad hoc

classes used In this investigation excePt that Kerr's coding

system occasionally resulted In unacce~table constructions.

For these reasons, Professor Van Camren decided that ~n ad

hoc approach to the formation of semantic classes was the

only one which would permit the generation of Russian strings

withovt excessive delay and whi~h would completelievold the

occurrence of unacc.pteble combinations,

8. Transliteration System~ The system of trans

llter~tlon used throughout this dissertation WaS dev)sed

by Professor Joseph A. Van Campen for use with the com
putational facilities at the Institute for Mathematical

Studies 'n the Socl~l ScIences at Stanford~ The system

assigns a letter~to~letter equivalent of Russian orthog~

raphy to the ~atin alphabet plus various other characters

available On the IM~AC console and some electrIc type

wrIters, Other forms of notation used In the coding of

vocabulary, pattern descriptions and inflections are dis

cussed In Chapter IV,
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r 8.1 Comparison of Transliteration System with

CYr.illlc alphabet and a standard system:

Cyrillic Thls Project Shaw (System I II)4

A A A

E B B

B V V

r G G

.n: 0 D

E E E
.. ••E +- E

K Q Z
3 Z Z

11 I I

il J J

K K K

JI l. l.

£.1 M M

H N N

0 0 0

II - P P

p R R

C S S

T T T

y U U

9 ·f F

X X X

U C C
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r l{ H

ill W

II! -
'b ;

11 Y

b J

:3 J

10 <

H ;>

9. Abbreviations Used.

y

comp,

dat,

etc,

fem.

fwt,

gen.

comparative

dative case

for example

et cetera

feminine ( or F used In class labels)

futlJre tense

genitive case

gerund

lnanim~ inanimate
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lnde¢l~ Indeclinable

1nf.

lnst.

10'0.

rnssc.

nel.lt.

infinitive

instrl.lmental case

loc?tive case

mascl.lline Cor M used in class labels)

neuter C~r N used In class labels)

pa rt.

pass,

pl.
pred.

prep.

pres,

past

sing.

participle

passive voice

pl\.!ral

predicate

prep~sltion

present tense

past tense

s In9U 1a r

superl. superlative
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CHAPTER II

THE SE~ECTION OF SEMANTIC CLASSES OF VOCABULARY ITEMS

1, Introductlon~

1,1 General Characteristlcs~ As mentio~ed In Chap

ter I, the automatic generation ~f pattern drills in this

tnvestlgation utilizes a lIst or lists 'of vocabul?ry items

which constitute a target class for each pattern descrlp

tl~n~ As each pattern descriptfon was being written a fun.

'damental decision had to Qe made as to what the target or

focal point of the drill would be. Once such a decision was

reached a target class Cor classes) would either be invented

for the purposes of that drill or a cl~ss (or classes) would

be used which had alreadY been devised for some previous

,drill. As soon al ~ list was begun It was consistently up

dated fr~m that point on for the following ch?pters in

:Clark's textbook so that the items in the list would repre

sent vocabulary in relatIon to the student's progress through

the textbook. The only exceptions to this procedure were fi

nite lIsts (such as pronouns), certain l)stsof" Items used

in ~onJunctlon wrth the first four less6ns, and sever~l lists

which became extremely long and therefore had to be limited

arbitrarilY,

1,2 Scope and Purpose. The purpose of this chapter

Is to explain the format used in recording the lists, the

criterIa for selection of voccbulary, the types or lIsts

Which resulted and the problems which'were encountered in
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carrying out these ta$ks~ Examples of actual vocabularY

lists are given In"Appendix II, The coding system for in

dividual vocabulary items is discussed in Chapter IV~

1,3 ~abeling of Classes, As each class of vocabu

lary was established it was given a label, It was decided

at the beginning of the Investigation that these labels

would be composed of upper case letters and as few numerals

as possible (to prevent confusion with the codes used in the

drill descriptions), The labels include from two to six

alphanumeric characters arranged alphabetically and In as

cending numerical order. No other symbols are used In the

class labels,

1.4 Method of Labeling, Labels were assigned ac-
. . \ ' . .. .. ..

cording to three baslc methods: 1) The letters were chosen to

represent the English terminology for the part or speech or

the grammatical category Involved (e.g~ TINF = tangible In

animate noun, feminine gender), 2) The letters were chosen

to represent the transliterated Russian word as closely as

possible where there was only one Item in the class list

(e~g~ POZ = pozvonlt!)~ 3) Arbitrary letters were assigned

In other cases (e.9, QA = verbs used in drilling present ger-
" '

unds), The major difficulty encountered with the second

method was that many verbs placed In such single item classes

began with the same combination of letters (e,9, postavit:,

pose=et;, posovetovatl, postupatl, postupltl, postarat;s>,

postrojt;), In such Cases the labels were assIgned arbiq

trarllY, It should be noted in this regard that the alpha-
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betical arrangement of the classes aprlies to the labels,

not to the vocabulary Itsel t'.

At the end of the li s t the labels which would have

begun with the letter ' Z I were prefixed with the letter ' YI

to avoid interference with the code 'z' In the pattern de~

scrlrtlons. (Thus the verb zaat! Is labeled as YZNA Instead

~f .ZNA, etc. The use of the code 'ZI Is e~plaln~d in Chap~

ter IV, Section 3.38~)

1.S Total Number of Classes. For the entire inves

tlgatlon the total number of classes of all types Is 624~

A comPlete llstlng of all class 1~be1s in alphabetical order

with brief descriptions of semantic criteria is given In

Appendlx I.

2. Format. In classes with more than one item the

arrangement of vocabulary reflects the order In which the

vocabulary is Introduced in Clark's textbook~ The class

label app_ars In the left margin preceded by a left square

bracket 11[11. Immedl§telY following the class label is a slMle

space followed by the delimiter q<". Between this delimlt8r

and the delimiter ">q are numbers separated only by commas,

These numbers represent the number of choices which can he

made from the class lIst In accordance with 1he number of

lessons completed by the st~dent, The first number repre~

sents the number of ch~tcesfor Lesson One, the secohd for

Lesson Twol etc, These numbers encompass all 28 lessons in

the text or fewer (as In the case of vocabulary used only

1n early lessons).
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2.1 Increasing Number ~fItem Choices in the Class

~ist. In the illustration below the class label IFAN Indi~
, ,

cates that this is a class of feminine animate nouns. The

numbers within the delimiters "< >" indicate that no items

from this class are used in the first three lessons of the

textbook. lessons 4 through 6 have onlY one item from this

class Cinostranka) and Lesson 7 has three Items (?ddlng

mat; and mama) which c~uld be used if this were specified

as a target class (or one of a grOup of target classes) In.

In a drill descrlption~ The final number Within the de~

limiters indicates that the last lesson In the textbook can

use all 22 items in the list~ The format for the Vocabulary

entrIes themselves Is discussed In detail In Chapter IV,

Section 2.3.

tFAN <0,0,0,1,1,1,3,12,13,13,13,13,14,14,14,15,16,16,16,161
16,17,17,17,17,17,17,22>

INOSTRA~KA INOSTRANK I # 0,4,6
MATI MATER I # 0,0,19
MAMA HAM I # 0,0,1
GRAQDANKA GRAQDANK I # 0,4,6
GENA QEN I # 0,17,1
DOH; DOHER I # 0,0,18
SFSTRA SESTR I # 0,12,1
GEN=INA QEN=IN I # 0,0,1
DEVOHKA DEVOHK I # 0,2,6
DEVUWKA DEVUWK I # 0,2,6
BABUWKA BABU=K / # 0,2,6
T.T> T.T I # 0,0,15
OT~IHNICA OTLIHNIC I # 0,0,20
PRI>TEL;NICA PRI>TEL;NIC I # 0,0,20
ZNAKO~A> ZNAKOM I # 0,0,26
POKUPATEL;NICA POKUPATEL;NIC I # 0,0,20
KN>GIN> KN>GI~ / # 0,0,7
VERU<=A> VERU<: / # 0,0,76
NAHINA<=A> NAHINA<= I # 0,0,78
KUR>=A> KU>= / # 0,0,78
NEKUR>=A> NEKUR>= / # 0,0,78
OTDYXA<=A> OTDYXA<= I # 0,0,78

2.2 Fixed N~mber of Item Choices In the Cless List.
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frequently all the members 01 the list may be encountered

before the final lesson ~f the textb~ok, In such cases the

number of ch~lces can be abbreviated as In the illustration

belOW. In this exam~le the class lists represents femlnlne

nationalltles. There are no items available for the first

,three lessons, two items avallable for Lessons q through 7

and 7 I terns avai 1abl e fer L.esson 8', The number 20 in paren

theses indicates th~t the 7 ltems in the llst can be con

tinued for 20 more leSSonS (through lesson 28 of the text

book). This notation is used not only to save time but

also because it ls more legible and less subject to error

than a long string of ldentical numbers.

tFNT <0,0,0,2,2,2,2,7(20»
AMERIKANKA AMERIKANK I # 0,4,6
RUSSKA> RUSSK I # 0,0,27
NEMKA NEMK I # 0,4,6
ANGLIHANKA ANGLIHANK / # 0,4,6
KANADKA KANADK I # 0,4,6
FRANCUZQENKA FRANCUQENK / # 0,4,6
>PONKA >PONK I # 0,4,6

The same notation can be USed when all Qr most of
the members of the list are enc6unterfd late in the text

book~ This situation Ig illustrated below~ QC is a class

of verbs used In drilling ~resent palslve particIples In

t,esson 28 8

[OC <0 (26) dO>
t,<01T, L<St, / # 1,15,1
1ZUHAT/ IZUHA I # 1,2,1
DAVAT, DA / # 1,24,1
PRODAVAT; PRODA / # 1,24~1

PEREDAVAT; PEREDA / # 1,24,1
VIDET; VIa I # 1,84,2
UVAQAT; UVAQA / # 1,2/1
REWAT, REWA I # 1,2,1
GOVOR!T! GOVOR I # 1,64,1
PEREVODIT; PEREVOQ / # 1,15,2
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The use of this technique need not, of course, be

limited to cases of the type Just discussed, Thus, the

tirst line of the example in 2,1 could have been coded as

follows;

{FAN <0(2),1(2),3,12,13(3),14(2),15,16(4),17(5),22>

The type of notation chosen In any given case depended to
a l~rge extent on the Individual preference of the person

doing the coding,

3. Crlterl a for Selection, Vocabulary class lists

were established concl,Jrrently wit h the writing of drill de"

scriptlons, These operations were carried out starting with

Lesson 1 and continUIng throughl,esson 28 of Clarkls text,

Xt was decided that the class lists should be established

concurrently with the writing of the pattern descrIPtions

because these two elements must by necessity be compat.ble~

Questions as to the appropriateness of certain vocabulary

items for the class lists would be resolved more eaSIly jf

they could be checkedjn pattern descriPtion contexts, It

also seemed reasonable that establishing vocabulary lists

concurrentlY with pattern descriptions would be less tlme

consuming than carrying o~t these operations separately.

In order to select the vocabulary lists, certain

criteria were established at the beginning of the lnvestiga

tlon~ The establishment of such criteria was somewhat dif w

flcult because It depended to a large extent on the patterns

which had yet to he wrItten, Nevertheless, some basic guide

lines were set UP wh~ch seemed BPpropriate to the work which
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r was to be done.

3,1 Basic C~erati~nal Criteria,
,

Once a vocabulary

class was est~bltshed ~6r use in a given pattern or patterns

all the Items In th~t clasS would have t~ work in the pat

ternCs) so that reasonable stimYl1 w~uld be generated and

plausible reSponses w~uld be elicited every tlme~ There

'could be no Item in the list which would cre~te ~Ither a

nonsensical or an ungrammatical combination of w~rds~Xn

addition, class lists were not to be devised on an ad hoc

basis lor each pattern drill, i.e, 11sts designed icr ex

cl4slve use with only one pattern qrlll were to be avoided

because this would have res\.lltad In an tmduly large number

of classes. lastly, it was "decided that once a class list

was established with? particular membership, no Items In

this lIst would he deleted at some later p~lnt In order to

accomodete the semantic or grammatical requirements of an-

other pattern. If the new pattern would n~t work with the

vocabulary class in question, either the pattern Would have

to be changed to fit the membership of the cl~ss or a new

class would have t~be devised t~ fit the requi~ements 6i

the pattern (if no other suitable existing class c~uld be

\Jsed).

3,2 Implicit Criteria. Certain considerations

which Infl~enced the selection of class lists originated in

the investigator's previous exPerience in teaching RU$sian~

It was clear from the beginning th'lt certain t6plcs Would

have to be treated in the pattern drills1 therefore the
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selection of class lists needed for such dril)lng began as

soon as appropriate vocabulary items became available. for

example, we knew from previous experience that stl/dents·

wOl/ld need to drill patterns Involving the distinction be~

tween destination phrases using the preposition na and those

\.Ising the prepositlon-y";. for this reason, from the outset

we established vocabulary classes of "destination v nouns". _.

and "destin"ltlon..!!2. nouns" (DESV and DESNA) rather than

having a single class for all destlnatlon nouns In general~

3.3 RelationShip of Later Patterns to Selection

Crlterla~ One of the fundamental problems affecting selec~

ticn arose from the fact that class lists were usually de~

vi.ed to operate with given pattern descriptions and then

1) expanded with additional ~pplicable vocabulary from later

lessons and/or 2) used with new patterns which ~preared in

later lessons. Two potential dirflculties could developj

1) The new items in the lists might not work with the pre~

vial/sly written pattern drills or, 2) The new patterns might

not work with the old vocabulary in lists which had been

compIled earller~An example of the first prob~em can be

found in the noun class TINX which denotes things which ean

be written:

ITINX .<0(19),10,11(6»
PIS/MO PIS/M I # 0,5,48
PEREVOD PEREVOD I # 0,0,35
LEKCI> LEKCI I # 0,0,37
UPRAQNENIE UPRAQNENI I # 0,0,43
ROMAN RO~AN / # 0,0,35
OPERA OPER I # 0,0,39
PESN> PESN I # 0,1,46
PDlMA POlM I # 0,0,39
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P;ESA P,ES I # 0,0,39
OTKRYTKA OTKRYTK I # 0,3,40
SOHINENIE SOHINENI / # 0,0,43

The class was 6riginallY devised 56 that 5ent~nces c~Yld be

drilled Yslng the verbs plsat: or napisatj 't6 write' with

the items drawn from this list as the target ~lass for the

drlJ1;

> PIWU PIS;MO

[TINV <0(16),10(10»
VELOSIPED VELOSIPED I # 0,0,35
GRUZOVIK GRUZOVIK / # O,o,SO
MOTOCIKLETKA MOTOCIKLETK / # OJ3,40
PAROXOD PA~OXOD / # 0,0,35
POEZe POEZD I # 0,0,33
TAKSI TAKSI / # 0,0,0
TRAMVAJ TRAMVA I # 0,0134
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AVTOBUS AVTOBUS / # 0,0,35
MAWINA ~AWIN / # 0,0,39
M~TRO METRO / # 0,0,0

When the class was first established it was to drill pat·

terns s\.Jch as:

ON EDET TUDA VELOSIPEDOM

ON EDET TUDA POEZDOM etc,

or patterns svch as;

ON EDET TUDA NA VELOSIPEDE

ON EDET TUDA NA POEZDE et~,

All of the Items in the class work for either of these

patterns, However, later in the investigation ~ pattern

descriptlon was needed to drill the verb praviti 'to drive'.

The problem was that sentences such as > l<bl< praviti

mawino) II H~e to drive the car' Were acceptable while sen

tences such as > l<bl< praviti poezdom 'I like to drive the

train' were highlY unlikely, Two solutions were possiblel

To delete the problematical item<s) from the vocabulary

class or to change the pattern so that it would not gener

<lte undesi reble combinations'. It seemed most reasonable

to change the pattern rather than to delete items from a vo-

cabulary list which worked well with the older drills. In

this case the TINV class was not used in drills with pravitl

but patterns were devised using mawlno) and avtomobilem

literally while drilling the verb pravltl as the target.

Occasionally an Item might be deleted from a vo~abu

lary list if It was the cause of repeated problems in a num

ber of pattern drills, For exampl., the class denoting



masc~11ne animate no~ns (MAN) can be ysed for drills s~ch

as:

.~ VIQU BRATA etc.

or more advanced patterns such as:

3,4 Relationship of Parts of Speech to Selection
\ . \ .

CrIterIa, It became clear while writing pattern descrlp~

tions for.the first lesson that the traditional division of

vocabulary Items Into parts of speech wo~ld not always be

applied in the selection of clas.ses, This Is Illustrated

in the possible answers to the question "Kuda VY Id~te?"

The obvlo~s classes chosen ior theo • _ _ •• •

. . , ! ~ • ~ .. I ..

reply would cOVer noun destinations following the preposi~

tlons ~ and"y" mentioned above. The adverbial form domol

might also be chosen~ However, a limited class of infini

tives Introduced in the first lesson is also? definite pos

sibility, namely the verbs zavtrakatl, obedat;, and Uqlnatl

'to eat breakfast, to eat dinner, to eat supper'~ The basic

operatl6nal criterIon mentioned In 3.' ~layed a role In such

cases as thIs, i.e, that classes should be fQrmed In order

to make the Pattern work ~~ even jf those classes would have

to Include Items bel~nging to "different parts of speech".
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In this case, f~ur classes of vocabulary were selected f~r

the purpose of one drill: noun destinations following prep~

osltlon~ (DESYS), noun destinations following preposition

~(DESNA), adverbial destinations (DESAV) and infinitives

which may occur as destinations (DES!N),

3.5 Criteria for Selection of Potentially Useful

Classes In Elementary Lessons, The vocabulary in the first

five lessons of the textbook represents a comparatively

small number of items. This made it possible to exercise

considerable freedom in creating classes which might Prove

useful in later lessons, something which became undesirable

In advanced lessons where the large amount of new vocabulary

per lesson could have been combined into a multitude of

highlY speciali~ed classes~

3.6 Criteria for Selection of Potentially Useful

Classes in Advanced Lessons. The large amount of vocabulary

introduced In each of the advanced lessons made It possible

to devise lists on the basis of more discrete criteria than

Was possIble in the elementary lessons~ An exam~le 6f this

Can be seen in the TIN class (nouns denoting tangible in

snlmate objects). For the first sIx lessons all the tan~

glble Inanimate objects Introduced in the textbook were

listed in this class ~- WhlCh reached a total membershIp of

25 items by Lesson slx~ However, after thIs lesson the num

per of tangible Inanimate nouns Introduced in each chapter

Increased rapidly (eventuallY reaching 254 items by the fi

nal l.sson)~ It became clear after Less~n six that tangible
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~nanimate nouns could best be classified in a number of

lists ~n the b~sis a~ more precise criterl~. This process

seemed advisable because the lists with more restricted

membership c~uld be more easily adapted to the requirements

·~f new pattern descrlpti~ns. for example, if a p~ttern is

drilling "The X Is lying on the Y" It Is desirable that the

X class list contain nouns denoting small, tangible lnanf~

mate Objects (e.9, pencil, pen, letter, book, newspaper,

etc,) and that the Y class c~ntaln nouns denoting surfaces
. . , -'. ~ . I

table, chair, sota, floor, etc,>. Ita general list

ot intangible Inanimate nouns were used In this pattern tor

either the X or the Y class, there would be a definite p~s.

sibllity of nonsensical combinations being generated in the

drill.

Stated in more general terms, at an early stage in

the study, all the patterns seemed t~ ~perate satisfact~rilY

with a particular class list, but as new pattern descrip

tions were written, there was a need for more differentiated

01a6ses. Thus the general list ~t tangIble lnanlmate ob

Jects mentioned above ev~ntually became lessuseiul for new

pattern descriptions than the more semantically restricted

classes ~f tangible Inanimate objects which could be deve1

oped~ The principal classes arei

TINS
TINe
TIND
TINE
TINH
TINR
TINS

parts of the body
articles of clothing
beverages
foods
household furnishings
reading matter
small objects which can

,
be held 1n the hand
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vehicles
writing instruments
writt.n materials, letters, postcards, etc~

It should be noted that differentiated classes were

also devised for new patterns with intangible Inanimate ob~

Jett nouns, adJectives, adverbS, intransitive verbs and

transitive verbs. (A complete list of vocabulary classes

with brief descriptions of the semantic crlterla involved

is gIven in Appendix I~'

3.61 Establlshment of Target Classes. Aspattern

descri~tlon$ were being written It became clear that it

would be desirable to avoid excessiv~ delays due to an un~

necessary number of dIsc look~uPs in the generation of the

pattern, For this reason, It was decided that target classes

would be composed of a limited number of items (no more than

40 in most cases) and that the membership of the list would

be restrIcted to highly specialized semantic categories.

The role of the target cl~ss within the pattern drll~l Is ex

plained In detail in Chapter 111/ Section 2.

3.62 Establishment of Master Lists. 'Although new,

restricted cl~sses were developed as new pattern descrlp~

tions were being written, it was decided that lists of a

very general nature (such as TIN mentl~ned above) w~uld be

kept for adJectives/ intangible lnanimate nouns, tangible

Inanimate nouns, Intransitive verbs and transitive v~rbs In

the hope that long lists of a general nature might be useful

in future research on the subject of computer-based pattern

drilling,
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3.63 Use ~f Master Lists I" Elementary Drllls~

Since elementary pattern drills had already been written

~slng Items In the master lists, these patterns were re~

strlcted s~ that they would ~nlY operate with m~terlals in

the earlY less~nsand not continue to generate pattern

drills f~r ~dvanced less~ns. The notatj~n used for re~

strlcttng such pattern drills is e~plained·in ChaPter III,

Sections 2.18nd 4.7~

4. Types of Classes~

4.1 Open Classes~ Lists containing cl~sses of

nouns (as described in the previous section), classes ~f

verbs, classes of adjectives or adverbs are referred to as

open classes because the ba~lc lImitation 6n the membership

of the class Is the number of applicable words of that type

presented in the textb~ok. The only other limitation Is the

arbitrary limitation of approximately 40 items which was set

by the investigator,I
j

1

I
j
1
:l

i
1

I,

Closed Classes. This type Is Indirect
,

con"
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example, \~hile avoiding undesirable sMl:1)ect",verb combln~

tl 0ns such as 0n0 01 v+- tv go l' 0 dP, • , It ·11v es in the city',

4,3 Single-Item cl~sie8. 9rlglnally this type ~f

cl~ss was expected to be a mInor detail which would acc6m'"

modate exceptions to the rule (e,g, A~R = the ~dJectlve

rad 'glad' which lacks long form6)~ As the investigation

proceeded, however, It became clear that many ~atterns en

taIled the repeated drilling of one specific verb in ? num

ber of forms, The solution was to devIse single.. item

classes composed of verbs which could then be drIlled with

a target class of pronouns, This accounts for the relative

ly large number of single-Item classes composed of verbs~

It should be noted In thl. connection that syeh

slngle"'ltem classes of Verbs we~e selected on the basis of

vocabulary intr6duced In each 6f Clark's lessons Just as

the other vocabulary classes were chosen~ However, only

certain verbs which participate In difficult or unusual pat ..

terns were selected, A detailed discussIon of sIngle-item

classes of verbs for drilling Is given in Chapter III, Sec~

tions 4.2, 4,91 and 4,92~

4.4 Classes Composed of Phrases, DurIng the course

~f the investigation It often seemed advlsabl. to select

classes of limited numbers of vocabulary items In oblique

forms and In combination with other parts of speech rather

than to generate these combinations of forms through a po~

tentlally tlme~consumlng sequence of string manipulations,

Such class lists composed of phrases offer a convenient
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method of speeding ~p th~ operation of the program~

4.41 Use of Phrase Lists Containing Certain Prepo~

sitlons, The usefulness ot phr~se l\sts Is illustrated In

the case of certain prepositions fOllowed by personal pro~

no~ns. The preposition a may pr~cede -all the Instrumental

Case forms ~f the personal pronouns exce~t th~t of the first

~erson singular, Beiora this one form the -pre~o~itlon has

the graphic form 56, Specifying the conditions under which

~alternates with so seemed far more complex than cre~ting

a special class of 'preposltlon·plus·pronoun' comb\natlons~

(In the Illustration below the ~se of the symb~l "&" between

the preposition and the personal pronoun represents a space

ln the teletype printout of the item In an actual pattern

drill,)

[PPISO <0(16),7(10»
SO&MNOJ I # 3,0
S&T0f30J I # 3,0
S&NIM I # 3,0
S&NEJ I # 3,0
S&NAMI I # 3,0
S&VM'I I # 3,0
S&NIMI I # 3,0

Similar uses of phrases occur with the prepositions ~/ko

and 2/0bO preceding personal pronowns and '!!~ and .Jiso

preceding the names of the days of the week.

4,42 Uses of Phrase Lists to Deal with Gender~

Another wse of these c1asses Is seen In the pattern drill

"Vhera bYl/byla/by,o~.~" 'Yesterday was.~.'. Since the

class representing-the days of the week In Russian Inclwdes

two masculine nouns, four feminine nouns and one neuter
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I . . !.I

The use 01 phrases with verb and noun listed to"

get her seemed to create the most satisfactory solution~

tDAYP <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(\6»
BY~A&SU880TA I # 0,0,0
BYLO&VOSKRESEN;E I # 0,0,0
BYL&PONEDEL;NIK I # 0,0,0
BYL&VTORNIK I # 0,0,0
BYLA&SREDA I # 0,0,0
BYL&HETVERG I # 0,0,0
BYLA&P>TNICA I # 0,0,0

4.5 Matched Lists.

4,51 Se~uentlal Material, In the course of writing

pattern descriptions it was frequently necessary to work

with items which OCcur in a fixed natural sequence, e,g,

numbers, days ~f the week and months of theyear~ Fo~ cer"

toln patterns it proved useful to create two or more lists

containing the same items but beginning with different mem"

bers of the class, In the illustration below the days of

the week are listed In four arrangemenis, DAYA begins with

Gaturday, DAYB begins with Sunday, DAye begins with Monday

and PAyr ~ DAYA + past tense of byt; (see 4.42 above).

tDAYA <0/0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(16»
SUBSOTA SUSSOT I # 0,0,39
VOSKRESE~iE VOSKRESENi I # 0,0,61
PONEDEL,NIK PONEDEL,NIK I # 0,0,50
VTORNIK VTORNIK I # 0,0,50
SREDA SREO I # 0,0,39 .
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HETVERG HETVERG I # 0,0,40
P>TNICA P>TNIC I # 0,0,55

lDAYS <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(16»
VOSKRESEN,E VOSKRESEN, 1 # 0,0,61
PONEDEL,NIK PONEDEL,NIK / # 0,0,50
VTORNIK VTORNIK / # 0,0,50
SREDA SRED 1 # 0,0,39
HETVERG HETVERG I # 0,0,40
P>TNICA P>TNIC 1 # 0,0,55
SUBSOTA SUBBOT/ # 0,0,39

lDAve <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(16»
PONEDEL/NIK PONEDEL,NIK 1 # O,O,SO
VTORNIK VTORNIK / # 0,0,50
SREDA SRED 1 # 0,0,39
HETVERG HETVERG 1 # 0,0,40
P>TNICA P>TNIC 1 # 0,0,55
SUBSOTA SUBBOT 1 # 0,0,39
VCSKRfSEN,E VOSKRESEN/ 1# 0,0,61

lDAYP <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(16»
BYLA~SUBBOTA I # 0,0,0
SYLO&VOSKRESEN/E 1 # 0,0,0
BYL&PONEDEL/NIK 1 # 0,0,0
BYL&VTOP.NIK 1 # 0,0,0
BYLA&SREDA / # 0,0,0
BYL&HETVERG 1 # 0,0,0
BYLA&P>TNICA I # 0,0,0

Using these classes as targets it is possible to drill the

following comb!nationsi

1,Stlm~lus; Today is Sunday, (DAYB)
Response: Yesterday was Saturday~ (DAYP)

2,Stimulus: Today is Sunday, CDAYS)
Response: Tomorrow will be Monday, (DAye)

3,Stimulus: Toriay is Monday. (DAYC)
ReSPonse: Day before yesterday was

Saturday. (DAYP)
4.Stlmulus: Tod~y Is Saturday. (DAYAl

ReSPonse: Day after tomorrow will be
~onday, (DAYC)

Another use ~f matched lists occurs in the drill-

ing of numbers~ In this case one class contains numbers

expressed in Arabic numerals (used as stimuli) and the other

class contains the Same numbers spelled out in Russian (used

for checking the typed student response). Ex?mples of
matched lists for such drilling arell1ustrated below,
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~nother. The categories represented are ad]ective"noun

combinations denoting place names which can occur after the

proposition v In three separate gender subclasses. The
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adjectives (beginning with UA) are all listed In masculine
, . ~ ", • I'

singular nominative in order to conform to the method of

listing adjectives used elsewhere In the investigatlon~ To

operate a drill with these classes it fs necessary to use

coding In the pattern description which will convert the

adjectives in UABVF to feminine before the feminine nOuns

CUNByF) and the adjectives in UABVN tonevter before the··

neuter nouns (UNBVN)~ This Is ~ relativ~lY simple matter

since the coding system is designed to handle such conver~

Sions. The r~ason these adjectives are not listed with the

nouns they ~odlfY Is that such a listing wOul.d make the con

version of these phrases into oblique cases impossible since

the inflectional coding Can onlY operate upon Individual
• i . . .

vocabulary items in a standard format, i.e. adjectives In

nominative Singular masculine, nouns in nominative singular,

etc, A discussion of the limitations encountered in using

these materials as target classes Is given In 5.4 below~

[UAByF <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,3,6(13»
TRET/>KOVSKIJ TRET/>KOVSKI # a,2,1
GOSUDARSTVENNYJ GOSUDARSTVENN I # 2,3,1
MOSKOVSKIJ MOSKOVSK I # 2,2,1
SPASSKIJ SPASSK I # 2,2,1
ORUQfJNYJ ORUGEJN I # 2,3,1
GRANOVITYJ GRANOVIT I # 2,3,1 .

[UABVM <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,5,7,7,8(10»
BOL/WOJ BOL;W I # 2,1 .
ARXANGEL/SKIJ ARXA4GEL;SK I # 2,2,1
BLAGOVE=ENSKIJ 8LAGOVE=ENSK I # 2,2,1
USPENSKIJ USPENSK I # 2,2,1
DIlOJ all I ~ 2,4,1
XIJDODESTVENNYJ XUDOQESTVENN I # 2,3,1
MALYJ MAL I # 2,3,1
PEDAGOGI~ESKIJ PEDAGOGIHESK I # 2,2,1

[UAOVN <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2(2»

LOBNYJ ~OBN I # 2,3,1
SPRAVOHNYJ SPRAVO~N I # 2,3,1
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IUNBVF <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,O,O,3,~,6(13»

GALERE> GALERE I # 0,0,76
BIBLIOTEKA BI8LIOTEK I # 0,0,40
KONSERVATORI> KO~SERVATORI I #0,0,37
BAWN> BAWN I # 0,1,46 .
PALATA PALAT I # 0,0,39
PALATA PALAT I # 0,0,39

IUNBVM <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,5,7,7,8(10»
TEATR TEATR I # 0,0,35
SOBOR SOBOR I # 0,0,35
SOBOR SOBOR I # 0,0,35
SOBOR SOBOR I # 0,0,35
DaM DaM I # 0,0,33
TEATR TEATR I # 0,0,35
TEATR TEATR I # 0,0,35
INSTITUT INSrITUT I # 0,0,35

lUNBVN <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2(2'>

MESTO· MEST I # 0,0.48
B<RO B<RO I # 0,0,0

5. Limitations Encountered;

5.1 Inefficiency of Long Lists In Patterns. As

vocabulary lists were being devol oped, there arose a ques

tion o~ the usefulness oi a vocabulary class when the number

of items in it exceeded the arbitrary limit of 40 which had

been set tor target classes, For every large non-target

class used in a drill there would be more disc look-ups re"

qulrad; this would slow d~wn the generation of the pattern~

In many cases It was decided that the amount of time needed

for such l~ok-ups would probably be excessive when viewed

in relation to the overall effectiveness of the pattern,

A discussion of such situations is given in Chapter III,

Section 3.3,

5.2 Input Eff~rt Required for Long Class Lists,

The amount of time required of the Investigator to c6mpile

long vocabulary lists ls also a definite limitation when one
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c~nslders that the~e lists are often less effective for

drIlling p~rposes than shorter lists whose membership Is re~

stricted~ When the Pattern descriptions had been written for

all 28 lessons of the textbook It appeared that the useful~

ness of extremely ,?rge class lists was not proportional to

the amount of time required to compile them,

5.3 Duplication of Materials,

5,31 SPecialized Class ~ists dUe to Orthographic

Properties, The pattern descriptiens frequently required

that a class list be devIsed which resembled ~noth~r class

list very closely, The problem was that some special teaM

ture of the drill might make the application of the .lruady

exIsting lIst Impossible, An examPle of this is found in

the drilling of ordinal numb~rs. The basic class lists

tor such drilling are ON (Arabic numerals l Ml09) and ONN

R~sslan ordln~l numbers In masculine nomInative singular

matched with ON). Drilling with ordinal forms In such ob~

lique cases poses no partlc~larproblems except with the

preposl t Ion i.. ~. Here/ onemllst be careful to avol d pI ael ng

the preposltlQn in front of fMms Whose Initl?'· vowel is

aRt l~, u~ or l~ in which case the .prepositlon hastha- - - -.
form ob, Thus, a separate/ specialized class of ordinal

numbers had to be devised with the number odinnadcat:

leleven l deleted because Its Injtlal letter Is ~. He

alternatIve R~ the omission of the topic from the drills

pR seemed llndesirable, Nevertheless/ the amount of time

and space required for the compilation of such specialized
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lists was, In itself, annoying,

A more tlme~con~umlng limitation was encountered In

dealing with nouns preceded by certain prepositions, Spe~

clallzed lists had to be devised for nouns which occur after

the prepos it I on .£.!ob:
OAf
OAfN
DAM
DAMN
OBA
OBI

feminjne animate nouns after 0
feminine first names after ~-
masculine animate nouns after~

masculine first names after ri
animate nouns after ob --
inanimate nouns after-ob. --

For drl'llng purposes, lists of Inanimate nouns after the

preposition.£. were not compiled because of the large num w

ber of items' which wo~ld have to be listed and the doubt w

tUl usefulness of suchllsts~ Extensive lists were devised,

however, to oeal with nouns preceded by the preposition

SISOI

SAF feminine animate nouns after s
SAFN feminine first names after ~-
SAM masculine a~imate nouns after ~
SAMN masculine first names after ~

SIFS feminine Inanimate nouns after~ (buildings)
SIfT feminine Inanimate nouns after~ (objects)
SIMB masc~line inanimate nouns after ~ (buildings)
SIMT masculine inanimate nouns after ~ (objects)
SINS neuter nouns after s (buildings)
SINT neuter nouns after s (objects)
SOAF feminine animate nouns after so
SOAM masculine animate nouns after~o
SOAMN masculine first names after s~

(no feminine first names occurred after a.Q.)
SOIf feminine Inanimate nouns after so
SOIM masculine inanimate noUns after ~
SOIN neuter nouns after ~ ,

Such dUPlication of materials and time~consuming

compilatIon of vocabulary could be avoided if the program

were able to examine sequenCes to determine if they have
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will be developed in the near future.

5,32 Gender Subclasses. An~ther type of dupllca~

tlon of materiels occlJrred wlth the subdivision of n~uns

I~to separate gender classes. This ~peratlon w~~ necessI

tated by drills dealing with gender agreement between nouns

and their modifiers, There was no problem using nouns of

different genders from a single class in sentences without

modifiers (e.g~ > ylou karandaWL > vlgu ruhku, > vlou perd),

But when modifiers are used with nouns, the class of nouns

must be divided Into gender subclasses to accomodate the

modifiers (e.g~ lto moJ karandaw, lto mo> ruhe, lto mo~

Thus In the case of the class TINS (from which

the nouns in the above examples are taken), the gender sub

classes are TINSr, TINSM, TINSN. The division of nouns into

gender subclasses had to be done In order to drill the fol

lowing classes with modifiers;

Bt.D
OLG
EVT
HRD
IIN
lINK
IINL,
JINTA
IINW
LCNAS
I.,CVE
LCVH
US
~1US

SEA
TINC
TINE
TINf-I
TlNR

buildings, areas wIth specjfic bbundaries
b~lldings/ architectur~l structures
events· .
nouns denoting time bf day
Intangible Inanlm~te nouns
nou~s denoting intellectual activity
nouns denoting academic subjects
nouns denatlng cyclical tlmefremes
nouns denoting weether conditions
nouns denoting surfaces
academic locations following preposition v
residences after preposition v .
nOuns denoting audible performances
musical instruments
seasons
articles of clothing

·foods
household furnishings
reading matter
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hand"held tangible inanimate objects
inanimate objects drilled with ppl1zovatls>
vehicles
writing instruments
written materials

- ,

The duplication of materials and time"consumlng

compilation of specialized vocabulary lists might be avoi.ded

1f the program included a gender indicator in the coding

system which would permit sequenCes of modifiers and nOuns

without gender SUbclasses.

5,4 E~cessive Complexity,_ The matched vocabulary

lists with no~"sequentlal material mentioned in 4,52 proved

to be extremely cumbersome as target classes because the

following separate conditions had to be met before using

the lists as targets in pattern descriptions; 1) The com"

men semantic elements had to -be selected (e,g, hlsiorical

place names, geographical areas, pl~ying fields for various

sports, beverages, titles of artistic works, etc~)~ ~) The

classes then had to be subdivided according to the gender

of the noyns involved (e~g~ tennisnyJ kort, voleJbol;na>

~16=adkB, fruktovYI sed, spravohnoe bero, etc,). The class

lists then had to be further SUbdivided Into combinations

whlch can be drilled with preposition na + locative or-,
acc~sative case and those which can be drilled With prepo"

sition v + locative or accusative case, etc.

The result 01 these subdivisions was a large numt'er

of classes with a very small number of items ih each Class,

This meant that choosing these classes as targets would also

be quite comPlex because many classes would have to be Se"
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lected In ~rder to create varletv'n the pattern~ Varl6us

aol~tions were attempted without much success. One was to

limit the target to a single gender at a time. The problem

then became the strong possibility 6f repeated nouns in the

drIll (e,g, ArxanGe' jskl J sobor, Bla90ve=enskl I sObOr,

UspensklJ sbbor'.
I ~ . ~.

Another attempted solution was to limit. .

the target to a small semantic area such as muslcallnstru~

ments but the result was unsuccessful because of the re

stricted membership of the class (strunnyJ bas is the onlv

available item In Clark'ste~t).

The. Investigator eventuallY concluded that the com

plexities of these classes far outweighed their usefulness~

The drilling of adJective-noun combinations was accom

plished more efficiently with less restrictive class lists

(e.g~ colors modifying clothing, specific adjectives mod,

fylng buildings, etc~'~

If the scope of the present investigation were

later extended beyond the present limits to Include m?te~

rials in an intermedjate ~ourse there might be sufficient

vocabulary to make it possible to devise matched lists of

adjective-noun combinations (or other combinations as well)

WhIch would represent useful classes f~r automated drilling,

The limited number of such combinations In a first ye?r Rus

sIan cOurse, however, makes such complex drilling imprac-

tlca',
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CHAPTER III

THE fORMATION OF PATTERN DESCRIPTIONS

19 Introductfon~

1,1 General Characteristics, A second basic ele~

mant of the avtomatic generation of pattern drills, In ad~

dition to the classes of vocabulary items described In the

previous chapter, Is the pattern descrlption~ The patte'n

description outlines the constituents of each pattern drIll:

what the target class or classes will be, which forms are to

be repeated as invariable features of the drill and, most

Im~ortantIY, what the stimUlus and expected relPonse wIll be~

The pattern descriptions were wrItten beginning with

Lesson 1 of Clarkls te~tbook and continuing through Lesson

28•. They were originally written In Russian wIth a complete

cycle of stimulus and response as an example for each ~Bt~

tern~ The target class or classes were also specified for

each pattern descrlptlon~ ~hen all the pattern descrip

tions had been written In this form they were c~ded accord

ing to the system described In the f611.owl"9 chapter~ A com

plete listing of the pattern descriptions in coded form Is

glvon In Appendix rv~

1.2 Sc6pe and Purpose •. The purpose of this chapter

1s to explain the fOrmat vsed In writing the pattern de~

script Ions, the crlteria for selection of the pattern de~

scrlptions, the types of patterns which resulted, and the
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limitatl~ns ~ncauntered. Examples of patterns In this chap~

tel' will be given In the f~rm which the student WQuld see

on the teletype during a drill session~ The coding systems

for Inflectional rules, vocabulary and pattern descriptions

are discussed In the following chaPter~

1.3 Number of Pattern Descriptions per Lesson·, A

basic problem In the formation of pattern descr;pti~ns is

how many patterns to devote to a specific grammatical topic

or lessen In the textb~ok. Since the element~ry lessons in

Clarkls book have a limited amount of material which can

be adapted for automated drilling, the number of patt.rns to

be written presented no particular problem~ In some lessons

the material could be exha\Jsted i"1 less than ten pattern .de

scriptlons. However, after Lesson 5, and especially in the

more advanced lessons, the question became more complex.

For the purposes of our Invesd gat 1on a flexible

limn of 1.10 new Pattern descriptions per lesson was decided
,

This was chosen the result of clrcul11~ypon. number more as

stance than of any theoretical calculation about the amount

of tl~e a student would need to work with a given group of

patterns. (Such calculations would be Very d~fflcUlt to

make because there are so many variables involved: the num~

ber of items In the target class of each pattern, the length

of the pattern, the number of times the student chooses to

continue drilling the pattern, etc.)

It was found that most of the material in the les·

sonS could be covered adequately;n approximately 30-40 pat-
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r tern descriptions.
,

There were pl?ces, however, where a

37 .. 51

S2 - 66

67 " 88

89 .. 102

103 " 119

120 .. 148

149 .. 170

171 - 192

1 .. 2

3 .. 8

9. 13

14 - 1.7

18 .. 24

-25 .. 36

Textbook Lesson

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to

11

12

13

14

great many more could have been devised without repeatIng

anything alre?dy ~overed~

l.~ Numbering of Pattern Descriptlons~ since the

program Is designed not only tQ present pattern drills on a

lesson.by-lesson basis but also to reintroduce earlier pat

terns usIng the cycled selection of both old and new vocabu

lary, It seemed inappropriate to number the pattern de

scriptions in rel~tlon to the lessons themselves~ For this

reason the rattern descriptions arE) numbered sequenti~lly

from I through 676, The relationship of the drills to the

lessons in which they are Introduced is given below:

P~tternslntroduced
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Textbook L.esson

15

16

11

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Patterns Introduced

193 .. 219

220 .. 257

258 .. 294

295 .. 341

342 .. 382

,383 "!!'. 406

407 " 434

435 .. 486

481 .. 518

519 .. 553

5511 .. 583

584 .. 613

614 .. 643

644 .. 676

2. Format. The pattern descriptions follow a sIn

gle basic format ~egardless of the type of pattern to be

dr'lled. For the purposes of thIs chapter, the format re

sembles the teletype format which the student would see

d\Jrlng a typical drill session, The major exc_eptlons to

thIs are the use of class labels and the symbol '#' which

Indicates the end of the stimulus, The student would not

need to see these symbols because the operation of the

actual pr6gram makes them unnecessary. All other symbols

used in the coded patterns will be discussed In the follow

Ing chapter,

2,1 Pattern Information not Displayed by the Tele-
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type: The number ~f the pattern descrlptf~n !ppears in the

lett margin foll~wed immediately by a co16n and a space. The

delimiter "c" Is f~llQwed by a number Indicating h~w many VO~

cabulary classes will be ysed as the target for the drIll.

ImmediatelY following this number Is another number lnside

a pair of parentheses which indicates the number of lessons

for which the pattern can be repeated with the same set of
target classes. The line ends with the delimiter ">"~ In the

following example the pattern number is 472. There are three

target classes in the drill and the pattern can be repeated

with the same set ~f target classes for six more lessonsi

472: <3(6»

If ! target class 15 needed for a limited number of

lessons and Is then replaced byanotner target class Which

contains more advan~ed v~cabulary, an indicati~n can be made

by the fol10wlng n~tatlon:

<4(4)/5~1(22»

In the above e~emple there are fou~target classes which can

be repeated for four lessons after Lesson One. After that

(beginning with Lesson six) there wi" be a new target

class and the first/ elementary target class w~11 be deleted

fr~m the set of target Classes. The new set of classes can

be continued for 22 additional lessons.

The second line of each pattern description ~h~ws

the class label or labels for the target class or classes

be1ng drilled in the rattern~ If there 1s more than one

label, they are separated by commas without spacing, The
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class label or labels are enclosed in the delimiters ,,( >,,'•
2,2 Pattern Format Presented by the Teletype. The

third 1i ne of the pattern description Is the beginning of

the stimulus. The stimulus may be completed by the end of

the third line or It may continue to the followi~g llnes~

The terminatIon of the stimulus 15 marked in this chapter by

the symbol "#" in single quotation marks~ In the ~ctY~1 tele~

ty~e setting the stimulus would be presented and the system

would then print a single carriage return and walt for the

student response. (The treatment of student responses and

the ways in which the student can shift to another drill or

terminate the drill session are discussed in Ch?pter I, Sec~

tions 5.21 and 5,22.)

2,3 Example of Pattern OperatIon, In the following

example the pattern number is 198. The target class is com~

posed of one list of vocabulary Items (MON = months of the

year) and the pattern can be repeated for 13 ~ddltlonal les~

sons', The stimullJs "av9ust" is selected at random from the

target class ~nd presented slJrrounded by dashes because pa~

rentheses are not available on the teletype. The symbol '#1

Indicates the termination of the stimulus (not shown on the

teletype), The stlJdent is then expected to type the response

exactly as specified.

198: <1(13»
<~~ON>

"QAYGUST~~ '#'
)TO BYLO V AVGUSTE

2,4 Capitalization and Punctuation in Patterns~
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It sho~ld be noted that the teletype operates In wpper case

characters onlY1 capitalization;s therefore not a feature

of the automatic generation of pattern drills. Punctuation

1S kept to a minimum also In order to avoid possible con'u~

310M on the part of the student. In the example shown above,

the ~ertod ~t the e~d ~f the response Is purposely ~mitted~

If it were included in the pattern descriPtion ~s a required

part of the drill, the program would consider the response

Incorrect If the student typed the correct words but forgot

to type the period.

Punctuation In the response Is required by the pat

tern description, however, in cases where the Russian usage

differs from EnglIsh ~nd Is ·thereforean important topic for

drilling. In the followIng example the comma Is an Integral

Part of the specified response since the separation of In

dependent and dependent cla~ses by a comma is required in

Russl~n but not In English~ The USe of the perIod at the

end of the resPOnse is req~Ired In both languages and Is

therefore not Included In the response~

20; <2(5»
<Tr~,IIN>

HTO lTD TAKOE? --PIS;~O-- '#'
> DU~Ac, HTO lTD PIS;MO

3. Criteria for Selection~ As mentioned in Chapter

I, certaln types of pattern drills are beyond the scope of

the present investigation. For example, drills whose

target clas~es are·t~o limited to permit suf~icient varia

tion in the pattern, drills requiring audio, drills concern-
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lng reading comprehensIon, and tr~nslatl~ns Into RUBsian or

English, In genera', the ~attern descriptions devised f~r

this investigation Involve a stimulus containing an Item, . . .

chosen at rand~m from a target class and a specified re~

sp~nse which the student Is expected to ty~e ~fter having

seen only one completed stimulUS and reSponse cycle as an

e~ample~ The patterns, therefore, must be as direct and

1,H1amblgl"l~us as possible so that the student response wi I I

match the specified response In the pattern description,.

Patterns which do not meet these basic criteria have been

qisearded,

3,1 Method of Selection, The selection o~ pattern

descriptions was made with reference to each lesson In the

Clark te~tbook beginning wIth Lesson 1 and continuing th~ough

Lesson 28, An outline listIng the grammatical topics being

treated In each lesson was made, The outline was then ex

Panded to show which topics might be particularly suitable

for the aut6m~ti~ generation of pattern drills ?nd which top

ics wO\jld be difficlJlt to adapt to such a progr~m, Rough es"

timates were then made as to how many pattern d?-scriptlons

W04ld be devoted to each topic with the arbitrary limit of
40 patterns per lesson as a guide for advanced material

and no 1 j mit on the el ement ary materi al (Lessons l·dOf.

When the outlin~ for each lesson was completed, the

vocabularY introduced in that lesson was either added to al

ready exlstlng class lists or it IHlS pl11ced in new class

lists. Selection of this vocabulary was made with reference
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to the outline of pattern descriptions so that the lists se~

lected would, hopefwlly, prove useful when the ~ctual pattern

descriptions were written. GenerallY, this procedure ap

peared to be relativelY efficient, However, as noted 1n

Chapter lI, some cl~ss lists were selected which proved to

be too cumbersome or limited for effective application to

the automatic gener~tton of pattern drllls~ In any c~se, It

seemed preferable to set UP as many class lists as could be

Justified by the outline rather th~n to try to write pattern

descriptions ~lth insufficient vocabulary materials,

3.2 Effect of Input on Selection, After the vo

cabulary had been placed In the appropriate lists the pat

tern descriptions were written In Russian using the class

labels as re~erences to the vocabulary lists to be drilled~

Although the vocabulary lists were typed onto a computer

file as they were being compiled, the pattern descriptions

Were written out f{r~t and then typed In coded form at a

later date, This method made It p6salble to devise pattern

descriPtions relatively ra~ldlY by p6stp6nlng the tlme

consuming pr6cess of coding patterns. The maJ6~ difficulty

encountered with this pr6ccdure, howeVer, was that the

codina process occasionallY revealed certain elements of a

pattern which were too cumbersome for efficient drilling

thus requiring mOdification of the pattern descrlption~

3.3 ~odiflcatlons Performed during Input,' MOSt of

the modifications Which were made in the pattern descrjp~

tiona Involved a reduction' in the number of p6saiblo varl-
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eblc elements In a particular drIll. In the following

example a ppttern Ii shown which originally had too mpny

vllrlablesl

203; <2(13»
·<FPF,MPF>
HEJ lTO DOM? --PROFESSOR-- '"
lTD DOM PROFESSORA

·The t?fget classes are feminine and masculine members of

professions. The PYfPOSe of the pattern is to drill the

t~rmatl6n of the genitive case with various nouns and to

drill the use.of such genitives in a sentence context with

the concept of ~wnershlp~ Originally the stImulus was to

present Items trom the gender subclasses ~f TINS (tanglbl~

inanimate objects sma'l enough to be held In the hand) along

with the appropriate gender form of the Interrogative hel.

The pattern could be coded so that this type 0' stImulus

would be generated along wIth the random choice of an item

from the target classes as shown above~ However, it was de

cided to limit such variables as the TINS nouns In this pat

tern because theY were not the f~aal point of the drill and

would require additional ti~e for the disc look·ups needed

to select an Item from the TINS classes, If an Item from

these classes were Included in the stimulus the student

would learn very little from it since he would sjmply be re~

qUi red to retype It as part of the resPOnse,

For these reasons it was decided to modi1y the pat~

tern description so that the questIon "Hel Ito dam?" would

be repeated each time rather than a variety of nouns in the
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and the student's attention would be unambiguously directed

to the Intended target~ (OriginallY the TINS Items In the

stimulus were varied 50 that the student would" not become

bored with the same question. However, the time required

to vary that part of the stimulus did not seem as Important

as making the drill run as efficiently and rapidly as Pes"

sible.)

The following example lllu.trates the same problem

pertaining to more complex material:

658; <;1>
<PPN7>
> NI 0 H~M NE GOYOR< '#'
MNE NE 0 HEM GOVORIT/

The t?rget class In this pattern Is composed of personal

pronouM excepting one". The focal point of the drill is

the conversion of a sentence with a nominative pronoun and

a conjugated verb (I don't talk about anything) to a sen~

tence with a dative pronoun and an Infinitive (There is

nothing for me to. talk about) and the related conversion 6'

the phrase ni 0 h~m ne to ne 0 hem. Originally the p~t

tern was to vary the conjUgated verb in the stimulus (as

well as the subject pronouns) so that iha loll6wlng alterna

tive stimuli could be pre~ented:

> NI a H~M NE rIWU etc,

TY NI 0 H~M NE DUMAEWI etc.

Vy NI 0 H.M NE PO~TE etc,

The alternative verbs were deleted during the coding process
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sinee theY did not constitute the foeal point 01 the drill~

Sueh modifications were made with a number of pattern de

scriptions (p~rticul~rlY those drilling toples In the ad

vanced lessons where there was a large amount of variable

material in each pattern).

(Decisions oi the type deseribed in ~he preceding

paragraphs are, of eours~, hlghly subjective ~nd it is quite

possible th~t other individuals might choose to prevldecon

sider~blY more variety in certain ~rllls than did the pres

ent lnvest\gator~ Given relativelY fast system-response

time, there is no reason why such an approach would not be

tot~IIY compatible with the coding system already avail-·
,

able.)

4. Types of Patterns.

4.1 Parenthetical Base Form Conversion. One of the

most common types of pattern descriptions involves a stimu

lus 1n Which ~ form is presented surrounded by dashes. (As

mentioned above, dashes are employed because there are nh

parentheses available ~n th~ teletypes equipped with Cyrll~

lie characters.) P~tterns of this type often c~ntain stim~

ull made up of Incomplete sentences or base forms which do

·not fit with the rest of the sentence. In the following ex~

ample the form enclosed within the dashes is to be converted

Into a form which fits the sentence context:

81 <1(4»
<LX>
KAK JTO SKAZATI ~~RUSSKIJ~- ? 1#1

KAK lTD SKAZAT, PO-RUSSKJ?
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4.2 Single Word Stimulus. OccasionallY the stim~

~lus is a single word which Is used to drill ~ specific

form. Such drills are usuallY presented as a general intro~

duction to new forms before the presentation o~ drills wIth

complete sentences~ The advantage of such drills Is that

their brevity makes It possible to cover a large number of

target class items more rapidly than would be the Case in

sentence contexts. This method also eliminates the problem

of d~vislng a Pattern sentence which will make sense for all

possible selections from the target class when the member~

ship of that.class has widely divergent meanlngs~

In the following example the purpose 0' the p~ttern

;s to drIll the formation of present gerunds (Imperfective

verbal adverbs) from stimYli ·cornposed of infinitives:

637: <to»
<GERI,.
GOVORIT; 'Ii'
GOVOR>

Single stimUlus form drills are also occasionally

used in connection with nouns e In the following example the

nominative singular 61 a masculine or feminine nown oenoting

nationa1lty appears In the stimulus and the nom1n?tive plu~

ral Is the expected responSe:

~02; <2(8»
<FNT I ~'NT>

>PONEC '#'
>PONCY

4,3 Sentence Completion. The stimulus can be pre~

sented in such a way that the response constitutos the com"

pletlon of the sentence. In the following example the stim~
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ulus is an incomplete sentence, The student is e~pected to

type a complete sentence from the beginnlng as a response:

<1(22»
<PPN7>
> IDU A
;> IDV A

, .
TY NE ••• '# I

TY NE IO'-W,

ONA IDfoT A MY NE .~. '#'
DNA IDfoT A My NE ID~M etc.

Drliis of this type are frequently used In connection with

the .element~ry lessons where verb drilling in present tense

Is desirable ~nd the repetItion of. the stimulus may ·help re~

lntorce the Juxtaposition of personal pronoun forms and con~

Jugated verb .forms, Patterns of this type maybe used to

drill noun phrases as well. In the following example navns

denoting directions are drilled with the preposition.~ in

the locative case While the phrase id+-tdoqd: is r~inforced;

98: <1(18»
<LCD>
SEGODN>
SEGODN>

~ i

'0' <G ••• OOOD; 1#'
NA <GE ID+-T DOGO;

4.4 Que_tlon and Answer. In some instances it Is

~ossible to present a question ~Ith noparenthet1eal answer

In the stimulus and to specify a response whIch answers the

quest;on~ Such drills are most often used with element~ry

mqterial as In the following e~~mple:

25; <2(22»
<FSN~,FSNF>

GDE AN~I.~? lili
> NE ZNA<, GDE DNA

GDE !GDR;? '#'
> NE Z~A<, GDE ON etc,
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The target classes in this pattern are masc~line ~hd teml"

nine first
,

names • The p~rpose of the pattern is threefold:

• , T~ drill the relBti~nshlp of the ~ers~nal pronouns to the

gender of pr~per nOLlns, 2) To dri II recognition of the gem

der of unfamiliar proper nouns which have no ~nglish cog.

nates, 3) To reinforce the positioning of the comma sep.

aratlng independent and de~endent claLlses •.

Q.5 Multiple Responses, OccasionallY it is deslr.

able to req~lre more than one response to a certain stimulus

when various concepts arelnterrelated~ In the following

oxample the stlmLllus is a noun chosen from a cl~ss denoting

buildings or areas with designated boundaries, In the ro

sponse the st4dent first types ~ sentence which requires a

conversion of the noun to the accusative case (We are going

to the X). Then the student types a sentence which re.

quires. conversion of the same noun to the locative case

(We are now in the Xl,

117; ,,1(21»,
<BLD>
VOT LABORATORI> 1#'
MY ID~M V LABORATORI< • MY SEJHAS V LABORATORII

Since the distinction between these two types of phrases is

an important feature of the grammar of RUBsian, It seemed

practical to drill the forms together in a single PatteFn

with two responses instead of segregating these features in

separate drills, Other patterns drill conversions of a sen~

tenca containing arhrase in the accusatlve case to a sen~

tencI containing a phrase In the locative case and vice
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versa. Technically, the sentences which constitute the re~
• _"; . "I'

sponse in the e~ample above are treatede. one long response

by the program instead of two separate responses~ This is

why It is necessary to type the responses on the same "ne

and separate them with a hyphen. In the future it might be

desirable to have a feature in the program which wouldper~

mit responses on separate lines which would b. ev~luatedin~

dependently. At the present time there is no provision for

evaluating a response In which one of the sentences is cor~

rect and the other is incorrect.

4.6. Sentence Rewrites. Another limited type of

pattern drill Involves the complete rewriting of ? stimulus

sentence for the response. ·This kind of drill Is limited

because the vocabulary of first~Year Russian is not suffi

ciently eMtenslve, It is, however, occasionallypossib\e

to devise a useful drill in which a sentence Is rewritten

and the meaning is only slightly ~ltered~ In the following

example, the stimulus presents a sentence containing a nom

Inative personal Pronoun as subject of the verb l<blt;

and an accusative personal pronoun as the direct obJect, The

student is expected to convert this stimulus to a sentence

with a nominative personal pronoun as subject 01 the verb

nravlt1s> and e dative personal pronoun. The difficulty

for the student centers around the fact that the nominattve

pronoun in the stimulus becomes the dative pronoun in the

response and the accusative prOnoun in the stimUlus becomes

the nominative pronoun in the response~ An approximate Eng-
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lish equivalent of this pattern would bei

Stimulus: He l~vesher. .
Response: She appeals to him.

Xn Russian the pattern is:

293; <1(11»
<PPN7>
ON L<BIT E. '#'
ONA EMU NRAVITS>

The reverse of this pattern Is ~ls~ drilled:

29q: ·<ll11»
<PPN7>
ON EJ NRAVITS> '#'
ONA L<BIT EGO

Another apPlication of the sentence rewrite drill is

with verbs which have similar meanings but which g~vern dif

lerent cases, In the ~ollowing example a sentence is pre

sented which contains the verb i~uhat; with a direct ob.

lect in accusative case, The student is expected to rewrite

the sentence using the same subject as the stimulus but the

verb uhit;s> in the pr~per form with the object in the

dative case, Alhough there is a difference In the meanings

of these two sentences (as there is in the previous exam

~les) the pattern provides a convenient means of drilling

the cases which these verbs gOvern~ Both of the Russian

sentences in the example ~an be translated into Engj1sh as

"He is studying Engllsh"~

313: <lCI0»
<PPN7>
ON IZUHAET ANGLIJSKIJ >ZYK '#'
ON UHITS> ANGlIJSKOMU >ZYKU

AnotherexBmple ~lthis type is found In certain

patterns which drill arlject;ve usage. These depend upon two
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fundamental principlesi The n6unclasses used in the drill

must have a common semantic element and these classes must

be organIzed into gender and number subclasses 50 that

proper agreement between the nouns And adjectives can be

achieved~ In the following example the target cl~sses are

oomposed of nouns denoting articles of clothing. The classM

es are subdivided into three gender subclasses plus I subM

class of pluralla t?ntum Items (br<kl, tyfli, nQskl, etc~)

'trousers', 'shoes', 'socks', etc. The sttmulus presents

the question "Do y6u have an X of y c~lor?" and the response

requires ehequestion to be rewritten In the form "Do you

have a Y [c61orJ X?". The adJective In the stimulus Is InM

variablY genitive m?scullne because It modifies the noun

cvet 'color' In the genitive case. In the response the adM

Jectlve must ?gree in gender and number with the article of

clothing named In the stimUlus:

258: <4(11»
cTIHCF,TINCM,TINCN,TINCP>
U VASPIDOAK H~RNOGO CYETA? '#'
U VAS H~RNYJ PIDQAK?

4.7 Pattern Drills Using Ad Hoc Lists. For the

elementary lessons In the textbook it was occasionallY im~

possible to write standar~ pattern descriptions with base

forms In the stimulus (see 4.1 auove) because the student

had not learned the base forms In que5tlon~ Thus, In the

followlng example the stimulus asks "Where are y~u going?"

and supplies a destination~ The student Is then expected to

type a complete sentence using the destination given in the

stimulus and supplying the proper preposition, if one 15
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11 <'1 ('1»
<DESVS/DESNA,DESAV/OESIN>
KUDA vy ID~TE? ~-8IBLIOTEKU~~ '#'
> lDU V BIB~IOTEKU

Note that the destination named in the stimulus is given In

In the accusative case, tntroduced in ~esson 1/ rather th?n

the nominative, which Is given only In Lesson 5. Hence, for

the pvrposes of this drill/ It was necessary to use speclal~

Ized vocabulary classes in which all feminine nouns denoting

destinations were listed In the accusative Case, For mas~

cullne and neuter nouns/ adverbs, and Infinitives used as

destlnatt6ns, no such adaPtation 15 necessary bec?use the

base forms happen to correspond to the required response~

4.8 Pattern Drills UtilIzing Matched Lists,

4.8~ Point of Origin and Destination, In a number

of different situations it Is useful to have a drill in

which more than one destination noun is given In the stlm

ulus~ In the following example the stimulUS cont?lns two

n04ns, both of which are potential destinations which could

be 4sed after the preposition ~~ The st4dent 15 reqYlred

to form a sentence whl1;h expresses "From X I gO to y",

2/JS: <1(12»
<:DESVU>
"-LA80RATORr>.~.818LIOTEKA-- '#'
!Z LABORATORII > IDU V BIBLIOTEKU

The purpose of the pattern Is to drill the relationship of

preposltlon lz + genitive with preposlti0112:,. + accusative.

(There Bre similar Patterns which drill the rel~tionshlp of

the preposition s + genitive with the'preposltlon na t BCCU-
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$atlve, etc,>

This type of pattern fwnctlons by using m~tched VQ~

cabulary lists containing the same destination nouns but in

a different order.

[DESVT
GORDO
KINO
TEATR
KLASS
aIB~IOTEKA

LABORATORI~

WKOLA

For example;

[DESVU
KINO
TEATR
KLASS
BIBLIOTEKA .
LABORATORI>
WKOLA
GOROD

I .
I,

4.82 Numbers. The use of cardinal numbers in

Russlan creates some special problems in the pattern de

scription: . The stimulus must present Arable numerals so

that the response can be numbers written In Russ19n. The

Russian c6untlng system requires that some numbers be used

with the nominative singular, that some be used with the

genitive singular and that others be used with the genitive

plwral~ Further c~m~llcatlons arise int~at certain numbers

must agree In gender with the items being counted. In the

l011ow1ng example the stimulus presents the question "How
..; ..

long have yoU been living In X?" Then the stimulus also

presents a numeral~ The required response Is the sentence

"I have been lIving In X f6r Y yearsij (although both sen.

tances are expressed in Rysslan In the present tense),

631 <3(20»
<CNNA,CNNB,CNNC>
S~OLIKO VRE~ENI VY QIV~T[ V MOSKVE? --16-- 1#1

> GIVU VQE WESTNADCATl ~ET V ~O~KVE

The pattern operates with three target classes -- numbers

4sed with the nominative slngul~r, numbers which take the
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These three lists are matched with lists 01 corresponding

Arabic numerals which are used In the stimuli,

4,9 Pattern Drills Utlll~lng Classes Consisting of

a Single Member,

4,91 Verb ConJugationsl Present Tense~ Form drills

using a single word stimulus and response (see 4~2 abovel

are not applicable to verb conjugation drilling. A special

\~ed type of pattern Is used for conjugation drillsutlllz

lng a target class of pronouns, Patterns which drill Im

perfective verbs in the present tense or perfective verbs

in the flJture tense operate with PPN7 (2., ~ .!l!l.t !Ul..ilJ J!l.\i,

VY, onl) to avoid combinat,ons with ono whIch would be

unlikely, The following pat~ern description drills the

present tense of the Verb qdat; with the pronoun stimuli

presented in random order:

120: <1(6»
·<PPN7>

ON 1#'
ON QD+.T etc,

4,92 Verb Conjugations: Past Tense~ Patterns

Which dr,ll the past tense conJ~gations of verbs ar~ less

common in this investigation because past tense formation

Is less problematical in Russian, Drilling these forms is

similar to present tense drills except that fewer pronowns

are .needed since only iourform~ .xlst~ In the following

example the past tense of the verbcstl Is drl~led with

PPN5 <ont ~, my, ~, oni):
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3521 <1(9»
<PPN5>
MY 'Ii'
MY ELI

5. Limitations Encountered,

5,1 Gender of Speaker and Address.e~ The most ire~

q~ently encountered limlt~tion in wrIting pattern descrip~

tlons has to do with sentences In which the gender of the

spe~ker or ~ddresseedet.r~ines which of two forms will be

given in an utteranCe, The most common occurrence of the

problem Is with the first or second person sjng~l~r forms.

of the past tense of the verb. However, it c?n also ~rise

In conneetlon with ?dJectives, although less frequently,

locally, the problefJ1 could be partially solved by adding a

featl,lre to the program which would accept masculine gender

responses In the fIrst person singular from male students

and feminine gender responses in the first person singular

from female students. This would not solve the problem of

Which gender to choose for responses in the second person

singular, however,

A solution c~nsldered but not Implemented would be

to specify the gender expected in the response by some par~

enthetlcal reference~ This solution was discarded because

the presence of a gender symbol in the stimulus seemed some~

what cumbersome,

Another possible solution which was discarded was to

ask the student to assume that fIrst person singular Would

beinvarlablv masculine and second person singulari"varl~
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ably fe~in!nei6r all pattern drills, This wes Judged tobe

even more artificial than the previously mentioned solution

and ~robably Irksome to iemale students who would be re~

qui red to type inappr6prlate forms in their responses.

If pattern descrJptions were expanded In the future

It might be possible to specify separate drills formal. and

female students, A guide would be provided which would ln~

dlcate which pattern numbers were designed for men and which

pattern numbers were designed for ~omen.

The solution adopted for this study was to avoid

pronominal forms which created this ambiguity, r.e., to omit

first and second person singular from past tense conjugation

drills. In the following e~ample the target class is PPN5

(on, ~ my, 'fl.' on;) which is \I$ed for drilling past

tense forms of the verb rasti:

353: <100>
<PPN5>
ONA '# I

ONA ROSLA

It was decided to operate drills 6f this type with a target

class of five personal pronouns rather than the basic three

whlch would requi re di fferent endings (on,~, oni) because

e target class 6f three items Would be "e~hausted too quickly

and would disregard the first and second person plural forms

which are a fyndamental part of the language even though

they do not require desinences which differ from the third

Person plural in past tense,

5.2 Unpredictable Responses. As mentioned in Chap~
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ter 1, a limitation imposed by the program is that responses

must be completelY predictable becavse they are matched with

the responses specified In the pattern description to de~

termfne whether they ~re correct. Even though some other

'grammaticallY correct word order might occur to ihe stvdent,

he must type the response In accordance with the example

shown at the beginning o~ each pattern driil~ In the ele

mentary chapters particvlarlY' this limitation excludes a

number of potential drills because the responses are not

sufficientlY predictable, For example, there cannot be a

r~ttern drill Which asks "Kak vv pogivaete?" 'How are yoU?l

as a stimulus because of the number of possible correct an"

swers based onlY on the firit three lessons of the textbook.

Gener~IIY speaking, such open questions must be excluded

from the scope of this investigation and are best dealt with

In the c1assroom where the instructor can ask questions of
the students and appr~ise the validity of the answers given.

5.3 Syllable Stress~ Although a provision ls made

In the program for the marking of stressed syllables in the

stimulus and the response, It was decided that -this feature

would not be included In the pattern drills, Past e_Parl

ence shows th?t requiring the student to type stress marks

usually slows the speed of the drill to the poInt where It

loses effectiveness. Further complications ariSe with the

problem of incorrect answers, If the student should type

the correct words In his response but type incorrect stress

marks, the response would Btlll be considered incorrect,
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5,4 Pattern Drills on Verbal Aspect~ Although this

Investigation Includes a number of pattern drIlls on the

sublect of verbal aspect, the drills are not entirely satis~

factory as a source of practice In the choiee of aspect In

a given utterance, The tormat of drills on aspect is either

a conversion from one tense to another or ~r6m one asPect to

another (or a combination of the two). In "the following ex~

ample the stimulus presents a complete sentence In imper

fective aspect future tense {e.g."! will be readingboOks"l.

The expected response is a conversion of the verb to the

perfective aspect using the same pronoun sublect as the

stlmul~s~ "The oblect of the verb is ch8ngedto emphasize

the Idea of completed actiori in this particular pattern ("I

will finish reading that b06k").

421: <1(7»
"';;PPN7>
> BUDU HITAT, KNIGI 1#1

> PROHTU lTU KNIGU

Another type of pattern which drills aspectllal

differences operates with present tense lmperfectlv~ verbs

and past tense perfective verbs and uses a target class

of five personal pronoUns instead of seven (see 5.1 abovel.

In the following ex~mPle ~ stimulvs is presented In the

present tense ("We already know about that") and the re

quired response is a perfective verb In the p~st tense ("We

found out about that yesterday"),

5211 <tun>
<PPN5» "
MY UGE ZNAEM DB lTO~ '#'
MY UZNALI OB 1TOM VHERA
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. The limitati~n enc~untered here appears to be the

same pr6blem which ~ri8es with n6"~aut6mated pattern drills

on this subject, There Can be variations of tense and aspect

In the patterns but It Is extremelY difficult to drill the

ch~ice 6' aspect bccavse it depends up6n.a c~nte~t which

is usually larger than the sentence in the stimulus of a

pattern description,
. . ,

It remains important, therefore, that

the Instructor drill the choice 6f aspect in cl?ss where a

proader context can be established and d;scussed~

5,5 F~rm Drills on Verbal Aspect, Another approach

to the drilling of verbal aspect is to eliminate the sen

tence context and concentrate on the c~nversion of a form

In one aspect to the corresponding f6rm in the other aspect.

This method also has its limitations in that certain stimuli

can elicit more than one correct response, For example, if

the stimulus presents a form of the Imperfective verb hitat:

'to readl the resp6nse could be either a form of prohest!

or prohltat; since both of these verbs are perfectIve

co~nterparts of hitatl~ A less than satisfactory solution

to this problem might be to lnclyde in the drill onlY those

forms whose counterparts could be predictable, This would

eliminate Important forms, however, which the student IS

expected to know in a first-year Russian course. Here again,

drilling by the instructor in the classroom aPPears to be

the most effective solution to the problem~

5,6 Conclu$lons~The major limitations encountered

In the selection of pattern descriPtions were the result 01
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certain features of the Russian l~nguage which d~ not lend

themselves easily to pattern drilling in general~ NeVerthe

less, it seams clear that the most efficient applicatl~n of

computer-based drilling Is In areas Where predjct~ble rD

sp~nses are e?slly elicited. Que$ti~ns which m?y be an

swered with a variety of responses are better suited to
, , '. ... i

classroom drill sessions.
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Ct-iAPTER IV

THE CODING SYSTEM FOR THE AUTOMATIC GENERATION

OF PATTERN DRILLS

1~ Introduction~

l s 1 General Characteristics~ The ·coding system em~

ployed in the automatic generation of pattern drills is com

posed of symbols which refer to the various elements on

which the drill program operates, These elements are the
,

vo-

caDulary classes (see Chapter II), the pattern descriptions

(see Chapter III) and the vocabulary inflectional coding

which makes it possible to convert base forms given in the

vocabularY classes into oblique forms In pattern drilling,

The basis for the vocabUlary inflectional coding

system used in this investigation was developed by Rainer

Schultz, Eleanor Van Campen and Professor Joseph A. Van

Campen for research In the computer-assisted instruction of

Russian and Old Church Slavonic at Stanford. The Investiga

tor mOdified this system in order to adapt it ~Q the re

quirements of automated pattern drillins. These modifica

tions will be discussed 1n section 2 of thIs chapter~

The coding of vocabulary lists, additions to the in~

flect10nal rules and the coding of pattern descriptions was

carried out after all the.class lists and pattern descrip~

tions had been written~ The approach was taken in this or~

dar so that it Would be possible to devise pattern descrlpR
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ti~ns and class lists In ~ relatively sh~rt t1ma: If the

writing of pattern descriPtions and the selection of vocabu

lary classes had been dona simultaneously with the coding,

the progress ot the Investigation mjght have been hindered,

1A2 Scope and Purpose, The purpose of this Chapter

Is to explain the symbols used in the inflectional coding of
, • , . ~ I

vocabulary classes and the coding of pattern descriptions so

that the reader will be able to comprehend the c~ded exam"

pIes given in th~ appendic~s, particularlY the pattern de

scriptions which appear In Appendix IV~

2. The Inflectional Coding of Vocabulary Lists,

The basic format for vocabulary lists was introduced in

Chapter II, The purpose of this section is to explain the

Coding format which follows each vocabulary entry In the

class lists,

2.1 ~odiflcations Required for this Investigation~

The basic format for VOcabulary class lists had already been

devised by Professor Van Campen for other instruction?l pro

grams, therefore no modifications were needed for the format

Itself. ~owever a sizable amount of work had to be done by

the investigator to adapt the material in Clarkls textbook

to the program which already existed. The most time-consum

ing part of this operation had to do with verbs because there

were many in Clark which did not correspond to any previ6uRly

coded prototypes. There was also a small number of nouns

which did not fit previously coded models but their number

was insignificant In comparison with the verbs~
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2.2 Process of Coding Vocabulary Lists. Since a

sizable amount of vocabulary had already been coded for

other Instructional purposes the first procedure for this

Investigation was to borrow codes from previously coded vo~

cabulary~ This was iacilltated by the availabIlity of a.

short dictionary fj~e with cOding listed after each item~

The cross checking oi Clark's vocabulary wlt~ thts dlctlon~

ary resulted in the coding 6f a large proportion of the

·nouns, pronouns and adjectives and approximately one half of

the verbs,

The next procedure was to make lists of all vocabu~

lary which did not have codes and to compare these items to

the coded words. If a word ·had Inflections whlchcorre~

spondad to inflections shown in the paradigm lists, It was

assigned the same number as the prototype It resembled. If

no prototype was found in previously COded material, the new

form then w~s considered a new prototype, assigned a new

number and added to the paradigm list.

2.3 Format of Codes in Vocabulary Llsts~ In C~.P

ter 11 we dlscussed.the coding of vocabulary llsts as it

pertains to the class label and the number of Items ~rom the

list which can be used in a given lesson (see Chapter II,

Section 2). ~e are now concerned with t~e coding which

follows each vocabulary entry,

In order to gener~te Inflectional forms the program

operates wIth two entries for e~ch vocabularYltem. The

fIrst entry is the base form: verbs in the Infinitive, nouns
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In the n~mlnatlvr singular (~r plural It no singular e~ists),

adjectives in the nOminative singular masculine, pr~nouns In

the nOminative and cardinal numbers 1n the n~mlnative mascu.

line (where gender is lndlcated)~ The second entry is a

stem which makes it possible to generate f~rms which cannot

be generated c~nvenlentlY fr~m the base form~ (Thus, In the

c~se of the verb iskat! the stem 1= makes It possible to

generate the present tense forms !=u, l=ewl, etc~ with~ut

cumbersome operations being performed on the infinitive.

Past tense forms of this verb, however, are more convenient.

lY generated by operating on the Infinitive.) Uninflected

parts ~f speech such as adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions,

exclamations and particles are listed as single forms with.

out stems,

Immediately ioll~wlng the stem (If one is listed)

Is a space followed bya slash, The space following the

slash Is Intended to permit an English transl?tion 01 the

vocabulary enCry. This feature was not used In the ~rlsent

study but It could be added for ~ther kinds ~f drilling.

following the sl~sh and a single space is the symbol "#"~

After anoth~r space there Is a number which Indicates the

parC of speech. The following table shows the code numbers

for the parts of speech:

0: noun
I: verb
2: adjective
3: adverb
q; personal pronoun
5: interrogative
6: indefinite pronoun
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7: n\Jeneral
8: preposition
9: demonstrative
10 conjunction
11 exclamation
12 particle

All code n\Jmbers are separated by commas with no

Intervening spaces, The first number (indicating the part

~f speech) is always shown. The number(s) -which follow It

depend upon the part of speech involved,

2.31 Nouns. Nouns show two additional code numbers

after the first zero which indicates the part of speech, The

gender of nouns is shown in the class label (if the class is

limited to nouns of one gender) but there Is no gender indi

cation in the coding~ If the Second code is a Zero, this in~

dicates that the stem is unchanged in generating oblique

forms, If the third code Is a zero, this indicates that the

noun is indecllnable~ In other instances the second code

refers to the paradigm number for the stem formation of the

nOlln and the third code refers to the p~raqigm number for

desinence formetioi". Examples of nouns.n coded foren are

given belOW frOm TINS (tangible inanimate nouns small enough

to be held in the h?nd);

AVTORUHKA AVTORUHK I # 0,1,40
BLOKNOT BLOKNOT I # 0,0,35
BUMAGA BU~AG I # 0,0,40
GUBKA GUnK I # 0,3,40
KARANOAW KARANDAW I # 0,0,44
PERO PER I # 0,0,75
PORTFEL; rORTFEL I # 0,0,36
SLOVAR; SLOVAR I # 0,0,56
TETRAD; TETRAD I # 0,0,51
PISI~O PIS;M I # Oi5.48
RADIO RADIO I # 0,0,0
FOTOGRAFI> FOTOGRAFI I # 0,0,37
PAPIROSA PAPIROS I # 0,0,39
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2.32 Verbs. Verbs also have three code numbers

which refer to part~f speech, stem formation and desinence

formation respectivelY~ Examples of verbs in coded form are

given below from TV (imperfective transitive verbs):

IZUHATI IZUHA I # 1,2,1
VIDET; VIa I # 1,84,2
ZNATI Z~A I # 1,14,1
GOVORIT; GOVOR I # 1,04,1
HITAT; HITA I # 1,109,1
XOTETI XOH I # 1,73,2
KURIT; KUR I # 1,17,1
PISAT; PIW I # 1,33,2
PETi PO I # 1,31,1

2.33 Adjectives. Adjectives have two codes indi

cating part of speech and desinence. Examples of adjectives, -

ere given below fr~m AJT (adjectives describing tangible ob-

Jects):

NOVYJ NOV I # 2,3
BOL,WOJ BO;LW I # 2,1
OGROMNYJ OGRO~N I # 2,12
MALENiKIJ MALENIK I # 2,32
XOROWIJ XOROW I # 2,5
DEW~VYJ DEW~V I # 2,41

Occasionally, adjectives appear with three code numbers. In

s~ch cases the third code indicates that short forms can not

be generated, The following examples are from AJC (adJec

tives describing colors):

GOLUB OJ GOLUB I # 2,4,1
LILOVYJ LILOV / # 2,3,1

2,34 Main Entry Special Forms~ If the main entry

Is not the usual base form for the class list, this specl~l

~orm is shown first, f~11owed by the symbol "$" and the stand-

ard format for whatever the part of speech may be, Thus, in

the case of certain adjectives for which the main entry Is
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the masculine short form (Instead of the masculine nomjna~

tlve singular), the vocabulary entry lsI

DOLQEN SDOLGNYJ DOLQN I # 2,49
NUGEN SNUGNYJ NUON I # 2,49

2,35 Uninflected Parts of Speech, Adverbs and

other uninflected parts of speech are coded so that the

first number indicates the part of speech and the following

~ero indicates that no inflection Is possible, The follow~

lng e~amples ~re from NGD (double negatfves)~ As mentioned

In Chapter II, the symbol liS" inserts a space In the teletYPe

,printout when there Is more than one word In the entry,

NHIEGO&~E I # 3,0
NIKOGDA&NE I # 3,0
NIGDE&NE I # 3,0
NJKUDA&NE I # 3,0
NIKTO&NE I # 3,0

Further e~amples of vocabulary lists wIth codes are

given In Appendl~ II~

2,4 Paradigm eodings, The coding numbers following

vocabulary entries refer to lists of paradlgmcoding~which

e~empllfY certain combinations of inflectional rule$~ A num~

ber Is assigned to each paradigm which makes it possibJe to

refer to a particlli ar model of noun, verb, adJective, pro

noun or R\Jssian number", In order to e~"plajn the operation

of the inflectional coding system, examples will be given

from the inflectional rules pertaining to verbs since verbs

show the greatest variety of inflect\on. Symbols used for

coding verb inflection do not differ from those used in"

tables for nouns, adJectIves, pronouns, or numbers~ It is
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only the combinations of these symbols which ~re dlfferent~

2.41 Format at Paradigm Coding Lists, E~ch para~

digm coding begins with the coding number for the particular

Inflectional type In question followed by a colon and a

space, F~llowlng the sPace there are sets of operation

codes, Each set of operation codes is set off from the fol~

10wln9 set by a space, Each set represents the coding needed

to generate the stem or desinenee (or both) corresponding to

a given form of the word in question~ The orderIng of the

sets of operation codes corresponds to that of a form list

containing the forms of the word In ~ueBtion which the

driller can generate, The form list for the Russian verb

used In this project Is as follows:

0:
1:
2:
3;
'n
5:
6:
7:
8;
9;
10:
11 :
12:
13:
14 :
15 :
16:
17:
18:
19 :

infinitive
lstsin9, pres,
2nd sin9, preS,
3rd sing, pres,
1st pl, preS,
2nd pl, pres,
3rd pl. pres,
2nd sin9. imperative
2nd pl, Imperative
pres, gerund
nom, sin$J. masc, pres, act', part~
long nom, sing~ maSe. pres, pass, p~rt.
rnase, P<lst
fern, past
ne\.lt. past
pl, past
past gerund
nom, sing. masc. past act. part,
long 110m. sing. rnase, past pass. part .•
s'hon mase·, past pass. part.

2,42 Definition of Symbols Used in Operation Codes,

The meanings of the oporation codes are as follows:

$ Operate on the base form, (If this symbol
Is not shown it is assumed that the program
will operate on the stem,) .
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TrtJncate
,

one character,

Truncate two ch~racters, three characters etc.

Back
,

character.up one

Back up two characters, three characters etc',

Insert ahead of the current character.

Replace the current character with the
following character,

Back t.lP to the nearest vowel.

Next valid fOl'm Is nlJmber 17 in the table,

form does not exist,

Form does not apply to this table.

New Instruction follows for same form.

Generate an alternative form by operating
On the form already generated,

2.43 Example of Opel'ation Codes ApPlied to Inflec"

tional Rules for Stem Formation. In the following ex~mple

the stem formatiOn of the vel'b listed in vocabularies as

ISKAT; I= I # 1,143,2 Is shown. Stern"formatlon must occur

before the addidon'of deslnences whfchls carl'ied out on

the basis of a sepal'ate P81'adjgm list, (See 2,44 below), In

this example the paradigm numbel' for the stem ~odingis 143,

The operation codes appear after the c610n and are eXPlaIned

below the example. (Since there are too many codas to fit

on a single line, the codes are continued after a single

carriage return and Q single tab which is the equivalent of

a single space between codes.)

r 0•

A

T

2T,3T

B

28,30

I

R

V

:'.17

#

8.

,
I
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r l43: $ 0 AE AE AE AE AU AI AI AA AU S3TAO $2T $2T $2T $2T
52T $2T 52TANN ~2TAN

operation
Codes

Meaning of . Form(s) Generated
Symbols

Operate on ISKAT;
ln1intlve

o Add nothing
to stem

1= (Istsing~ pres~ stem)

I=A (pres~ gerund stem)

I=U (pres. act. part. stern)

ISKO (pres,pass. part. stem)

l=U (3rd pl~ pres~ stem)

1=1 (imperative stem)

I=E (2nd, 3rd·s1ng.,
1st, 2nd pl, pres, stern)

Add A

Add U

Add U

Add I

Add E

$3TAO Truncate 3
chQracters from
infin~1 add 0

$2T Truncate 2 IsKA (past tense stem)
$2T characters from
$2T -1nfinitive
$2T

AE
AE
AE
AE

AU

AI
AI

AA

AU

(short past pass. p~rt.

rnase',)
S2TAN Truncate 2 ISKAN

characters from
inf!n.,add M~

2,44 Example of Operation Codas Applied to lnflec p
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ti~na' Rules f~r Destnence F~rm~tl~n~ The example above

sh~ws the apPlication ~f operation c~des to generate stems

for 20 f~rms of the verb iskat;, In the following ex?mple

~peratlon codes are applied to generate desinences f~r the

same forms, It should be emphasized that these two opera~

ti~ns must b~th be carried out In the proper order t~

generate desired forms6f a verb or n6un~ Adjective, pro·

noun ~nd number inflections are generally carried out In one

operation according to the same be.ie prlnciples~

'The operation codes for the deslnences Which will be

added to the 'stems of Iskat! are given below, The me~nings

of the operation codes are the same as In 2,43~

2: 0 AU AW; AT AM ATE AT 0 ATE A=lJ AMYJ AL ALA ALO ALI
AV,IAWI AVWIJ AYJ

Operation Meaning of Form(s) Generated
Codes SYmbols

0 Add n~thlng I5KAT;

AU Add U I=U

AW, Add 1'1; I=EW,

AT Add T l=ET

AM Add M I=EM

ATE Add TE l=ET,E

AT Add T I=IJT

0 Add nothing 1=1

ATE Add TE I=ITE

0 Add nothing I=A

A=IJ Add =IJ I=U=IJ

AMYJ Add MYJ ISi<OMYJ
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AI,. Add L ISKAL

ALA Add LA ISKALA

AL,O Add LO ISKALO

ALI Add L,I ISKAl.I

AV,IAWI Add V then ISKAV ISKAVWI
generate alter~

native form by
addlng WI

AVWIJ

AYJ

Add VWIJ

Add YJ

ISKAVWIJ

ISKANNYJ

I

It should be noted that In certain cases the coding

of inflectlon?l changes as stem formation or deslnence se~

lection Is spTI'ewhat arbitrarYl Thus, for example, the -tl

of the first singular present and the -a- of the present

gerund are regularlY regarded as deslnences in descriptive

grammars. Our treatment has been based on considerations

of dlsc-st~rage economyi If classifYing certain changes as

"stem modifications" seemed to reduce the total number of

~aradigms needed we did sa even when such a choice contra

dicted the linguistic facts.

3. The Coding of Pattern Descriptlons~ In Chapter

III the pattern descriptions were discussed without refer-

ence to the coding system.
• •. I'

The purpose of this sectlon is

to show how the pattern descriptions mentioned in the pre

vlcvs chapter ar~ transcribed for Use in the automatic gen

eration of pattern drills. The· complete Bet ofpatternde~

BcrJptJons is shown in coded Torm In Appendix !V~

3,1 Process 01 Ceding Pattern Descriptions, As
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previouslY mentioned, the pattern descriptions for all 28

,hapters of Clark's textbook were first written in Russian

with examples and class labels before any coding was at~

tempted, The advantage of this arrangement w~~ that t~e

Investigator knew what types of Patterns there were before

the coding work was undertaken. As the coding progressed,

the Investigator found that the elementary pattern drills

with specialized vocabulary classes required somewhat more

complex coding procedures than the pattern drills for more

advanced material,

3,2 General Format for Coding Pattern Descriptions,

For all coded pattern descriptions the first two lines have

the same form,t. The number of the pattern description ap

pears 11'1 the left m~rgin 101 lowed Im1f\ediately by a colon and

a single space, The next character is the delimiter "e" whiCh

Is followed by numbers which indicate the number of t~rget

classes to be employed In connection wlth each lesson ]1'1 the

te~tbook~ ~See Chapter III, Section 2~1~' The line ends

with the deli~lter "~"~

The second line of every pattern descriPtion shows

the class label Or labels of the target class or tBrget

classes. If there is more than one label, they Bra sepa-

rated by commas with 1'16 Intervening spaces,

ar labels are also enclosed In delimiters "c

The class label

>" •
3.3 Definition of Symbols Used In Pattern Descrip~

ticn!, The following sections describe the symbols used In

the thIrd and swbsequent lines of the pattern descriptions,
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Since the patterns Vary considerably In content, the use of

these symbols also varIes. Some occur regularlY, others

rarely.

All symbols or symbol combinations In the pattern

qescrlptlon which are treated as Individual unjt~ are sepa~

rated by single spaces~ The pUrpose of this section Is to

discuss the manner In which a string of such Individual units. .

In the pattern description Is converted to substrings In the

stlmUlus~response string. for eVery unit set off by spaces

In the pattern there Is one such Substring In the stlmulus

response .tring, (The pattern units and the corresponding
,; " '. I

stimulus-response substrings cccur In a fixed order and are

numbered from zero on In ascending numerical order.) The

simplest cases will be dIscussed first, followed by more com-

plex operations,

3,31 Pattern Units Enclosed In Single Quotatlon

Mar~s. Whenever material Is to be entered directly Into

the stimulus-response string, it is Inc14ded in the p~ttern

descriptIon as a single unIt enclosed In single quotatIon

marks, If the material contains more than one -w~rd 6r D

sequence of words and other characters, spaces between the

words or characters ~re Indicated by ampersands. For exam~

pIe, if a stimulus were to present the question "Cds X 1",

th~s would be Indicated In the pattern description asl

IGDE&X&1'

If the response to the stimulus mentioned above were "> ne
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llcrlpt!on as;

'?&NE&ZNA<,&GDE&X'

The use ~f such materials In the progr~m is ~ften

desirable bec~use they d~ n~t requlredlscl~ok-ups and

theref~re perrdt a m~re rapid generatl~n 6tthe stimUlus or

response th~n do items which entail disc look-ups,

3.311 Special Cases of Symbols in Single Quotation

M~rks, Four sYmbols which are used inside single quotation

marks have .speclal meanings, These symbols signify the
.. • 10
1011 ow, ng;

I~I Ignore this unit in printing out the stimulus
or in checking .theresPonse~

'%1 Insert a carriage return and lln.feed in the
printout,

1#' End of stimulus, All material which follows
this symbol In the pattern de~crlptlon Is part
of the response~

1$1 For th~ use 01 the symbol 1$1 Inside single
quotation marks see section 3~383~

3,32 Class L~bels~ As discussed In Chapter II,

sections ~.3 and 1'.4, vocabulary class .labelsare composed

of from tw~ to six alphanumeric characters ~nd begin with a

letter other than 'Xi ~r IZI~ Class labels used in pattern

descriptions ?s non-target classes appear without single

qu~tation marks. The presence of a class label in the pat-

terndescripti6n causes the program to search ~he vocabu

lary-class file on the disc lnorder t~ locate the clasl

list Indicated by the label and then to choose a member of

that list at random and enter It as a sUbstring lnthe

stimulus-response string~ In the followIng example the
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~attern description lnclUdesi 1) the question "Cde X 1"

'oll~wed by a dash, 2) the class label LeA (adverbs and ad~

vernlal phrases denoting locations) from which an answer is

to be selected, 3) another dash, end 4) the ~nd of stimulus

marker~

'GDE&X&?&•• ' LCA 1•• 1 'ill

The question and the first dash become thetlrst substring

(as discussed in 3.31 above)~ The class label LCA causes

the program to choose one Item at random from the ~ol)owlng

class list:

NAl.EYO / # 3,0
NAPRAVO / 1/ 3,0
POSEREDINE / 1/ 3,0
TUT / 1/ 3,0
TAM / 1/ 3,0
ZDESI / # 3,0
YON&TAM / # 3,0

When the Item Is chosen it becomes the second s~bstrlng.

The second dash becomes the third sUbstrlng~ An example of

the resulting completed stimulus which would ~ppear on the
. , ,

teletype is the 10110wing;

GDE X? ··NAl,EVO·-

Since the class LCAls not the target of the drill It Is

possible that the Items chosen at random from this class

list would be chosen again as the pattern continues, (Items

from the target class are chosen until the membership ~f the

class has been exhausted but there Is no such elimination

of items from classes specified In the stimulus section of
.the pdttern description,)

3.33 Randow Choices Within the Pattern. OccaBlon~
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choices here inVolve class labels, therefore no single quo

tation marks are ~sed. The choices are separated by comm~s

with no Intervening spaces~ The ~odlng lor such a choice

wo~ld be as folloWSl

(3,TINM,TINF,TINN)

Thjs coding WQuld cause the program to choose one of the

classes at random and then to select a member of that class

at random and enter It in the stimulus-response string~ The

operation resembles that described in 3,32 above except that

more than one class list Is Involved in the random choice.

3,331 Additional Choices Coordinated with an Ini-

tial Random Choice, Once a random choice has been made (as

discussed In 3.33 above) It Is frequently desirable to make

additional subsequent choices in thepatterri Which are co

ordinated with the original random choice. Such subsequent

choices are not random because the selection of Items de

pends upon the original choice. If such subseq~ent choices

are to be made, the symbol "I" preceded by • number Indicating

the number of subsequent choices is written Just inside the

left parenthesis of the orlginill random choice~- 1n the

following example the three gender subclasses discussed in

the previous section are the Items involved in the initial

random choice. The notation "1$" Just inside the left

parenthesis indicates that there will be one subsequent

choice which must be made on the basis of this random selee

tion~ In coded form the initial choice would be written as

follows:
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(1$3,TINH,TINF,TI~N)

When the s~bseqventcholce occurs, the coding shows this

ChO)c. in parentheses but the selection of items will be

made in accordance with the Initial choice In the first set

of parentheses. Thus, If the subsequent choice of items·

tncludes first person singular possessives, the coding for

them would be (3,'MOJ't'MO>','MO+'J and their selection

would be In accordance with the original random selection

described above, Therefore, If the Initial random choice

were from TlNM, the subsequent choice would be "mo]"'. If

the Initial r?ndom choice were from TINF, the subsequent

choice would be "mo>u, etc'.

The notation "$" may be used In cases Where more than

one subseq~ent choice is to be made, For example, if the

Initial random choice Is codedl

(453,TINM,TINF,TINN)

there will be three classes irom which to choose (masculine,

~eminine and neuter tangible inanimate obJects] and lhere

will be four subsequent choices coordinated with the Initial

(3, , 1TOT' , !J T,\ ' , III Q I )

(3, , t"! 0 J ' , , ~ 0 > , , I 1'10+0 , )
(3,'TOT,','TA','TO')
(3,' VA'll',' V/lWA', I VAWE1)

Such coding would permit generation of stimulus~response

strings of the following type:

lTOT KARANDAW ~ MOJ, A TOT ~

lTA RUHKA • MO>, A TA • VAWA
170 PERO • MO+-, A TO • VAWE

YAW . etc.
etc', .

etc.
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3.3Q Units conslstlng of Ampersands Followed by

a N\lmber. The symbol "&" (ampers~nd) followed immediatelY by

a numbe~ is used t~ dupllGate a substring already In the

stimulus-response string at the ~osition in which the unIt

beginning with the ampersand occurs, Th\ls the symbol "&1"

eal/ses the program to pick up whatever substring is In po~

$itlon 1 of the stimulus-response string and move It to the

position in which the &1 Is written. (&1 would pick up the

second item in the stimulus-response string since &0 would

~efer to the first item.) In the followIng example the stirn

ull/s presents the q\lestion "Gde ruhk~?" and the class label

~CA cauSeS the system to make a random selection from a

class of adverbs and adverbial phrases denoting locations.

(See 3.33 above.)

IGDE' 'RUHKA' 'n-- I Le," ' __ I 'iiI

An example of the teletype printout of this coding would be:

GDE RUriKA? -_ NAl-Eva ....

In the resPonse the student is expected to type:

Rl)HKA .. NALEVO

This is coded using ampersands:

&1 1-' &3

The &1 plcks up the sUbstring in position 1 (ruhka) ~f the

stimulus-response string and moves it to the position \n

whlt::h &1 is written. &3 picks up the substring in posidon

3 (the item chosen at random from class LeA) and moves it to

the position in which &3 is written, (Further examples 6f

the use of ampersands with numbers are given in sections
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,
3,35~3.38 below,)

3.35 Inflectional Modification. Occasionally it \s

necessary to generate a s~bstring in a form other than the

form in which It occurs in a cl~ss list or previous $ub

strlng~ This is done by adding the symbol "#" Just after the

class label or ampersand-n~mber sequence respectively. (See

3.32 and 3.34 above.' The numbers which follow the symbol

"#" specIfy inflectional categories of nouns, verbs, ~dlec

tives, pronouns and cardinal numbers. (Compl~te tables of

category numbers for these parts of speech are given in

ApPend Ix ! I!.)

If the class label TINV (vehicles) were specified

In a pattern description the nominative singular (base form)

~f the chosen Item would ordlna~ilY bedlsplayed in the

$tlm~lus-response string, However,' f the pattern requi res

the chosen Item to be rllsplayed in the instrumental singular

form It would be coded TINV#5 e Similarly, if the class

label GERI (verbs used for drilling the formation of present

gerunds) is specified In a Pattern description, the lnflni~

t 1ve Cbase form) wOlll d be di spl aye1J. To cbnve-rt the chosen

Item to the present gerund form the coding would be GERI#9~

Inflectibnal modification can also be perfbrmed with

am~ersand~number sequenceS Csee 3,34 above'. If a class label

Is used to IndIcate the chotce 01an item from ~. clats lIst,

the Item is first displayed In the base form as discussed

in the previous paragraph. An ampersand number can then be

used to pick up the substrIng entered fr~m the vocabulary
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class list and a category number can be added to m~dlfy the

lnflecti~n. In the foli~wing example an Item is selected

from the class TINS (tangible inanlmat~ nouns small enough

to be held in the hand) and entered Into the stlmulus~re-

sponse string In the base form,
.. \

The student's resPonSe IS

expected to contain the nomln~t,ve plural of the Item pre~

sented~ The pattern in coded form would be as follows:

'YOT' TINS 'II'
&0 &1118

The notation &0 causes the program to du~llcat. the Item In

iero position and move it to the position where &0 Is writ

ten, The n6t~tion &1#8 causes the program to pick up the

,tem chosen from the TINS class and move It to the position

where the notation is written while converting It to the.

nOmln?tive plural. An example of the p~ttern In teletyPe

format would be as follows:

YOT Kt'-'IGA
VOT KNIGI etc,

{Further examples of inflectional modification with class

labels, ampersand numbers and with target classes are given

In the following secti~ns4J

3,36 Target Classes~ The examples presented up to

this point have shown substrIngs which are generated either

directly from the pattern description or from random selec~

tlc"s from vocabUlary classes, The stImulus must also con

tain a selection from the target class (or from one of the

target classBs' specified within the delimiters on the sec

ond line of the pattern description, If the program is to
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make a selection from the target class and enter the selected

hem into the stimulus directly, the codeZ is \.Ised, This

code causes the program to locate the target class on the

disc Cor to select one of the target classes it more than

one is specified), When the class has been located on the

discI en item is selected at random from the list, Once the

Item has been chosen it Is for the purposes of the running

of th~t ~artlcular drill "deleted" from the list~ Inth.

example below the target class is TIN (tangible Inanlmat~

nouns'~ The stimulus contains items discussed in 3,31 and

the class label discussed in 3,32, Code Z causes the progr~m

to choose an item from the target class Which contains vo~

cabulary like the following:

KOMNATA KOHNAT / # 0,0,39
AVTORUHKA AVTORUHK / # 0,1,40
B~OKNOT BLaKNOT / # 0,0,35
BUMAGA BU~AG / # 0,0,40
GUBKA GUBK / # 0,3,40
OVER; OVER I #0,0,47
DOM DOM / # 0,0,33
DaSKA DaSK I # 0,3,40
KARANDA~ KARANDAW I # 0,0,44
KARTA KART I # 0,0,39

The coded Pattern description contains the following stim~

ulus section:

A typical example of the teletype printout 01 this stim~lus

woul~ be the lollowlng;

GOE KARANDAW? ·-NALEVO.·

The response for this pattern entails ampersand numbers dis~

cussed in 3.3Q above~ The response wo~ld be coded as fol-
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lows:

The entire patte~n descriptl6n In coded form w~uld be:

22: <1 (5»
<TI">
lGDEI Z '&7&--1 LeA ,"- .. I 1#1

&1 '&-&' &3

An example 61 the complete cycle of stlmulU$ and response on

the teletype would ?ppear as follows:

GDE KARANDAW ? -- NA~EVO --
KARAN PAW .. NALEVO etc,

The drill would thenc~ntlnue with an6ther cholcs fr6m the

target class until the membership 6f the class has been ex-

hausted ~r the student cho6ses to go on to s6mething else.

3.361 Inflectional Modification 6f Target-Class Items.

Under certain circumstances It is necessary to alter

the Inflectional f6rm 6f an Item chosen from the target

class when it is entered into the stimulus; In the fol16w

Ing example the target class is LAJ (adjectives describing

languages), The cholce fr6m the target class must be COn-
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I . l

verted to genitive case when it is presented ~s a stimulus.

In order to carry out this operation cade Z is employed

with category nvmber 2 which specifies the genitive singular

for adJective$~ (See 3.35 above.> The coded pattern de

scription is written as follows:

6: <1 (lj»
<LAJ>
IVY&lJHITEL;NICAI 2#2 '>ZYKA&?&&NETi '#'
'NET,&>&NE&IJHITEL;NICA' &1 '>ZYKA'

The response requires a negative reply t~ the question and

uses &1 to pick UP the item in position 1 and move it to the

response, The sYmbols &Ido not need the category number

for genitive singular because the substring In position 1

has already been converted to the genitive singu'a~. An ex

ample of the teletype prlnt~ut of this drill would be:

VY UHITEL;NICA RUSSKOGO >ZYKA? NET
NET, > NE UHITEL;NICA RUSSKOGO >ZYKA

3 t 37 Items Chosen in Accordance with the Choice of

the Target Class. In certain cases items must be chosen in

eittler the stimulus or the response accordIng to the choice

~f the target class, Since the target class selected Is the

determining factor In these subsequent cholces,- the Z

code is used to Indicate the reI at I onship, In the followi ng

e~ample there are two target classesi masculine fIrst names

and feminine first names. In the stimulus an item is chosen

from one of these classes. The response does not use the

actual item chosen from the target class. Instead the re-

sponse depends upon the class from which this SUbstring was

selected. In coded form the pattern descrIption ~ppears as
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follows:

2si <2(22»
<FSNt1, FSNF>
'GDE' Z '&1' '#'
'>&NE&ZNA<,&GDE' (Z,2,'ON','ONA',

The choice ;s shown enclosed in parentheses (see3~33 above)~

The Z code indfcptes that this choice must be made In ac

cordance with the choice of the target class, If the target

ltem is chosen from FSNM the response must contain the form

lion"', If the target .Item Is chosen from FSNF the resP/mse

must contain the form "~", The number 2 following the Z

indicates that there will be two items to choose from within

the parentheses, Since the pronouns are not to be generated

by a disc look-up ihey ar~ enclos~d in single quotation

marks, The clements within the parentheses are separated by

commas wIth no intervening spaces, The drill would aPPear

on the teletype In the following form:

GDE IGOR; 1
> NE ZNA<, GDE ON

GDE ANNA 1
> NEZNA<, GDE ONA etc.

As dl~cussed in 3,331 above, additional choices In

the pottern are often coordinated with an lnitl~l choice~

This also happens In connection with the initial choice from

a target class. When this occurs the target class can be

referred to before the first set 01 choices using the Z code

and the symbol "s" may be used to Indicate the number of ad

ditional choices to be made in the same manner. In the fol-

lowing example there are two target classes: feminine
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first names and masculine first names. The Z code in the

stimulus causes the pr~gram to cho~se an item ir~m ~ne 61

the target classes and m~ve It t~ the stlmului-resp~nse

string. The response first requires th~t the substring In

p~slti~n zer~ be m~ved to the initial p~siti~n of the re

sponse section ~f the stlmulus~response string~After this

th~ chofce of the target class determines thechofce of

f~rms In the rest of the response, The pattern description

In coded f~rm Is 8S foll~ws:

113: 2(17l>
<FSNF ,FSN~t>

Z'1t I

&0 CZ,2S2,'BYLA','BYL') C2,'BCLINA','BOLEN')
II,&K&TO~U&QE,1 C2,'UsTALA','USTAl.')

The Z code Inside the first ·set ~fparentheses indlcates

that the chofce Within the parentheses is to be made fn aC

cordance with the chofce of the target class~ The symbols

"2$" indicate that the same criterion will be the basis for
t '.' Itwo additional choices, In other w6rds,lf FSNF Is the

target class chosen, the f~rms chosen in the responses must

be "byla", "bol;na" and "ustala". If FSNM fs the target

class chosen, the forms mlJst be "W", "bolen" _?nd "ust"l"

I n the response, The drill waul d appear on the tel etype in

the following forrneti

ANDREJ
ANDrEJ BYL BOLEN I, K TOMU QE, USTAL

EUZAVETA
ELIZA VETA BYLA 80L~NA I, K TOMU DE, USTALA etc.

3,38
,

Special Codes Involving Target Classes. A

number of pattern drills operate with.variants of Code Z~
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The purpose of this sectlon is to descrihe the use of these

variants~ There are three basic typesi ZO, Zl and Xl, all

Q1 which involve selection of an item from a class 1l st

and some special manipulation of that item~ The di fferences

between these codes are described In the following sections,

3,381 Code ZO~ In a number of drills the problem

arises that a choice or choices must be made In accordance

with the choice of the target class (see 3.37 above) In or~

der to form the stimulus but these choices must be deter~

mined before the actual substring chosen from the target

class Is presented In the stimulus, A code is needed which

makes the choice of a target class and chooses an Item from

that class but prevents the given substring from being

printed as part of the stimulus. This Is the function of

codo lO. In the following example the target classes ~re

Jemlnlne and masculine familY relations. The stimulus prc~

sents a sentence containIng a predicate nomin~tlve~ The

response requires a conversion to the accusative cas~ be~

cause of the presence of a transitive verbi

154; .<2(15»
<RELf,RfLM>
IlTO' ZO (ZdS2,tMO>',t>.jOJI) &1 'III
'VY&ZNAETEt (2,tMOc',IMOEGot, ~1#1 '?t

The code ZO is necessary because a choice must be made be~

tween the feminine and masculine possessives "mo>" or "ci:U"

in the stimulus, The gender choice of the possesslve de~

rends upon the choice 61 the target class. Yet the ite~

chosen from the target claSS cannot be displayed before the
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possess!ve. Code ZO makes a random choice from one of the

target classes. However, the s~bstrlng containing that

choice !s prefixed w~th the character I~j(see 3~311aboveJ

and hence ignored when the stimulus Is printed~ since the

choice 6i target class has now been made, th~ehoice oi the

gender of the possessive can be made, hence the notation In

which Z Is written inside the first set of parentheses~ The

ltams to be chosen ~re enclosed In parentheses (as described

tn 3~33 above) and the notation "1$" indicates that the choice

Nill be made on the same basis once more later in the pat

tern~ Aiter the possessive has been presented in the stimu

lus/ the item chosen from the target class can finallY be

displayed in the stimulus. The ndtation "&1" Indicates lhat

thes~bstring stor~d in the buffer by code ZO (inpositlo~

I' is to be moved to the position following ihe possessive

end displayed. In moving the s~bstrlng the program-discards

the Inltlal IQ' so that the new s~bstrlng will be printed.

The response begIns with the phrase "Vy zna.tft"

followed by the same possessIves in the accus~t~ve ease, The

choIce of gender has been provided for in the previous set

of parenthe~es by t~e n6tation "1$». The response conel~des

by plcking up the s~bstrjng in posltlon 1 (the stored Item

chosen from the target class) and moves it to the position

following the possessive while converting It to the accusa

tive case by means of the category number #I~ An e~amPle of

the stimulus and response cycle on the teletyp~ would bei

'TO ~o> T~T>

VY ZNAETE MO< T~T<?



3TO MOJ D>D>
VY ZNAETE MOEGO D>D<1 etc.

A more comple~ example of the use of the code ZO

can be shown In which the choice of thetarg~t ~Iass deter

mines which forms of an adJective w~ll be gener~tedln con

nection with disc Ipok-ups~ This type of coding occurs most

frequently in the advanced pattern drills where the student

can be e~pected to know a number of oblique c?se .ndlngs~ln

the 10110win9 example there are three target classes; buIld.

Ings or archltectur~l structures in feminine, m~scullne and

neuter gender lists. The COded pattern descriptl~n is written

as follows:

2q3: <3(12»
<BkGF,BLGM,8LGN>
, __ I ZO AJBLD#(Z,3,7,O/6) &1 ' __ I '#'
'TOLPA&STOJT&OKOLO' &2#(Z/3/9/2/2) &1#2

The code ZO c?uses the program to select an Item from one of

the three target cl?sses end to move It Into? buffer. The

next notation Is AJBLD#(Z/3,7,O/6). AJBLD is a class label

tor a list of adjectives describing buildings (see 3~32 a

bove), The class l?bel iollowed by the category symbol "#"

Indicates thet an Item Is to be select~d from class AJBLD

but before it is entered into the stimulus the substring

is t~ be c~nverted to a particular form (see 3~35 above)~

The parentheses indicate that there will be choices involved

In the inflectlonal change and the Z code inside the paren~

theses indicates th~t the choice must be made In accordance

with the choice·of the target class (see 3~37 above)~ Fol~

lowing the Z code, the number 3 indicates that there will
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be three items involved In the choice. The 1ollowlng num~

bers 7,0,6 are category numbers which Indicate femlnlne nom

lnatlve singular, m?scullne nominative slngul?rand neuter

nominative singular respectively (see 3.35 above). Follow

Ing the formation of the ~dJective the notation &1 picks up

the svbstrlng In the buffer (the choic~ of the target class)

and enters it Into the stimulus-response string.

'The response begins with the phrase ~T~Jpa stolt

okolo" typed without a disc look-up. The notation &2#(Z,3,9,2,2)

Indicates that the substring in position 2 (the adJective)

Is to be picked up and moved to the re5Ponse~ Its Inflec-

tion Is to be changed according to the choice of the target

class (as the choice was made for the adjective Infleetion

In the stimu1us)~ The numbe~ 3 Indicates that there will be

three lt~ms Involved in the choice and the numbers 9,2,2

are category numbers which indicate feminine singular geni~

tivc, masculine singular genitive and .nallter sIngular genj ..

tivo respectlV~lY. The final notatt~n i8 &1#2 which indl·
o ~ J ,

cates that the Item In position 1 of the stimulUs (the

ch~ice of the target classJ is t~ be picked up ~nd m~ved t~

the response and its inflection ChangeQ to genitive singu~

Tart

Examples of this pattern jn the teletype format are

as f~llowsl

,. .. NOVYJ TEATR ....
TOlPA STOlT O~OLO NOVOGO TEATRA

- .. KRASIVA> BI8LIOTEKA....
TOLPA STOlT OKOLo KRASIVOJ BIBLIOTEKI etc.
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3.382 C~de ZI Operating with Matched Lists. This

code resemblesZO (see ~~381) In that the Item chosen at

random fro~ ~ne of the target classes Is prefixed with ,~,~

The added feat~re of code ZI Is that the list position of

the item chosen from the vocabvlary class is ~lso recorded

and held in a buffer for one additional class choice from

the same position In ~ different vocabulary class. This

choice is applied to the class Whose label follows the code

Zl In the pattern descrlPtlon~ ~f more than one addition?1

list position choice Is needed, the code can be written Z2,

Z3, Z4, etc. according to the number' of times the same po~

sition is selected In other classes.

Codes Zit Z2, etc. are used with matched vocabulary

lists where an entry from One list Is needed for the stlmu.

IUs and a correspondIng entry from another list Is needed

for the responSe (see Chapter II, Section 4.5)~ In the fol~

lowing eXl:lrnp1e the target class Is DAYB (days of the. week

beginning with Sunday)~

148; <1(16»
'<DAYB>

lSEGODN>' ZI DAYA 111 1

'ZAVTRA&BUDET 1 &1

The stimulUS begins with the word "Seg6dn>" 1011owed by the

code ZI and the class labe' DAYA, Code Z1 causes the pro~

gram to ch~~se an Item from the target class and move it to

a but fer. The position of the Item chOsen from the vocabu~

lary ,1st Is also recorded, This positl~n is then applied

to the class 'abel which follows (DAYA), The corresponding
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The resp~nge begins· with the phrase "Zavtrs budet" f~llowed

by the n~tatlon "&1". This not8tl~n causes the ~r~gr~m to

pick up the substring In p~sltlon 1 (the target-class Item

prefixed with '@I, ~nd to enter It (wjth~ut the inltl~l "i,
Into this part 6f the response. Ex?mples of the pattern In

the teletype f~rmat woul~ be~

SEGODN> HEr VERG
ZAVTRA BUDET P>TNICA

SEGODN> VTORNIK
ZAVTRA BUDET SREDA etc,

3,3&3 Verb Conjugation Dr'II_Operating wIth Codes

Z1 and Z2, Codes Z1 ?no Z2 also occur with verb c~nJug3tl~n

drIlls where a target class ·of personal pr~nouns must be

matched with the proper conJugation?! forms of verbs~ ManY

patterns of this type do not Include sentenc~ contexts since

the purpose of the pattern is to drill the conjugation of

verbs, In the following e~ample the target Class Is person

al pronouns ~ther than ono~ The verb to be conjugated Is

prodavat/. The coded form 01 the pattern desorlptlon Is as

follows:

25'1; ·qUl»
<PPN7>
Z1 &0 '.Ill
~o 'SPRODA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

Tho code Z1 oauses the prOgram t~ ch~~se an Item fr~m the

target olass and prefix the corresponding substring with I~'

whIle recording the itemsls position in the t~rget class~

The notation &0 immediatelY mOVes the sUbstrIng from p~sltlon
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the stl~ulUs. The symbols "&0" 1n the res~onse pick up and

remove the '~l f~o~ the substring in position zero in the

atlmulus. The notation 1$PRODA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 causes

the program to locate the sin91e~item class consisting of
prodavatl (see Chapter II, Section 4.3) on the disc. Since

the code ZI h~s recorded the lls~ position of ~h~ choice of

the target c!~ss, this position is now applied to the verb

category numbers within the parentheses. The number 7 in"

dfcates that there will be seven items to choose from and

the fGllowing category numbers indicate first person singular

present, second person singu!arpresent, etc~ Category

n\.lmber 3 is repeated because both £!2 and~ take third per"

son singular present tense forms of the verb~ The teletype

format of such a pattern would be:

ONI
ONI PRODA<T

TV
TV PRODAEol'li

,
etc.

.'
!
"'-.-

The drill c~n continue until the seven pronouns In the

target class have been exhausted.

Code Z2 is often used in a similar type ~f pattern

where the purpose Is to drill the conversion of a verb from

one aspect to the other or the conversion of a verb from one

tense to another. In the following example the target class

again consists of personal pronouns other than ono,

497; <1 (5»
<PPI,'7>
Z2 &0 1~rIT#(7,l,2,3,3,4t5,6)' 'STAKAN&HA<' 1#1
&0 '$VYPI!(7,l,2,3,3,iJ,5,6)' &3
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Code 22 caUses the program to select an item from the target

class and prefix the corresponding substring with I~I •. The

ltemts position In the list Is also recorded ~nd held ~or

upcoming applications to two other class, ltstl ~hence the

'code 22 Inste~d of Z1)~ The next notation &0 moves the

stored target class choice into ~osltion and removes the I~I~. - . _. .

The notation which follows indicates that the ~hoice oi the

t~rget class is to be matched with the present tense of the

verb pit; according to list position, I.e. > Pj<, oni Pl<t,

etc. The stimulus concludes with the phrase "stakanha<".

The response begins with &0 which moves the t~rget

class choice, without the '~', to theiirst position in ihe

response. The verb coding which follows is for the perfec~

tive future forms of the verb vypjt;~ The forms of this

verb are to be conjugated Just as the forms of the verb in

the stimulUS were conJugated~ The selection of the forms 6f

vVPit; Is the second cholc~ of the two governed by the code

.Z2 and hence ~grees with the choices made for pit;~ The

n6teti~n &3 moves the substting "stakan ha<" to the end ~f

the response, An example 61 the teletype +orma~of this

drill would be:

> P;< STAKAN HA<
> VVP;< STAKAN HA< etc.

Drills of this type can also 6perate in the P~.t

tense ~r with ~ne tense In the ~timulus and another In the

response, The only basic requlrementf6r the coding is' that

the nMmber of Items lnthe pronQuntarget class equals the
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n~mber of verb forms specified within the parentheses. The

following example shows the coding for a pattern which

drills the past tenSe ¥orms of the verb vz>t, with the five

pronol,lns on, ~, my, Vy, onl, (See Chapter III, Sections

4.9~ and 5.1 f~r a dlscl,lssl6n of the I,Ise of these five per

son~l pronouns in drills on the Past tense~)

266; <1(11»
'<PPN5>
Zl &0 'II'
&0 I$VZTII(Sr12,13,15,15,15) I

The drill is essentially similar to the above examples~ The

basic difference lles In the category numbers within the

~arentheseswhich signify mascl,Illne past tense, feminine

past tense and pI ~ ra 1 past tense (the last form being sped ,.

f i cd three times), An exampl.e of the teletype format of

this drill would be:

ONA
ONA VZ>lA

MY
liY VZ>L.!

3.384 Code XI. The use Of this code Is restricted

In our investigation to time-telling drills where there are

two separate operations which resemble those governed by

c6dc ZI. Code XI causes the program to choose ~n item from

a specifled class and to record the ltem!s list position for

one additional choice later In the drill~ The differences

between Zt and Xl are that \) Xl operates only on the class

list whose label immediately follows (not on the target class)

and 2) it does not prefix ,,1 to the substring containing
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the Item chosen~ For example, X1AJC would choose an item

from AJC class, record the position 6f the item In the llst

and enter the chosen item Into the stimulus substring,

\.Ii'll ikeZ! AJC, which wOl.lld first choose an Hem from the

target class, record Its position and prefix It with ,~i

and then select the Item 11'1 the same position from the

class AJC.

In the following example a stimulus Is presented

which displays hOl.lrs and ~lnl.ltes written in Arable numerals.

The student Is expected to type the eq~~valent out in Rus~

sian~ The pattern description in coded form 1s as follows:

1~87; <1(5»
<CHAA>
ZI CHA '.' X1CMA '#'

. &Q CMAA

The target class is a list containing phrases such as "dva

hasan, "p>t; hasov", etc. Code ZI causes the program to

choose an item from this class and prefix Itwlth"l while

recording Its position in the class list~ The cl?ss 'abel

CHA ~o11ows. Therefore the code ZI causes the program to

choose an item from CHA In the same list posltlonas the

choice of the target class. CHA is a list of Arabic numer

als matched with CHAA~ The pertod 15 used because there Isno

colon on the teletyPe, This Is fo11owed by the notation X1CMA

Which causes the program to choose an Item fro~ CMA and re

cord Its list position~ CMA contains Arable numerals from

01 to 59. Th. $el~ctad item is moved from thatHA class and

printed In the stimulus substring.

The response· begIns with the notation &0 which moves
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the Item chosen from the target class, minus the ,~, to the

1irst position in the response. The class label CMAA tol

lows~ This is a class matched with CMA which contains

~hrases such as "dvadcat: edna mlnuta", "trldcat: dve

minl1ty", "sorol< p>q mlnut", etc', The code Xl in the stim..

ulus has alre~dy recorded the lis t posidon of CMA'. Th is
,

applied correspondingposition is now to CMAA so that the

entry Is chosen and moved to the stlm\.llus. The resulting

teletype format is shown below:

8.17
YOSU1; HASOV SEMNADCAT: MINUT

4,20
HETYRE HAS A DVADCAT; MINUT etc.

3,4 Conclusions~ All of the pattern descriptions

Which had been written proved te be compatible with the

coding system. As the coding continued it became incr~as~

lngly apparent that a tew standard types of codings would

occur repeatedly.

Sortied the pattern descriPtions which drill ele"

rnentary topics posed special problems because certain base

10rms are net Introduced In the te~tbo~k In th, first t_w

lessons. However, this complication was dealt with by the

~se of special class lIsts (see Chapter III, Section 4.7)

and material to be printed without disc look~ups (see Chap

ter IV, Section 3,31), without making any additions to the

coding system jtself~
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

On th~ basis of the material assembleddurin9 the

co~rse of this project, It is the Investigator's bellet that

computerwbased on.line generation of pattern drills Is a

feasIble procedure w~'ch c~uld provide a ~setul aid to the

student's acquisition of elementary Russian grammar. Thein

tent of this investigation has been to study thefeasibtlity

of creating drills as an adjunct to the traditional elements

,of foreign-language Instruction, not as a replacement of them.

The Investigation suggests that a wide variety of computer..
"

generated Pattern drills could be used in addition to the

textboo~, the language laboratorY and the classroom session.

It is felt that by providing additional cover?ge of materials

which are often underemphasized due to limitations of time

and textbook space, such drills could increase the effec"

tiveness of a given course.

The automatic gener~ti6n of on.l1ne p~ttern drills

with the cycled selectio~ of vocabulary could also serve as

a method of reviewing grammar and vocabulary materials which

the stUdent previouslY mastered but m~y have forgotten in

the course of further study, Such review could also be of
fered to students beyond the elementary level who have for

gotten some of the material presented In a first-year

R\JSS I an C04rse.

It seems possible that the materia' In this study
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could be expanded In the future In thr~e dlfterent dImen

sions: l' The number of pattern drills could be Increased

to deal more thoroughly with the grammatIcal toPlcs In

Clark's textb60k .- particularly In connection with the mate~

rial contaIned In Lessons 21-28, 2) The vocabulary classes

and pattern descriptions could be expanded to deal wIth rna

terlat beyond the first-year level in such a way that the

student In ~ second- or third-year class could use the pat

tern drills either to practice advanced grammatical topics

or to review earlier work which may have been temporarily

neglected, ) The program might be modified so that certain

limitations encountered In this InvestIgation could be dealt

with more.efficientlY. Most of the limitations encountered

In this study were overcome In various ways: . " ~The Inabil,ty

of the program to examine sequences for certain orthographic

properties was circumvented by deviSing special vocabulary

classes to de~l with the problem. (See Chapter II, Sec~lo"

5,3.) Responses c~m~osed ~f m~re t~an one sentence were

limited In length so that they c6uld be treated as a single

long response. (See Chapter III, Section 4.5.} The problem

of the gender of the speaker and the addressee in past tense

sentences and In connection with adjectives was avoided by

limiting the personal pronouns used as subjects In these

patterns, (See Chapter III, Section 5~1~)

The greatest limitation encountered In this study Is

the InabIlity of the present program to analYze the content
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pare the response with the string of characters specIfied 11'1

the resp~nse, there must be constant adherence to the word

order specifIed for the given pattern. The fact that Russian

~ften permits more than one word order in a given construc

tion or sentence cannot be taken Into account with the pre

sent programe For first year grammar acqul"sltlon this might

appear to be ? relatively minor drawback~ For second- or

third-year drills, however, limitations on word order might

be a serious hlndrance~

Theoretically, If the program were expanded in the

future so that more than one "correct" response could be

given by the student, this fe~ture might first be developed

to cope with alternative word orders In the response, A

more complex version of the program might even permit al

ternative content In responSes, If such a feature were 'de..

veloped It would affe?t the crlterl? for the selection of

pattern descrlptions~ At the present ti~e it is Jmposslble

to submit a stimulus which mIght elicit a variety of re~

sponses ("How are you?", "How is the weather torlay?", "How

Qld are you?", "What national ity are you?"). It seems pos~

sible that? program might eventually be developed which

could, in certain types of patternsl operate with class

lists representing acceptable responses to specific stimUli.

For example, ans~ers to the question "What nationality are

you?" could be stored In a"class list l1k6 thOSe used for

stimuli In this Investigation (~NTandfNT). The student's
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typed response c~uld be checked with a lIst ~f "acceptable

answers".

Another feature which might be included in a future

drIll progr~m is the use of disc~generated aUdio stimuli

which would m?ke it Possible to drill dictation through typed

responses to ?udio stimuli selected at random on the basis of

v?rious class lists, SuCh? feature might provide a useful

suPPlement to the USe ~f a language laboratory ses$i~n~

If ?uditory drills were implemented It is cle?r that

a more sophisticated type of notation would be heeded to

deal with a number of acoustic features ~f Russian. The

present coding system discussed in Chapter IV would be in~

sutflc1ent to generate satis'acto~y auditorystlmu!i to

WhIch the student would be able to respond wIth typed input

at the keyboard, Extra information Would have to be added

to the inflectional coding of vocabulary lists and to the

coding of p~tterndescriptions, A brief outline of some of

the more important acoustic features is given below:

I. Stressed ~nd UnstressedSYllBbles. Stressed

syllables would have to be indicated in the coding because

the Placing of stress in Russian words is not predictable.

The indication 6' the stressed syllable Is 8]s6 necessary

because the vowel in this syllable is pron~unced differentlY

from the vowel(s) 61 the unstressed syllable(s), Fo~ eK

ample, in the case of the Russian noun stol 'table' the

vowel would be pronounced with its full sound value, If

the genitive singular case ef this noun were used, however,
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the form stoIa would require a shift of the stress to the

second svllable and a ·correspondlng change 6t the v~wel -0
In the first syllable to the sound [al~ For words which

contain more than two svllables, the coding would have to

accomodate \lnstressed yowels which occur two or mqre syl

'abIes before a stressed yowel and not in absolute posttlon.
. I' . , . . i .'

for example, the noun moloko 'milk' would have to be coded

so that the final svllable contains a yowel w~th full sound
• .' '\ 'l. :

sound value, The vowel immediatelv preCed,ng It would re-

ceive the tal SCllHld mentioned aboye and the Inltli31 syllable

would contaIn a neutral vowel whIch Is the lei3stclearly

articulated, This sOlmd would also occur In vowelS fo116w

tng a stressed syllable as i·n the form karta lmap'~

2, Vowel Allophones Affected by Consonantal Envi

ronment, Just as the position of svllablc stress affects

the sound value of Russian Yowels, t~e conSOnants In <3 given

form can affect the pronunciation of a given vowel~ for

example, the noun~ ichcckmetc/ mat, foul l~nguage' can"

talns a vowel which is given the yalue tal·. If the noun

mat; 'mother' is pronounced, the vowel must bealtcred to

the sound ta·l beciluse Of the presence Of the following

palatalized consonant, The vowel sound must be altered in

a different way In the short masculine past p~ssive P?rti

clrle form m>t 'kneaded, cnmrled'in whlch the vowel sound

tal I s changed to [.al due to the Presence of the precedi ng

palataliz~d consonant, A final Yariant Is encountered in

the lnfinitive form m>q 'to knead, to crumple'!n which the
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sonants preceding and following the vowel. Vowel allophones

can also be affected across word boundar~es. For example,

the proper noun Ivan 'John' contains an inltl?l vowel with

the sound til. The word combin?tion s Ivanom 'with John'

Causes the initial vowel in the phraSe to be pronounced

t+l because of the preceding word~.

3, Voiced and Voiceless Consonants. Another audi ...

tory feature which would have to be added to the inflection

al codIng of vocabulary lists is the voicing or devolclng

of certain Russian consonants, For example, the Russian

nOun gored 'city! contains a final consonant written as -d

but pronounced as .. tbecause it is the final consonant in

the word. The coding ~or thtsform would haVe to accomodatw

the ttl sound for the nominative singular case while per-

mi tt I ng the sound tdl to be heard if oblique cases of the

noun were used as in the genitive singular form goro~a~

Note that voicing change. can also occur across word bound...

arIes, For example the pos·sessive ~ is pronounced tva~l

but the phrase vaw brat I s pronounced tV3zbratl. The

rules Which govern the alternative of voiced and voiceless

consonants are extensive but it seems possible that the

coding system could be expanded to accomodate them,

4, Sentence Intonation, The coding system for

pattern descriptions would have to be expanded to present

the basic Intonation featureS 61 Russian sentences~ The

present Investigation Involves stimuli which are declarative
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sentences in some drills ~nd questions in other drjlls~

This Would require a minimum of three basic sentence intona~

tionsl DeClarative sentences would require a falling In

tonation at the end, Interrogative sentences containing an

Interrogative pronoun, adverb or particle would resemble

those with a declarative intonation. Dther Interrogative

sentences would require a rising intonation If the student

Were expected to distinguish between a question and a de

clarative statement. In form drills or patterns drilling

sentence fragments the intonation problem would be less

crudal.

5, Possible Approaches to Implementation. The im~

plementatlon o~ satisfactory audItory stimuli would Involve

two baslccholceSI One COUld attempt to make a recording

for eaCh possible audio vartantcorrespondlng to an ortho

graphic string or one could attempt to derive at least some

iE/die, variants In terms of general rUI~s'. Thus, for- the

genitive sIngular form stoIa one might sto~e three variants

corresponding to the three sentence Int~natlon types men

tioned above or one might st~re a single varla~t and ~ttempt

to derive other forms through a series of rules.

In any case it seems obvious that the information

required for the generation of aUdio strIngs Is more exten-

slve than that currentlY utilized. It should be notld that
\' , . . .

the eXIsting drill program can handle additional coding

governing the assignment of stress to the Individual forms

of vocabulary Items. In most CBses stress could be coded
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"" ~Many of the technical diff1cutties

which might arise with another f~relgn language ~ould un~

doubtedlY be different from the pr~blems encountered in this

Investigation, For this reason it might be especiallY in..

terestlng to select a language outside the Sl~vic are~ which

would pose distinctly different learning dlffic~ltles.

If a language were selected which Is written In the

Latin alphabet, the expense of modifying terminals for use

with special characters would be avoided. This would also

permit students to use terminals such as the IMLAC console

Which operate at a substantially faster rate of speed than

a teletype.

The study has also proven to be an extremely bene ..
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flclal task for the lnvestigator~ In spite 01 the fact that

the materials in Cl?rkls textbook had been used for six

years of teaching prior to this Investigation, the selection

of vocabulary classes, the writing of P?ttern descriptions

and the coding of vocabulary classes brought n~winslghts

1nto the structure of the Russian language which should prOVe

l.Iseful for future research and ?lso for .c1<issroom teaching'.

In concll.ls!on, the organizing of materl~ls for this

study has convinced us that the on~line gener~tfon ofpat~

tern drills is indeed a possibility, Given adequate funding

and the necessary hardware, we feel certain that these pat~

tern drills could make a substantial contribution to the

student's acquisition of flrst~year Russian.
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APPENDIX I

Classes of vocaoulary items used in generation of
pattern drills and additional vocabulary classes:

tADS
tAJ
tAJA
tAJB
tAJ8LD
tAJC
[ AJD
[AJE
[AJER
[AJI
[AJK
tAJLS
IAJLSU
[AJM
[AJMO
[AJN
tAJO
tAJOX
I AJP
[AJPS
[AJPSU
[AJR
[flJ S
[AJSSR
(AJT
tAJV
IAJW
[AJX
[AJZ
[AJZS
lAJZT
[ALL
IA PL
IAUX
[AV I
IAV'"
[AVO
[AVQ
[A VT
[Ayn
[BE
[BEG
WE'd
[BKT
!BLD
[GLDF

street names
master list of adjectives
adjectives with correspond,ng adverbial forms
adverbial forms matched with [AJA .
adjectives describing buildings
adjectives describing colors
adjectives describing beverages
adjectives describing foods
adjectives with comparative forms
short form adjectives signifyjng illness
adjectives describing learning or knowledge
adjectives with superlative forms
superlative forms matched with [AJLS
adjective dolqen .
adjectives modifying the noun more
adjective nuqen
adverbs describing physical surroundings
adverbs describing temperature of surroundings
adjectives describing people
adjectives describing people
superlative forms matched with IAJPS
adjective rad
adJectives~ed in short form
adjectives modifying the noun respubllka
adjectives describing tangible objects
adverbs derived from adjectives .
adjectives describing-weather
adjectives describing geographical location
adjectives with soft endings
adjectives ~soft' endings~ describing dcasons
adjectives -soft endings- describing tjme frames
adjective vesl
verb aplodTrOVat;
auxiliarY verbs
jnterrogative adverbs
adverbs of manner
other adverbs
adverbs of quantity
adverbs of time
adverbs of time occurring wjth Imperfective verbs
animals
VGrb berlat;
verb ber'at;
titles of books, plays, operas, ballets
buildings, general areas with specific boundaries
feminine gender items in IBLD
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[el.,DN
[Bl.,G
(BLGF
[Bl..GM
EBLGN
(BLR
lARA
EBRI
IBYT
[CfH
ICFHH
ICfM
ECFMM
lCGA
ECGAA
ICGX
ICGY
leHA
ECHAA
(CHB
[CHOB
lO,A
ICMAA
(CMS
(CMEB
ECNA
ICNS
[CNC
[CND
ICNE
[CNNA
ICNNS
ECNNC
ICNND
ICN~!E

IDAT
(DAV
{DAYA
tDAYR
WAye
WAYP
lDAYS
[DAYV
[DEL
(DCSAV
tDESO
(DCSIN
(DESNA
[DESl1AS
[DESNAX
[DESNA Y
[flESNAZ
[DESVS
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maseuline gender items in (BLD
neuter gender items in lSLD
buildings, architectural structures
feminine gender Items in [BLG
masculine gender items in [SLG
neuter gender j terns In [BLG
rooms Inside a building
verb brat;
verb brit/s>
verb byt; ..
numerals 1-12 used for hours in time drills
cardinal numbers matched wi th [CFH
numerals D1-59 us~d for minutes In time drl11s
cardi~al numbers (feminfne) matched with lCfM
numerals 1-12 used for hours in time drills
cardinal numbers matched with [CGA ..
numerals 35-59 used for minutes in time drills
cardinal numbers (genitive) matched with [CGX
numerals 1-23 used for hours in time drills
cardi~al numbers matched with [CHA
numerals 1-6 used for hours in tfme Qrills
cardinal numbers matched with [CHS
numerals 01~59 used for minutes In time drills
cardi nal numbers and 1 i ter"l s matched wi tn CCMA
numerals 1-10 used for minutes in time drills
cardi nal numbers and Ii tera' s matched wi th (CMB
nGmorals through 91 governing nominative singUlar
nljmerals through 94 governing genitive singular
numerals through 100 governing genitive plurai
numerals 100 through 1000
nljmerals 1000 through 10,000
cardinal numbers matched with lCNA
cardinal numbers matched with rC~B

cardi nal numbers matched wi th reNe
cardinal numbers matched with [eND
cardl nal numbers matched wi th . [CNE
verb dati
verb davat;
days ·01 the week beginning Saturday
days of the week beginning Sunday
days of the week beginning Monday.
days of the week with past tense forms of byt:
days of the week wi th preposi don..Y§.!2
days of the week With preposition..vvo
verb delatl .
adverbs used as destinations with motion verbs
nouns referring to compass directions
lnfinltives used as destinations with motion verbs
nouns signifying destinations after prepostion nn
nouns signifying destinations after prepostlon -s-
destinations matched with tDESNA --
rnase, and neu, destinations afterna lessons 1-4
destinations ~atched with [DESNAY
fern, ace. destinatIons after~ lessons 1-4
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[OESVU
tDESVV
[OESX
toM
IDOJ
[DOV
tDUM
lEST
IEVT
[EVTF
[EVTM
[EVTN
[EVTNA
[EVTV
IEXA
IEZO
tF AN
IFNT
IFPF
IFSNF
IFSNM
[GERI
[GERP
[GaR
IGOT
[GOV
IHIT
IHRO
[HRDF
IHRDM
tHRDN
IHSR
tHSRA
tIoT
IIGR
[lIN
tIINF
II I tiC
tI P'GF
tIING'1
lIINGN
t IINl
[II NK
tIH;KF
!IINK~

[I HJKN
IIJNL
I I I'm
II INN
IIH!P
[I I NT
[IINTA
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nouns signifying destinations after preposition v
destinations matched with IDESVT
masc. and neu, destinations after v in lessons 1~4
nouns signifying destinations afte~prep~ herez
demonstrative ltot
verb dolti
verb dovestl
verb durrat;
verb estl
nouns signifying events
femi ni ne gender items in [EVT
masculine gender items in rEVT
neuter gender items in [EVT
noUns signifying events after preposition na
nouns signifying eVents after preposition V--
verb exat; ---
verb ezdit;
feminine animate nouns
feminjne nouns denoting nationality
feminine members of professions
feminine first names
maSCUline first names
verbs forming present gerunds
verbs forming past gerunds
verb 90rdlt;s>
verb gotovit;
verb govorit;
verb flitatl
nouns denoting time of day
feminine gender it.ems in [HRD
mascul ine gender i terns in [fiRD
neute~ gend,r items inlHRD
heallh status responses
health status resPOnses
verb idtl
verb igrat; ,
master !1st of Intangible inanimate nouns
feminine gender Items In tIIN
nouns denoting geographical areas
feminine gender items In IIING
maSculine gender items In tIP,G
neuter gender items in UING
nOllns denoting illnesses or symptoms
nouns denoting intellectual activity, creativity
feminine gender Items In [lINK
mascull ne gender I terns I n !lINK
nelHer gender I terns in [lINK
nouns denoting academic subjects
mascul i ne gender items I n rUN
neuter gender Items in tIIN
plural;a tantum items in [lIN
nouns denoting various time frames
nouns denoting cyclical time frames
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(TINTAM
IIINTAN
tIINW
tI I NWF
tIINWM

. tIt1E
lINT

. nSK
trv
trVA
(Iva
(IVI
tIVIN
trVMI
trV~Af'A

tIVMPB
trVP
[IVQ
tIVH
t1 Zl,l
tJCT
tKAQ
tKt. A
[KON
[Km~HA

[KOT
[Kl,lP
[KUH
It.A J
tt.AJY
It.AJZ
[L.A V
ILa I
[I.CA
[Lce
[LCD
[L.CNA
lLCNAE
lL.CNAS
[LC'JASF
lLeNASM
tLC~'AIJ

It.e v
tLCVE
11,eVEF
[l,CVHl
It.eVEN
lLCVEX
ILeVH
tLCVHF
tt.c VH"i
[LCVHN
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feminine gender Items in tIINTA
mascull ne gender items in IIINTA
neuter gender items in IlINTA
nouns denoting weather conditions
femi ni ne gender I terns in IIINw
masculine gender items in [IINW
verb imet;
verb interesOvatls>
verb iskatj

Imperfective verbs (intransitive)
mperfective verbs (intransitive)

perfective verbs matched with IIVA. .. .
Imperfective verbs drilled with imperatives
Imperfective verbs with negative imperatives
Intransitive indeterminate Motion verbs
imperfective intrlnsltive prefixed motlon v~rbs
perfective verbs matched with tIVMPA
perfective Intransitive verbs lessons 1~20
verbs governing instrumental case
reflexive verbs lessons 1~23
verb. i 7.uhat I

conjunctions
adjective kagdx!
verb klasti
verb konhiq
verb konhat!
adjective kotoryj
verb kuoit;
verb kuritj
adjectives describing languages, n~tlonallt es
adjectives describing languages, natlona!lt es
adjectives matched with Il,AJY .-
transitive verbs involving language use be stUdy
verbl<bltF .
adverps, adverbial phrases denOting location
nouns denoting location in a district .
nouns denoting location in a direction
nouns denoting locatIon after prep~ na
nOUns denoting location in a classroom
nouns denoting location on a surface
feminine gender I tams in tt.CNAS
masCll] ine gender i terns in [LCNAS
locations after nft with locative in ·u
nouns denoting location after prep, ~
locationS in academic area after prep, ~
feminine gender items in ILeVE
mascul ine gender Items in !LCVE
neuter gender items in ILCVE
locations in academic Institution after v
nowns denoting residence after prep, :1
feminine gender Items in [LeVH
masculine gender i tef11s i n!LCVH
neuter gender Items in [LCVH



tt,cvou
tlevu
[LEH
[LEQ
[LET A
tLETE
tl.I S
tl.I SF
ILI SM
tLNF
tl,NI'
[L,Nt-'C
[l,NMW
[LaO
IL, x
It. xv
ILXVY
(t'A N
[IA/INY
tlHH
[NOH
(t-'Ol,
[MOtc
[MONA
!t"PF
[MPFY
[MPFZ
[MUS
[t1USF
[MUSH
(MUSN
(MY
[MYT
[NA
[NAC
[NAD
[NAH
[NAHI
[NAJ
[;!ANA
[NAP
tNAR
[NAY
[NAYA
[NAVO
If\ AX
[NeG
[IVE S
[NGD
[NNF
tt-H~'l

! NO I
[NOS
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locations efter prep. vo with locative in ~~
locations after prep. v with locative in ~
verb lsh!
verb lenat!
verb 1Hat!
verb letetl .
nouns denoting audible performances
feminine gender ltems in [1.,15
masculine gender I tems in [LIS
feminine last nameS
mascUline last names
last names of masculine composers
last names of masculine writers
verb loqitis>
adverbial forms of languages
verbs associ ated wi th (L,X
verbs associated with [LX
masculine animate nouns
mascuilne animate nouns lessons 1~5
masculine nationallties
verbmoh!
verb molhatj .
months of year beginning January
months of year beginning June
masculine members of professions
masculine members of professions lessons t~5

professi ons matched wi th [MPF
nouns denoting musical instruments
feminine gender items In (MUS
masculine gender Items in [MUS
neuter genqer items in tMUS
verb myt;
verb my tIs>
nations, cities, national regions
nations
Verb nade>tls>
verb nahat;
verb nahinati
vl:'rb naJti
place names after prep. ~
verb napisat;
names of rivers
cities and reglons after prep. v
cities and region3 matched with [NAV
place names after prep, vo
verb naxodit; ---
negative particlas
verb nesti
double negatives
feminine nicknames
masclll ine nicknames
verbs forming past tense without ~JL
verb nQsit:



I
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r [NRA
[OAF
[OAFN
[OAH
toAHN
[DBA
[OBD
[OBDP
[OBE
lOBED
[OBI

.10BQ
lOB X
[00
[ODD
[OH
[OHH
101
[ON
[OWl
IDND
[aNON
[on
[ONYY
[OPA
[OPO
[OS,V,A
[OSHO
COST
10STP
[OTD
toTDO
laTE
[OTF
[OlK
[aTKA
[OTKA?
[OTKR
[OTKZ
[OTKZP
[OT'~

IOTV
10TYE
[OTVH
[PEQ
[PER
IPERD
[PERDP
[PERP
[PERV
[PU
[PEV
[PEX
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verb n~avit:s> . .
feminine animate nouns after prep. 0
femin Ine1 1rst names after preP. 0

masculine anImate nouns after·preP: 0
masculine first names after prep~ 0 -
animate nouns after prep. ~. -
verb obdumyvatj
verb obdumat!
verb obe=atr
verb obedat!
inanimate nouns after prep~ ob
Verb ob:ezcat!
verb ob:exat! .
numerals 1-31 for drilling dates
ordinal numbers matched with [00
numerals 1-12 for drilling hours
ordin~l numbers matched with tOH
inanimate nouns after prep. 0
numerals 1-109 
ordinal numbers matched with [ON
numerals 1-109 (some omitted)
ordinal numbers after prep. °
numerals for drilling various years
ordinal numbers matched with tONY
verb opazdyvat!
verb opozdat;
verb osmatrivat;
verb osrrotret:
verbostanavlivat;s>
verb ostanovit;s>
verb otdyxat;
verb otdcxnut;
verb ot:ezqat!
feminine patronymics
verb otl<ryt:
verb otkazyvat;s>
verb otkazat;s>
verb otkryvilt!
verb otkazyvat;
verbotkazat;
masculi~e patronymics
verb otvesti
verb otvetit;
verb otve'lilt;
verb pereezoat;
verb pereodevat;s>
verb peredavat;
verb pereaatl
verb pereoaet;s>
verb perevoait;
verb ret;
verb p"revezti
verb pereexat:



r tPFTF
(PFW
(PIS
(PIT
IPLA
(POB
tPOD
(PODE
(PODO
(PODY
(PODX
(POE
(POI
(POJ
IPOK
IPOK,\,
(POKQ
(POL
IPOl.E
IPOl.Z
IPQt1
(PO"'O
IPO"P
IPON
IPONI
(POP
(POPA
IPOPAS
(POPR
(PaS
[POSE
(POSO
(POST
IPOSTA
(POSTP
(POS TR
(POV
[POVI
(POVL
(POVS
[POZ
IPPA
(PPO
[PPOS
(PPD7
(PPDK
(PPG
[PPGU
[PP I
[PrISO
IPP ~,I

[PPN3
[PPN~
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~emlnine members of teaching pr~iesslon
masculine members of te~chlng pr~fesslon
verb pi sat I
verb pit;
verb platit:
verb PObeclilt I
verb podolti
verb pod:ezoatl
verb podoqd.1tl
verb podvestl
verb podxod;t:
verb poex·Jt!
Vllrb poiskat:
verb poiti
verb POktJPilt:
verb pokazyvatl
verb pokazat:
verb polooit:
verb poletet;
verb pol ;zovat:s>
verb. pcmyt; 5>
verb pomo9iltl
verb pomohj
verb penesti
verb poni"'at:
verb popros; q
verb pooad"t:
verb popast:
verb poorAv]>t/s>
verb post.wit;
verb pose=at:
verb posovetovat/
verb postupatj
verb postarat;s>
verb pcstupltj
verb post roi t j
verb povesti
verb po>vi tis>
verb PO>Vl>fjS>
Verb povesti
verb pozvoni t i
pers~nal pronouns - accusative Case
personal pronouns - dative case
pronouns-dative except mne, feb!?, ego (neu',)
pronouns"dative except ~ (neu,)
pronouns-dative with prep.-k/kO
pronouns - genitive case
pronouns~genitlve with prep, ~
pronouns - instrumental case
p r Q n0 U ns - iris t r \J men tal wit h pre p, ..Jl,/-S.Q.
pronouns - nominative esse e

pronouns .£D' ana, on;
prOnOl.liiS On, ona, !'lY, ~



[PPNS
iPP N7
(PPP
[PPPO
(Ppy
(PPZ
[PRA
iPRE
[PREP
iPREPO
IPRG
[PRGS
[PRG~)

IPRH
[PRI
IPRIE
[PRIG
IPRIL
IPRIN
IPRIV
IPRIVP
[PRIX
IPRO
{PROD
[PRODA
IPRODAD
[PROH
IPROJ
[PROP
[PROS
(PROY
[PRVES
[PRVEZ
[PRYOD
IPRVOZ
IPS
tPS7
[OA
IGAl.,
[GB
[OC
leD
[CDA
toOt
{OIT
lRAG
IRAS
[RElF
IRCU'
[RElP
tR['~A

IREolI
[SAD
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pronouns ..£!l'. ona( J!rj, Y.:i., onl
pronouns-nom; nat 1 ve exc;ept ono ..,.
pronouns-loc;ative governed by prepositions
pronpuns-l oc;at; VB w; t h prep • ..Qjebo
I:' r 0 11 0 U ns.!.J 1YJ !:l.Z.!. Y..'L
torms po-moemu etc., matched wlth {PPY
verb prav, t;
verb predlil'?at!
verb predlooit!
verb pr",pedavat:
preps, t genitive denoting spaclal relationship
verb priglasiq
verb priglawat;
verb prehest;
verb pri)ti
verb prlexat:
verb prjgeteviq
verb pri 1et",t;
verbprinesti
verb privykat;
verb privyknut:
verb pr i xedi t;
verbprovalivat;s>
verb prodoloat;
verb prodavat;
verb proaat;
verb Proh j tat!
verb prolti
verb provalit:s>
verb pros1t;
verb provesti
verb Prj vest I·
Verb pnvezti
verb prlvcalt;
verb PrJ VOl 1t! .
possessIve pronouns .
possessives excluding eno (neuter)
Verbs for drilling pre;:--active participles
verb qalovat;s> .
verbs for dr; 11 ing past active partlcipJes
verbs for drilling pres, pass, participles
verbs for dri 111 n9 short past pas s~pa r t s,
verb '1dati
verbs for drilling 16ng past pasl.parts~

verb oj q
verbrabotati
verb rasti
feminine faIT'llv relations
masculine family relations
plliral fa mi1y relations
verb rewatj
verb re"it;
verb sad; tis>
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(sjnglllar)
(pI ural) .

prep, na
prep. ~
pr",p • ..::L.

feminine animate nouns after prep • .lL
feminine first names after prep. JL
salutations .
masculine animate nouns after prep~ s
masculine first names after prep~ s 
verb sdavat;
verb sdat;
verb sdelst;
nouns denoting seasons
feminine gender items in [SEA
neuter gender items in [SEA ,
nouns denoting weather conditions
nouns denoting weather conditions
verb sest; .
verb si det;
feminine nOUns after prep. ~(buildings)
feminine nOuns after prep. s (objects)
mase, nouns after prep. s (bui ldings)
mase •. nouns after prep, $" (obj ects)
neuter nouns after p~ep.--s (buildings)
neuter nouns after prep.s (objects)
verb, skazat; . --
pronoun sam
ve rb s 1u""Waf;
verb sme>t;s>
verb smotret;
verbsnestl
verb sncs1t;
animate fern, nouns after prep. so
animate mas6.nouns after prep, so
masc. nsmes after prep, so
verb sObirat;
verb sobrat;
verb 509Ia81t;s>
fern, inanimate nouns after prep, so
mase. inanimate nouns after prep. so
neuter nOuns after prep. so
verb sol ti
verb sovetovatl
verb spew, t;
sports aHer
sports atter
sports after
verb stavit;
verb starat;s>
verb stat;
verb sxoditj
adjective takoJ
verb tancevat; .
master list. tangible inanimate nouns
parts 01 the body (singular)
parts of the body (pluralla tantum)
articles of clothing
feminine gender Items in [TINC

tSAF
[SAFN
[SAL
[SAM
[SAI~N

[SDA
[SDAT
[SDE
[SEA
[SEAF
[SEAN
[SEG
ISEP
[sr;s
[SID
[SIFB
tSIFT
[SIMB
IS I"'T
[SINS
[SINT
[SKA
[SI.,F
[SLU
tS"lE
[5"10
[SNE
[SNO
[SOAF
[SOAM
[SOAMN
[SOB I
[SOBR
tSOG
[SOrF
[SOIM
[SOIN
[SOJ
[SOy
[SPE
[SPI\lA
[SPNAP
[SPY
[STA
CST AR
ESPT
[SXO
tT AK
IT AN
[TI ",
[TINS
[TINBP
tTINe
[TINer

- .

r



lTINCM
lT1NC"l
[TINCP
nIND
tTINDU
tTINE
trINEB
tTINEF
tTlNEFT
[TINEG
tTPIE1A,
tTINEN
[TINEP
tT I "lEU
[TINEY
tTINEVF
tTINEYM
tTl"lF
[TINH
[TINHF
[TIN~M

tTINH"I
[TINM
!THiN
tTINP
[TINR
tTIN.RF
tTINR'i
tTINRN
[TINS
tTINSA
[TlNSF
[TINSM
lTINSN
[TINU
[TINUf
tTINUM
[TINUN
[TINY
[TINVF
[TINYw
lTINYN.
[TINW
lTINWF
[T1 W~M
[TINWN
tTINX
[TI NXF
tTINXM
tTINXN
tTV
[TVA
tTVf3
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rnase, gender items In [TINe
neuter gender I terns I n [TINe
plural Items in tTINC
nouns' denoting beverages
beverages with genitive in ~
nouns'denoting foods
nouns denoting berries
feminine gender items In !TINE
nouns denoting fruits
nouns denoting grains
rnase, gender I terns In tTINE
neuter gender items in !TINE
pluralla tantum items ;1" tTINE
foods with genitive In ~u
nouns denoting vetegabl~
feminine gender Items ;ntTINEV
mase. gender I terns. in [TlN,EV
feminine get"der items in [TIN
furniture, housewares
femlni ne gender 1terns I I" tTINH
mase. gender I terns In [TWH
neuter gender items in [TINH
rnase, gender i terns I n !TIN
neuter gender items ;n [TIN
pluralla tantum items ;1" [TIN
nouns denoting reading matter
feminine gender items In [TINR
rnase, gender Items in tTINR
neuter gender I terns In tTINR
lnan;~ate objects (hand held)
inanimate objects matched with tTINS
femi ni 1'18 gender 1terns In tTINS
mase, gender I tems I n [TINS
neuter gender items 1n [TINS
nOUns drilled wqh pol;zovatls>
feminine gender items in tTINU
masc, genderiternsin tTINU
neuter gender items In nHW
nouns denoting vehicles
feminine gender items In 1TINV
masc. gender Items In [TINV
neuter gender items In tTINV
writing Instruments
feminine gerder items in [TINW
rnase, gender I tems In tTI'JW
neuter gender I tems In tTINW
nouns drilled with plsatl/naplsatl
feminine gender items 1M tTINX
masc. gende r I t ems ; n [T If.1X
neute I' gendc r 1t ems In tT rNX
imperfective transitive verbs
Imperfective transitive verbs
perfective Verbs matched with [TVA



r tTVD
tTVI
trvIN
tTVMP A
nV~<PB

nvp
nva
tTVR
tUABNA
tuABO
tUASOB
tUABU
tUASV
WASVF

. WABVM
tUABVN
tUAC
IUAD

·IUAE
CUAF
tUAGO
tUAGOB
WAI
CUAJ
IUAP
tUARR
WASNA
ll./ASV
WAT
IUAW
tUDI
tVEX
tUH
tUHI
[UL,E
IUL Y
CVt1f
WNBNA
tuNEO
tuNSOB
tUNBU
W1I:BV
tuN8 VF
tuNBVM
IUNBVN
tUNC
lUND
lUriE
CUNF
[UNGe
[W~GOB

[UN I
CUNJ

Impf. verbs gov~rn ng dative
trans. verbs drill ng imperDtives
trans. verbs drill ng negative imperatives
prefl~ed trans. lmpf. motion verbs
perfective verbs match~d with CTV~PA
perfe~tive trans, verbs lessons 1-15
verbs governing ;nstrymental
imperfective reflexive verbs
proper adJs. matched with [UNBNA
proper adls. matched with lUNBO
proper adJs. matched with [UNBOB
adjectives matched with CUNBU
proPer adJs. matched with CUNBV
feminine gender items in [lJABV
mase. gende r I t ems in iUABV
neuter gender I tems In rUABV
proper adls. matched with lUNC
adjectives matched with lUND
adjectives matched with [UNE
adjectives matched with CUNF
proper adj s. matched wi th lUNGO
properadJs! matched with CUAGOB
adjectives matched with [UNI
adjectives matched with CUNJ
adjectlves matched with [UNP
adj ecti ves matched wi th WNRR
adjectives matched withCUNSNA
adjectives matched with [UNSV
proper, adJs. matched with tuNT
adjectives matched with rUNW
verb udjvl>tlS>
verb y,exatj
verb whitj
verb uhit:s>
verb uletetl
verb ulybatjS>
verb umetl
pl ace names after prep.~
place names after prep.~

place names after prep. ob
locations ',otIth locativeln~
place names after prep. v
feminine gender items in-[!1N5V
masc. gender items in iUNBV
neuter gender items in [lJfWV
counfries
tangible objects
physical exercises
services
geographical areas after prep. 0

geographical areas after prep, 00
musical instruments
Juices
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drills
drills
drills
drills
drills
drills
drill s

pattern
pattern
pattern
pattern
patter."
pattern
pattern

supplies
routes
game areas after prep. ~
game areas after prep, v
titles of ballets or operas
tables
verb huvstvovat;
verb uvezti
verb uvideq
verb uxodlt;
verb uznat;
verb uznavat;
verb group for
verb group {or
verb group for
verb group for
verb group for
verb group for
verh group for
verb vbeqatl
verb VernlJt IS>
verb vest!
verb ven i
verb v!det;
verb vladetl
verb vnosin
verb vodit;
verb vozit;
verb vOlvra=atls>
verb vstavat;
verb vybeqat;
verb vynosit;
verb VYP1t;
verb vz>tl
Interrogative hej
lnterrogat;ve ~oj
verb xoditl
verb xmurit; s>
.verb xotet;·
verb zan i
verb zakrvt;
verb zakryvat;
adjective z<Jn>r,
verb zanim<Jt;s>
verb zaphtit;
yerb zaxod;t/
verb Znatl

tUNP
tUNRR
tUNSNA
tuNSV
[UNT
[UNW
[UY
[l)YEZ
[UYI
[UXO
[UZN
[UZNA
[YBA
[VBB
lyee
[VBD
tVBE
[VBF
[VBG
[VBO
[VER
[YES
[VEZ
tV I D
IVLA
lVNO
tVOD
[VOO
lVOZ
[VST A
[VYB
[VYN
IVYP
[VZT
l\~HS

lWHT
[YXOD
IYX"'U
lYXOT
[YZAJ
lYZAK
[YZAKR
[YZAN
lYZMH
lYZAP
[YZAX
[YZNA

I,
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APPENDIX II

E"am~lesot Semantic Classes 0' V~c8b41ary Items

Adjectives describing colors;

tAJC <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,11,11,11,11,12(7»
KRASNYJ KRASN / # 2,12
BELYJ BEL I # 2,3
H~RNYJ H~RN I 11 2,12
KORIHNEVYJ I 11 2,3,1
SERYJ SER I 11 2,3
Q~LTYJ Q~LT I #2,3
ZEL~NYJ ZEL~N I # 2,30
ROZOVYJ ROZOV I # 2,3
SINIJ SIN ( 11 2,31
GOLUBOJ GOLUB I 11 2,4,1
LILOVYJ LILOV ( 11 2,3,1
ZOLOJOJ ZDLOT I 11 2,4,1

Short form QdJectlves signifying Illnessi

CAJI <O,OiO,O,0,l,l,l,1,1,3(17»
BeLEN S~OL;NOJ BOL;N I 11 2,47
PROSTUQEN SPROSTUQENNYJ PROSTUQENN I # 2,48
NEZDOROV SNEZDOROVYJ NEZDOROV I 11 2,3

Adverbs ~t time occ4rring with Imperfective verbs;

CAVTI <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7(7»
VSEGDA ( # 3,0
INOGDA ( # 3,0
OBYHNO ( 11 3,0
HASTO I # 3,0
REDKO I 11 3,0
NEHASTO I 11 3,0
DOl,GO I # 3,0
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Bwlldin9s, architectural structuresl

[BLG <0,0,0,0/0,0,0/0/0/0,0,0/0,0,34,35,35,38,38,39,
40,40,41,43,43/43,43,43>

STOLOVA> STOLOV I # 0/0,42
WKOLA WKOL I # 0,0/39
MUZEJ MUZE I # 0,0,34
BIBLIOTEKA BIBLIOTEK I # 0,0,40
LABORATCRI> LABORATORI I # 0,0,37
UNIVERSITET UNIVERSITET I # 0,0,35
TEATR TEATR I # 0,0,35
KINO KINO I # 0,0,0
GALERE> GALERE I # 0,0,76
ZDANIEZDANI I # 0,0,43
INSTITUT INSTITUT I # 0,0/0
OB=EQITIE 08=EOITI I # 0,0,43
KINCTEATR KINOTEATR I # 0,0,35
tARAG GARAQ / # 0,0/44
DAHA DAH / # 0,0,38
DES>TILETKA DES>TILETK I # 0,3,40
KONSERVATORI> KONSERVATORI / # 0,0,37
STADION STADION I # 0,0,35
POHTA POHT I # 0,0,39
VOKZAL VOKZAL / # 0,0/35
FABRIKA FABRIK I # 0,0/40
ZAVOD ZAVOD I # 0/0/35
RESTORAN RESTORAN I # 0/0,35
VUZ VUZ I # 0/0,35
GOSTINICA GOSTINIC I # 0,0,55
SAWN> BAWN I # 0/1,46
KOLOKOLIN> KOLOKOLIN I # 0,5,46
KREPOSTI KREPOST I # 0,0,51
MAVZOLEJ MAVZOLE I # 0,0,34
PALATA PALAT I # 0,0,39
PAM>TNIK PAM>TNIK I # 0/0,50
SOBOR SOBOR I # 0,0,35
XRAM XRAM I # 0/0,35
CERKOYI CERKY / # 0/26/72
ZAL ZAL I #·0/0,35
BOL,NICA SOLINIC / # 0,0,55
KONSUL,STVO KONSULISTY I # 0,Q,48
POSOL,STVO POSOL,5TV / , 0/0,48
TEXNIKUM TEXNIKUM I # 0,0,35
MONASTYRI MONASTYR / # 0,0,56
GIDROILEKTRosrANCI> GIDROILEKTROSTANCI I fl 0,0,37
SARAJ SARA / # 0,0,34
XLEV XLEV I # 0,0,35
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Feminine first names;

IFSNF <0,0,0,0,0,3,4,19(20»
LARISA LAR~S I # 0,0,1
ANNA ANN I # 0,0,1
TAMARA TAMAR I # 0,0,1
NADEQDA NADEQD I # 0,0,1
ALEKSANDRA ALEKSANDR I # 0,0,1
ANASTASIA ANASTASI I # 0,0,81
VARVARA VARVAR I # 0,0,1
VERA VER I # 0,0,1
EKATERINA EKATERIN I # 0,0,1
ELENA ELEN I # 0,0,1
ELIZAVETAELIZAVET I # 0,0,1
IRINA IRIN I # 0,0,1
KONSTANCIA KONSTANCI I # 0,0,81
LID!> LID! I # 0,0,81
L<DMILA L<DMIL I # 0,0,1
MAR!> MARl I # 0,0,81
NATALI> NATALI I # 0,0,82
QLIGA OLIG I # 0,0,6
TAT;>NA TAT>N I # 0,0,1

Intangible in~nimate n~un$ _. ·plur~lla tantum;

[IINP <0,0,O,O,0,~,0,0,O,O/0,G,O,O,0,0,1,212,2,
3,j~q(5l> .

, IMENINY IMENIN / # 0,25,39
KANIKULY KANIKUL I # 0,25,39
SUTKI SUTK I # 0,27,40
PUST>KI PUST>K I # 0,25,40



r lmperfective intransItive prefixed motion verbs:

tIVMPA<O,O,D,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,
0,0,0,48,48,48>

VXODITI VXOQ I # 1,76,2
V;EZDATI V:EZOA I # 1,4,1
VlETATl VLETA I # 1,4,1
VBEGATI V8EGA I # 1,92,2
VYXODITI VYXOQ I # 1,76,2
VYEZQAT, VYEZQA I # 1,4,1
VYLETAT, VYLETA I # 1,4,1
VYBEGAT, VY8EGA I # 1,92,2
OOXODIT; OOXOQ I # 1,76,2
DOEZQAT, DOEZQA I # 1,4,1
DOLETAT, DOlETA I # 1,4,1
DOBEGAT, D08EGA I # 1,4,1
ZAXODITi ZAXQQ I # 1,76,2
ZAEZQAT, ZAEZQA I # 1,4,1
ZALETAT, ZALETA I # 1,4,1
ZABEGAT, ZABEGA I # 1,4,1
08XODITI 08XOQ I # 1,15,2
OB~EZQATI OB:EZQA I # 1,2,1
08LETATI OBLETA I # 1,2,1
OBBEGATI OBBEGA I # 1,2,1
OTXOOIT, OTXOD I # 1,76,2
OT:EZOATI OT:EZDA I # 1,4,1
OTLETATI OTlETA I # 1,4,1
OTBEGATI OTBEGA I # 1,4,1
PEREXODIT, PEREXOQ I # 1,15,2
PEREEZQATI PEREEZQA I # 1,4,1
PERELETAT, PERELETA I # 1,2,1
PERE8EGAT, PEREBEGA I # 1,2,1
PODXODIT, PODXOQ I # 1,76,2
POD:EZQAT, POD:EZGA I # 1,4,1
PODLETAT, POOLETA I # 1,4,1
PCDBEGATI POD8EGA I # 1,4,1
PRIXODIT, PRIXOQ I ft 1,76,2
PRIEZQAT, PRrEZQA I # 1,4,1
PRILETAT, PRILETA I # l,q,l
PRI8EGAT, PRIBEGA I # 1,4,1
PROXODIT, PROXOQ I # 1,15,2
PROEZGATI PROEZOA I # 1,4,1
PROLETATI PROLETA I # 1,4,1
PROBEGATI PROBEGA I # 1,2,1
SXOOIT; SXCQ I # \,76,2
S;EZQAT, S:EZQA I # 1,4,1
SLETAT, SLETA I # 1,4,1
SBEGAT, SBEGA / # 1,4,1"
UXODIT, UXOQ I # 1,76,2
UEZQAT, VEZQA I # 1,4,1
ULETAT, ULETA I # 1,4,1
UBEGAT, UBEGA I # 1,4,1
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Per1ective verbs matched with IVMPA

tIVMPB <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,48,48,48>

VOJTI VOJO I # 1,87,7
VIEXAT; VIED I # 1,101,2
VLETETl VLEH I # 1,103,2
VBEQAT; V8EG I # 1,92,2
VYJTI VYJD I # 1,75,7
VYEXAT; VYED I # 1,101,2
VYLETET, VYLEH 1 # 1,103,2
VY8EQAT; VY8EG 1 # 1,92,2
DOJTI DOJO 1# 1,87,7
DOEXAT; ODED I # Ijl01,2
DOLETET; DOLEH 1 # 1,103,2
DOBEQAT; DOBEG I # 1,92,2
ZAJT1 ZAJD 1 # 1,87,7
ZAEXAT; ZAEO I # 1,101,2
ZAlETET; ZAlEH I # 1,103,2
ZABEQAT; ZABEG 1 # 1,92,2
OBOJT1 OBOJO I # 1,90,7
OBIEXAT; OBIED 1 #1/101,2
OBLETET; OBLEH 1 # 1/103/2
OBBEQAT; OBBEG 1 # 1,92,2 '
OTOJT1 OTOJD I # 1,87,7
OT:EXAT; OTIED 1 # 1,101,2
OTlETET; OTLEH 1 # 1;103,2
OTBEQAT; OTBEG I # 1,92,2
PEREJTI PEREJD I # 1,90,7
PEREEXAT; PEREED 1 # 1,101,2
PERELETET; PERELEH 1 # 1/103,2
PEREBEQAT; PEREBEG I # 1,92,2
PODOJTI PODOJD I # 1,87/7
POOIEXAT; POOlED I # 1,101,2
PODLETET; PODLEH I # 1/103,2
PODBEQAT; PODBEG I # 1,92/2
PRI J TI PR1D 1 # 1, 88, 10
PRIEXAT; PRIED 1 # 1,101,2
PRILETETI PRILEH I # 1,103,2
PRIBEQATI PRISEG 1 # 1,92/2
PROJTI PROJD I # 1,89,7
PROEXATI PROED I # 1,101,2
PROLETET; PROLEH I # 1,103,2
PROBEQAT; PROBEG 1 # 1,92,2
SOJTI SOJD I # 1,87,7
S;EXAT; SlED I # 1,101,2
S~ETETI SLEH I # 1,103,2
SBEQATI SBEG I # 1,92,2'
VJTI VJD I # 1/87,7
UEXAT; UED I # 1,10112
UL. ETET I ULEH I # 1,103,2
U8EQAT; UBEG I # 1,92,2
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Adverbial forms ~f langyagesi

tLX <0,5,5,5,5i7(22)~

PO"RUSSKI I # 3,0
PO~ANGLIJSKr I # 3,0
PO-rSPANSKI I # 3,0
PO-NEMECKI I # 3,0
PO~FRANCUZSKI I # 3,0
PO-ITAL;>NSKI I # 3,0
PO->PONSKI I # 3,0

Verbs associated with LXi

ILXV <0,0,0,0,0,6,7,7,9(19»
GOVORIT; GOVOR I # 1,64,1
HIlAT; HITA / # 1,109,1
SPRAWIVAT; SPRA~'IVA I # 1,2,1
PONIMATi PONI~A I # 1,2,1 .
DUMAfjDUMA / # 1,4,1
OTVEHAT; OTVEHA I # 1,4,1
RAZGOVARIVAT; RAZGOVARIVA I # 1,4,1
PET/PO I # 1,31,1
P!SAT; PIW I # 1,33,2

Mascul!ne nationalltiesl

I~NT<0,0,0,2,2,2,?,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,
7,7,7,7/9,9,9,9,9>

AMERIKANEC P1ERIKAfJC / # 0,0,22
RUSSKIJ RUSSK I # 0,0,24
NEMEC NEMC I # 0,0,22
ANGLIHANIN ANGLIHANIN I # 0,11,23
KANADEC KANAOC I # 0,0,22
FRANCUZ fRANCUZ I # 0,0,3
>PONEC >PONC I # 0,0,22
ARM>NIN ARM>NINI # 0,11,23
GRUZIN GRUZIN I # 0,0,31



Numerals 1-12 J6r drilling h6urs in time drills:

tOH <0,0,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,o,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,0,0,12(5»
12 I # 0,0
1 I fJ 0,0
2 I # 0,0
3 I # 0,0
/I I # 0,0
5 I # 0,0
6 I # 0,0
7 I #I 0,0
8 I # 0,0
9 I # 0,0
10 I # 0,0
11 I 1# 0,0

Ordinal numbers matched with OH t6r time ~rll1s:

tOHH <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,12(5»
PERVYJ PER V I # 2,3,1
VTOROJ VTOR / # 2,3,1
TRETIJ TRET / # 2,46,1
HETV.RTYJ HETV.RT I # 2,3,1
P>TYJ p>r I # 2,3,1
WESTOJ WEST / # 2,3,1
SED;MOJ BEDIM I # 2,3,1
VOS;MOJ VQS;M I # 2,3,1
DEV>TYJ DEV>T I # 2,3,1
DES>TYJ DES>T / # 2,3,1
ODINNADCATYJ ODINNADCAT I # 2,3,1
DVENADCATYJ DVENAOCAT I # 2,3,1
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Single item classes of verbs:

IPIS <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(19»
PISAT; PIW I # 1,33,2

(PIT <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(5»
PIT; P; I # 1,1,1

[PLA <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(6»
PLATIT; fLAM I # 1,41,2 .

IPOB <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(5»
POBEQAT; POBEG I # 1,92,2

(POD <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(2»

PODOJTI PODOJD I # 1,87,7
IPODf. <0,0 / 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(2» .

POD:EZQAT; POD:EZQA I # 1,4,1
IPODO <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(16»

PODOQDAT; PODOQD I # 1,27,2
(PODV <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(2»

PODVESTI PODVED I # 1,94,12
IPODX <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(11»

PODXODIT; PODXOQ I # 1,76,2
(POE <0,0,OjO,0,0,0,o,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,O,I(7»

POEXAT; rOED I # 1,100,2
[POI <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,o,o,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,o,~,0,0,0,1(6»

POISKAT; PO!= I # 1,34,1 . .
[POJ<0,0,0,o,o,0,o,o,o,o,o,o,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(7»

rOJTI POJa I # 1,87,7
tPOK <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(6»

POKUPAT; POKUPA I # 1,2,1 .
[POKA <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(6»

POKAZYVAT; POKAZYVA I # 1,2,1
[POKQ <0/0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0/0,0,1(6»

POKAZAT; POKAQ I # 1,34,2
(POL <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0 / 0,0,0,1>

POLOQIl; POlOQ I # 1,7,2
(POLE <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(5»

POLETET; POLEH I # 1,103,2
tPOLZ <o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,O,O,O,l(lO'>~

POL;ZOVAT;S> POL;Z~ I # ,,47,3 . .
tPOM <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(2»

POMYT;S> POMO I # 1,48,3
[POMO <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(6»

POMOGAT; POMOGA I # 1,4,1
[POMP <0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1(6»

POMCH; POp'OG I # 1,67,6
[PON <0 , 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,1(4»

PONESTIPONES I # 1,97,13
(PONI <0,0,0,0,1(23»

PONIMAT; PONIMA I # 1,2,1
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APPENDJX !II

C6dlng tables ior na~ns, verbs, adJectlves and- pronouns

Parts of Speech Codes used In Vocabulary Lists
,

0: noun
1: verb
2: adjective
-3: adve rb
4; personal pronoun
5: interrogative
6: Indefinite pron6un
7: numeral
8: prepositi6n
9: demonstrative
10: conll1nci:ion
11; exclamation
12: particle

Noun Categ~ry Nl1mbers used In Pattern Descriptions
,

0: nom. sing.
1: ace. sing.
2: gen. sing.
3; locO. sing.
4: date sing.
5: inst. sing,
6: 2nd. gen. sing,
7: 2nd.16c. sing,
e: nom'. pl,
9: acc. pl.
10: gen. pI,
11; lac. pl.
121 det. pl.
13: inst. pl,



0;
H
2:
3:
II I
5;
6:
7:
8;
9:
10
11
12
n
III
15
16
17
18 ;
19;

Verb Cat~g~ry Numbers used in Pettern Descriptions

Inflnltlve
ist sing, pres.
2nd sing, pres.
3rd sing. pres,
1st pl, pres,
2nd pl. pres.
3rd pI' pres,
2nd s ng. imperative
2nd pl. Imperative
pres. ger.

nom, sing. rnase, pres. act. part,
long nom. sing. mase. pres. pass. part~
mase. past
fern" past
neut. past
pl. past
past ger,
nom, sing. rnase, past act, part,
long nom. sing.mase. pasi pas~., part.
short ma~e.past pass, part,

Adjective C~tegory Numbers used In Pattern Deserlpti6ns

0: nom~ sing, masc~
I: tnanim, ace. sing. mase.
2: gen~ sing! masc.- neut a
3: lac. sing, mase.- neut.
ll: dat. sing, mase.~ neut.
5: inst. sing. mase.- neut~

6: nom.- ace. slng.-neut.
'7; nom. si ng. fern,
8: acc~ sing, fern. ,
9: gen.loe.det, sing~ fern.
10 Inst. sing. fern.
11 nom. pl,
12 gen,-loe, pl.
13 dat. pl.
14 Inst, pI" .
15 mase. predieative
16 fern, predieative
(7 neut, predic~tive

18 pl. predicative
19 cemp. predicative
20 nom, sing. rnase, attrlb, camp.
21 nOm. sing, rnase, ?ttrib. super!,



1£18

Pr~n~un Category Numbers used in Pattern DescrlPti~~s

Q;
,

nom.
1; ecce governed by verbs
2: acc. governed by prepositions
3; gen. governed by verbs
4: gen. governed by p repos 1t1 ons
5: 1OC.
6; date governed by verbs
7: date governed by prepositions
8: lnst. governed by verbs
9: il"lst. governed by prepositions
10 acc,
11 gen,
12 9at •
13 inst.
l£! nOm. fern.
15 nom. neut.
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APPENDIX IV

Pattern Descriptions in Coded Form. ,

11 <4(i1»
'<DESVS,DESNA,DESAV,DESIN>

'KUDA' (2, IVY&IDt-TEI, tTY&IDHII')
I?&~ .. &' Z 1#1
I >&1DU, ( Z, 1$ 4, IVI , INAI , I \'II I Iel , ) . &311 (4, 1, 1, 0, 0)

2: <4(4» . ,
'<DESVS,DESNA,DESAV,DESIN>

(2,IVY&ID~TE','TY&ID~WII) zo
(Z, 1$Ij,'''',' VI,' NA I,'''')
(4,DESIN,DESVS,DESNA,DESAV)
'?&&NET,&.... &' &1 'II'
'> &I D\J ' (Z, 1$ 4, , Y, , I NA' , I II , , , ~') &11/ (4, 1, 1, 0, 0, )

3: <1(4»
<l.AJ>
'KAKOJ&>ZYK' 12,.VY&IZUHAETE',ITY&IZUHAEW;')
''?& .... &I Z '#1
'>&IZUHA<' &3 '>ZYK'

II: <1(I\»
<I.AJZ>
(2,'VY&IZUHAETE',ITY&IZUHAEW;') Zl LAJY
1>ZYK?%NETI &1 II/I
'NET,&>&IZUHA<' &t I>ZYKI

5: <~(4»

. <I.AJZ>
'YY&UHITEl.;' ZI l.AJY#2 '>ZYKA'?%NET,& .... ' &1
, # ,

INET,&>&UHITEI.;' &1#2 '>ZYKA'
6: <1 (4»

<LAJ>
IVY&UHITEL;NICA' ZI/2 I>ZYKA?&&NET' '#'
'NET,&>&NE&UHITEL;NICA' &1 '>ZYKA'

7:<1(4»
<LAJ>
(2,'YY&XZUHAETE','TY&IZUHAEW;') Z '>ZYK,?%DA'
, II '
lDA&>&IZUHA<1 &1 '>ZYK'

8: <1(4»
<LX>
IKAK&HO&SK.AZAT;&"'" Z1 LAS , .... '?' 1#1
'KAK&lTO&SKA,ZAT;' &1 '1'

9: <1 (4'>
<LAJ>
(2,1 \J&TE8>' /' U&VAS!) 'SEJHAS&UROKnDA&--1 Z
1.... 1 'II'
IDA,&U&"'EN>&URO!~' &2#2 '>ZVKA'



r 10;

13:

15:

17;

19 ;

20:
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<1 (4»
<MPF>
(2,'TY&ZNAEW/','VY&ZNAETEI)
',&GDE' Z I?XDA.~.KOMNATA.~.t LeA 'II'
'DA,&EGO&KOMNATA' &4

<3(1)>
<FSNM, NfJM, MPF>
(2,'TY&NE&ZNAEW/','VY&NE&ZNAETE')
',&GDf.' Z ''?%DA.~.' LeA '#'
'DA&ON' &4 .

<2(4»
<IV/TV>
1>1 ZII1 'III
lTV' &1112 ,,,,
IVY' &1#5

<2(1)>
<IV, TV>
'TY' Z#2 ,#,
'>' &~#1

<2(4»
<:DE:SNA,DESVS>
'PORA&lDTI&--' Z ' __ I '#1
'PDRA&IDTI' (Z,2,'NAI,'VI) &1

<2(4»
<DESNAZ,DESvV>
'POJDfof'!TE&VNESTE 1 Zl (Z, 2, 'NA', 'V I)
(Z,2,DESNAY,DESVS)
I.%NET~ •• I &1 '#"
lNET,&NE&MOGU.&&>&IOUI &2. &1

<1(4» .
<\.X>
'VY&GOVORITEI Z 'nDA ••• ' AVM 1#'
'DA,&>' &3 'GOVOR<' &1

<2(4»
<IV, TV>
'Vyi Z#5 ';'I'
'>1 &1#1 ''''TV' &1#2

<H5) >
<TV>
ITY' Z#2 111 ';'II
'DA,&>' &1#1

<1 (5) >
<TV>
I>' Z#1 ',&A&TY&NE .. '.' '#'
I>' &1 ',&A&TY&f,!EI &1#2

<2(5»
<TI~I,I1"I>

'HTO&JTO&TAKOE?~--' Z , .... , ';'I'
'>&DUMA<,&HTO&ITO' &1

<6(5»
CMPF,FPF,MAN,FSNM,NNM,NNf>
'!<TO&llOn--' z 1 __ 1 lti'
1>&DUMA<,&HTO&ITO' &1



r· 22;

25i

27;

28;

30i

32,

33;
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<;1(5) >
<;TIN>
IGDEI Z '1",_' LeA 1_ .. 1 '#'
&1 1.1 &3

<1(5»
<LX>
'YY&PONIVAETE' Z I?%DA •• ~I AYM '#1
'DA,&>' &3 IPONIMA<' &1

<2(5»
<MAN,MPF>
iVYI Z.1 (Z,2,~'ANy,"lPFY) '7'
'%NET ••• ' &1 '#'
'NET,&>&NE' &2 lA' &1

<2(22»
<FSN~,fSNF>

IGDE' Z '1' I#i
1>&NE&ZNA<,&GDEI (Z,2,ION'~'ONA')

<;2(22»
<DESNA,DESVT>
'KUDA&ON&ID~T?--I Z 1._' 'II'
'ON&ID"T' (ZrlS2, 'NA', 'Y') &1#(2,1,0

<1(22» .
<PPN7>
Z3 &0 '5IDT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'A'
(7,'TY','ONI,IONA','MY','YY','ONI',I>')
',~,!t '#1
&0 &2 &3 &4 'NE' &2#(7,2,3,3,4,5,6,1)

<1(22»
<PPN5>
Z3 &0
(5, 'BOLEN', 'SOl;NA', 'BOL;~iY', IBOl;fI:.Y I , 'BOLINY')
'A' (5,10NA',I~Y','VY1"ONII,IONI) 'NE •• ~' 1#'
(5, , BOL , NA' , , BOb; NY I , , BOL; NY I I 'BOL; NY' , 'BOLEN' )

<1(22» .
<TV>
'>' Z#1 'AI (l,'S5,'TY','ON','ONA','VY','ONI')
1, •• ' 'II'
&0 &1 &2 &3 iNIHEGO&NE' &1#(5,2,3,3,5,6)

<l(22»
<PPN7> .
IPOHEMUI ZI &1 ' •• ~I '#'
&0 &1 lSMOL#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 17 1

<1(Z2»
<PPN7>
Z1 &0 '.'g.' '#'
&0 'SDUM#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' ',&HTOB1TO&NE&TAK'

<1 (22»
<LXV>
'YY' ZII5 l.X '?' '#'
'DA,&>' &1111 &2

<1(22»
<LAV>
'YY' Zil5 LAJ '>ZYK?' III'
IDA,&>' &1#1 &2 '>ZYi('
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35:

36:

371

39:

40;

42;
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<1(22»
<LA.,!>
'ON&PONI~AET' ZI LX 'Ii
'ON&ZNAET' &1 '>2YKI

<1(22»
<PPN7>
21 &0 '.~.' TINM '#'
&0 I$VID#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6,' &3

<1(22»
<PPN7>
22 &0 ' ••• 1 "~i
&0 'NEI" 'SY2NA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)i
',&KUDAI &Q I$IDT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

<1(21»
";PPN7>
Z3 &0 '$~OH#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)' 'RABOTATJ,&A'
(7, I TY' , 'ON I, I DNA' , 'MY' , 'Vy I, 'ONI', I>')

' ••• '"'#'
&0 &2 &3 &4 'NE' &2#(7,2,3,3,4,5,6,1)

<1(21)>
<PPN7>
Z3 &b '18EO#(7,1,2,3,3,Q,5,6)'
'V&BIBLIOTEKU,&A'
(7, 'TY',' ON', laNA', 'MY',' VY', 'aNI', '>')
' •• ,' III ".

&2#(7,2,3,3,4,5,6,1) 'DOMOJ'
<1(21» " "

<PPN7> "
23 &Q '$SID#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NALEVO,&A'
(7,' TV 1,' ON', 'DNA', 1MY', 'YY', 'aNI ',' >1)
I • • .' 1 # '
&2#(7,2,3,"3,4,5,6,1) 'NAPRAYO'

<6(21» "
<MAN,MPF,FSNM,FPF,FSNF,FAN~

'GOf' 2 '1' '#' "
'VOT' (Z,6, 'ON', 'ON', 'ON', 'ONA', 'ONA', 'ONA')

<2(21l>
<TINF,TINM>
'GDf' 2 '1' 'ij'
'VOT' (Z,2,'ONA','ONI)

<2(21)>
<TI NF, TI N'1>
IfHO&YAM&"UONO?8,·.1 Z ' •• 1 'I'
'MNE' (Z, 2, 'NUQNA 1 , 'NUGEN I) &1

<2(21»
<TI NF", TI N"1>
'MNE' ZO (l,2t2,'NUGNA','NUQEN') &1 'I'
(2,'0';AI,'0')1) It-'·~EI (2,INUQNA',INUQEN')

<1(21»
<TI"JF>
"'NE&NUClNY' Z II' TIN?" 'Iii
10Nl&"NE&NUONY'
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50;

55!

153 .

<1(21»
<PPN7>
Z2 8. 0 ' ••• '. 'I: I
&0 'OHEN;' 'SSPE#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'I'·
(7, , MNE, , ITEBE i , j EMU' , , EJ ' , , NA.M ' , , VAM' , , 1M' )
INUGEN&SLOVAR;'

<4(21»
<OESAV,DESIN,OESNA,OESVT>
'KUDA&TY&IC+W;?&--' 2 ' __ I 11./1
'>&lDU' (Z,1S4,'fj',IIl','NA','Y') &1#(4,O,Od,1)

<I (21»· .
·<8LO>

'VOTI Z '.'I'
'MY&ID~M&Y' &1#1 '~"MY&SEJHAS&Y' &1#3

<1(21»
<LCVE>
'GDE&YnUHITES;'?&--' Z ,--, '#'
I>F.UHUS;&Y' &1#3

<2(21»
<~IAC, NAY>
'GOE&VY&RA50TAETE?&--' Z ' __ I ,#,
'>&RABOTA<&V' &1#3

<3 (2 P >
<TINSF,TINSM,TINSN>
'GOE' 2 '?&--' LCNAS ' __ I II'
(Z,3,IONA','ON',IO~W') INA' &3#3

<1(21»
<PPN7>
21 &0 '#1
&0 ISOPA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA&UROKI

<1(20» .
<PPN7>
Z2 8. 0 I ••• ' I # i
&0 ISYXOT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)1 IRABOTAT;&NO&NEI
ISMOH#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1

<1(20»
<PPN7>
Z3 &0 'IQ1T#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' IV&AMER1KE,&A'
(7,'TYI,'ON','ONAI,'MY','YY','ON1I,'>')
I I' '" , .

fill 9 .'"t
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&011INT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,0) t 'l.!TERATUROJ'

300: <lUO»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 IIPOlZ#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NOVYM&UHEBNIKOM'

301: .<1(0»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 11:1'

&0 '$GOR#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 'SESTROJ'
302; <!(10»

<PPN7>
ZI&O 'ii'
&0 I$VLA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,b)' 'RUSSKIM&>ZYXOM'

303: .qOO»
<PPN7>
Zl &0 1#'
&0 I$PRA#(7t1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'MA'dINOJ'
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304: <1 (10»
<PPN7>
21 &0 'til
&0 '$STATti(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

305: <1 (10»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 ISQAl#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA&POGODUI

306:<1(10» .
<PPN7>
ZI &0 1#'
&0 'SUHI#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6"

307: <1(10»' .
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 'IUV#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6l' 'SEB>&XOROWO'

308: <1 (l0) >
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 ISSAD#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

309: <1(10»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 1#'
&0 lIUH#(7/1,2,3,3,Ij,S,6)1

310: <I(10»
<PPN7>
Zl &0 '#'
&0 'IPREPO(7,i,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

311; <1(10»
<PPN7>
'UHITEl,&UHIT' Z#l LAJi/4 '>ZYKU' '#'
IUHlTEL1&PREPODA+-T' &1#6 &2#1 '>ZYK'

312:<1 (10»
<PPN7>
ZI &0
1 •• ,' IRUSSKIJ&>ZYK' 'til
&0 IIIZU#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

3t3!<1 (10»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'IIZU#17,I,Z,3,3/4,5,6)1
IANGLIJSKIJF.>ZYK I '#'
&0 'SUHI#(7,l,2,3.,3,4,5,6)'
'ANGLIJSKOMU&>ZYKU'

314: <1(10»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 III'
&0 '$ ZA NI # (7 I I, Z, 3 I 3 I 4 I 5 , 6) I

315: <1(10»
<l.AJ>
'HEM&VY&ZANIMAETES1?%~~' 2 '>ZYK&~-' '#1
'>&ZANH'A<Si' &l#S·'>ZYKOM'
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316: <200»
<FPF ,IAPF>
IHE~&VY&ZANIMAETES;7%·.1 Z I.~I '#'
'>' & l

3171<1 (0»
<PPN7>
Zt &0 1#1
&0 I$IME#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
lVOZMOQNOST;&GOVORIT;&PO-RUSSKII

318:<3(10»
<TINRF,TINRH,TINRN>
(2, ION', 10NAI) IHITAETI Z#l 'lit
&0 'HITAETI (Z,3,ISVO<I,tSVOJI,ISVO~I) &2

319: <1 (0» -.
<TINW>
IHEM&VY&PIWITE?&-.. l Z 1__ 1 1#'
1>&PI1"UI &1#5

320: <Hl0»
<PPN7>
Z1 &0 1#1
&0 I$EXA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

321: <!Cl0»
<TINV>
IKAK&VY&EDETE&TUDA7&--1 Z 1_-1 1#1
I>&EDU&TUDA&NAI &1#3

322: <2(0»
<Nlle,NAV>
lON&LETIT&V&- .. I Z 1--&SM10LfoTOM' 1#1
lON&LETIT&V' &1#1 ISAMOL~TOM'

323: <100»
<1111'1.>
'HEI-'&VY&INTfRESUETES; 7&--' Z 1_.. 1 1# I

l>&INTERESU<S;1 &1115
32111 <3(10»

<TINUF,TINUM,TINUN>
IHEM&VY&POL;ZUETES,?&--' ZO
AJT#(Z,IS3,7,O,6) &1 1__ ' 1#1
I>&POL,ZU<S,I &2#(3,10,5,5) &1#5

325: <2etO»
<RELF, REU1>
IKE .... &VY&GORDITES;?&-_I Z 1__ , 1#1
1>&GORQUS I I &1115

326: <1(10»
<LIIJ>
IVY&VI.ADEETE&lTIM&>ZYKOM7&r.--N£T~.~IZ ' __ I 1#'
'NET,&>&VLADE<I &1#5 I>ZYKO~I

327: <3(10»
cTINVF,TI~VM,TINVN>

'ON&PRAVIT&-_' 20 PS#(Z,1$3 , 7,O,6) &1
,~ ... f '# I

ION&PRAVITI &2#(3,10,5,5) &1#5
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328; <2(10»
<FPF,"'PF>
'>&STANW&--' Z ' .... I '#'
I>&STANU' &1115

:~29; <:1 (0»
<f'PF>
ION&BUDET& .... XOROWIJ' Z , .... ' 1#1

iON&BUDET&XOROWIM' &1#5
330: <1(10»

<FPF>
'ONA&XOHET&STAT;&- .. ' z ' .... ' ili l

'ONA&XOHET&STAT/' &1#5
331: ·<1(10»

<MPF>
'ON&RABOTAET&--I Z , .... ' 'Ii'
'ON&RABOTAET' &1#5

332: .<1(0»
<FAN>
'ONA&SHITAETS>&.... XOROWA>' Z ' .... , 'III
'ONA&SHITAETS>&XOROWEJ' &1#5

333: <1(0»
<FSNM>
'>&SHITA<&--' Z '.~.U'1NYJ' "'PF ,--, 'IIi
I>&SHITA<' &1#1 iWMNY'll &3#5

33 1j: <1 (10»
cFSNF>
Z 'SMITAETS>&SPCSOBNOJ' FPF#5 'II'
'ONI&SHITA<T' &0#1 'SPOSOBNOJI &2

335: <1(10»
<PPN>
'ON&--' Z '--&OHE'J/&NEDOVOLEN' 'Ii'
'oN' &1#13 'OHEN/&NEDOYOLEN'

3361 <3(10»
<TINCF,TINCM,TINCN>
'VY&DOVOL;Ny&-.. 1 ZO
D"'#(Z,3$3,7,o,6) AJC#(3,7,O,6)
3d ' __ 1' '#'
'VY&DOVOL;NY' &2#(3,10,5,5)
&3#(3,10,5,5) &1#5 11'

337: <1UO»
<HS'lA>
IKAK&VY&SEB>&HIJVSTVlJETE?&--' Z '_a' 'II'
'>&HUVSTVU<&SED>' &1

338: <1(10»
<PPN7>
21 &0· ' ••• &NA&NEGOI '#'
/; 0 '$ 0ALII (7, 1,2, 3, 3, II, 5, 6)' 'N A&NEG 0 1

339: <1(10» ...
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '--QALOVAT/S> ... XOLODNO--I '#'
&0 I$QALII(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '~~A&TO,&HTOI
(7, , ,Y NE ' , I TE BE I , I E~1U ' I ' EJ , , , Nil MI , , VMl' , , P1' )
'XOLODNOI
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340: <2(10»
<FSNF, F5W'>
Z (Z,1:li2,'POXOQA','POXOQ') INA& ..-' (2,RELF,RELM)
I .... ' '#'
&0 &1 INKI &3#1

3/41: <2(10»
<NNF,NN/,>
Z (Z, 2, 'POXOQA i , i PO XOQ', 'NA&-.. ' PPN7
1.... 1 '#' .
&0 &1 'NA' .&3112

342: <1(9»
. <PPN7>

ZI &0 1#1

&0 I$VZT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
343: <1(9»' .

<PPN7>
ZI &0 'II'
&0 ISVSTA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,b)'

344: <1 ('I»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 'II'
&0 ISBRI#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,b)'

345: ·<1('1»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 '5MYII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

346: <1(9»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 ,#,
&0 '5~ST#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1

347: .<1(9»' .
<PP.N7>
Zl &0 '#'
&0 15RAS#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

348: <1(9» .
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#'
&0 '$SAD#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,o)' IZA&STOL'

349; <1(9» .
<PPN7>
ZI &0 'tt'
&0 1551D#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)1 lZA&STOLOM'

350; <1(9» ..
<PP.N7>
ZI &0 'II'
&0 15LOOtl(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA&DIVAN'

3513 <1(9»
<PPN7>
ZI &0 '#1
&0 '$LEQ#{l,l,2,3/3,4,5,o)' 'NA&DIVANE'

352: <l(9»
<PPN5>
ZI &0 'II'
&0 1$[5T#(5,12,13,15,15,15)'
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353: <1('l»
<PPN'5>
Zl &0 'tI'
&0 '$RAStI(5,12,13,15,15,15~'

354: <1('l»
<PPN5>
Z~ &0 t#'
&0 ISVZTtI(5,12,13,15,15,15)'

355: <1('l» .
<PPN5>
ZI &0 'III
&0 'SiS1I)#('5,12,13,15,15,15)'

356: <1 (9»
<CFHH>
Z1 CFH '.' ;qCFM '#'
&0 &2Cn~M

,357: <1 un>
<CHAA>
'Vo&SKOL;KO&VY&UEZGAETE?&•• ' ZI
CHA '.OO&~.' '#'
'MY&UEZQAEM&Vl &1

358: <1 (9» .
<CHAA>
ZI CHA ',' X1C~1A '#'
&0 &2 CMAA

359: <2(9»
<TI ND, TIt~DU>
lPRO\W&STAKAN&.~' Z ' __ I '#'
'PROWU&STAKAN' &1#(Z,2,2,6~

360: <2(9»
<TINE, TH!EU>
'DAJTE,&PDGALUJSTA,' Z#1
' .... I'tl'
'OAJTE,&POQALUJSTA' &1#{Z,2,2(6)

361: <;2(9»
<PFTF, PFTM>
'YOT' Z '.&&1 (Z,1$Z,'ONA','ON')
(2,'BYLA', 'BYL')
'v' LCVE#3 '#'
IYOT' &1 ',&1 KOT#(Z,lSZ,7,O)
(Z,'BYLA','BYL') 'v'
&6

362: <3(9»
<BLGF,BLGM,BLGN>
'VOT' Z '.&&MY&OIYH'&OKOL.O' &1#2 'tI'
'VOT' &1 ',&OKOL.O' KOT#(Z,3,9,2,2) 'My&QIV<l-M'

363: <3(9»
<8LDF,BLDM,Bt..DN>
'lTD' Z '.&&MY&PODXODIM&K'
(Z,!B,'NEJ','NEMU','''IEMU') 'tI'
'lTD' &1 ',&Ki KOT#{319,~,q) IMY&PODXODIM'
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36'4:<3(9'>
<TINSF,TINSM,TINSN>
'VOT' Z '.8.&>&VIDEL'
(2,1$3, 'E+-', 'EGO', 'EGO') 'VHERA' '#'
'VOT' &1 ',&' KOTliO,8,t,6) '>&VIDEL&VHERA'

365: <3(9»
<TINUF,TINUM,TI~UN>

'VOT' Z '.&&MY&POL;ZUEMS>I
(Z,1$3, 'lTOJ', '111M' ,'lTpi') &1#5 'II'
'VOTI '&1 I,ll KOTII(3,i0,5,5) 'MY&POL;ZUEMS>'

366: <2(9'>
<;O/lF,OAM>
'VOT' Z '.&&MY&GOVORIM&O'
(Z,1$2,'NEJ','N+-1'1') 'II'
'VOTI&! ',&0' KOTtI(2,9,3) IMY&GOYORIMi

367: <1(9» .
'<EVT>

'ONI&NAHINA<T' Zti1 'V&VOSEM/&HASOV' 'ti'
&1#0 JNAHINAETS>&V&VOSEM/&HASOV'

368: <1(9»
<iT! 1\1\01>
'HEM&VY8PIWlTE?&--' Z ' .. -' 'Ii'
'>&PI;IU' &1115

,369; <'4(9»
<SAf,SAM,SOAF,50AM>
is&KEr'&VY8.GOVORITE?&--' Z ' __ I ,#,
'>&GOVOR<' .(Z,4,'5','S','SO','50') &1#5

370: <2(9»' .
<SAFN,S/lMN>
'S&KEM&VY&ID .. TE&DOf10J?&- .. ' Z ' .... 'ill'
'>&IDU&DOMOJ&S' &1#5

371: '<;1 (9»
<PPISO>
IS&KEM&ON&RAZGOVARIVAET?&- .. ' Z1 PPN7 '-- 'II'
'ON&RAZGOV/IRIVAET' &1

372: <1(9»
<PPISO>
'S&KE11&ONI&RABOTA<T?&--' Z1 PPN7 ' __ I .'11'
'ONI8RABOTA<T&VMESTE' &1

373: <3(9»
<SIF9,SI~B,SINB>

tGDE&ON&STO>L?&~-'

ZO (Z,1B,'lTA','lTOT','lTOI) .&1 1 #'
'ON&STO>L&R>DOM&S' C3,'lTOJ','lTH;','lTI'-l" &1#5

374: <6(9»
<SIFT,SIMT,SINT,SOIF,SOIM,SOIN>
'GDE&VY&VIOELI&'3ILETn~~' Z ' ...... ' 'Ii'
I>&VIOEL&fGO&R>DO~'

(Z,6,'S',IS','5', 'SO','SO','SO') &1#5
375: <1(9» '

<FS'W>
IGDE&VY?SIOElIn~-1 Z I.·.. ' FSNF 1 ...... 1 'Ii'
'>&SIOELA&1,EQDU' &1#5 'II &3#5
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<3(9»
<TINCF,TI~C~,TINC~>

IGDE&MO>&GAZETA?B--' ZOo
AJC#(Z,153,7,0,6) &1'--'. '#1

.' tlONA&NAD' &2#(3,10,5,5) &1#5
<3(9» .

<TINWF,TINWM,TINWN~
1 GDE&PIS; r'O?&-_IZO
(Z,1$3,'lTA','lTOT',llTOI) &1 1 -_' '#'
'ONO&POD' (3,'lTO.J','lTH1',llTIMI) &1#5

<3(9» '"
<BlGF,8LGM,GLGN>
IMY&QDALI&PERED&-_l ZO
AJ8LD#(Z,1$3,7,0,6) &1 1__ 1 '#'
'MY&QDALI&PEREDI &2#(3,10,5,5) &1#5

<3(9»
<EVTF,EVTM,EVTN>
IONI&TA~&8YLI&PERED&--' zo
PS#(Z,153,7,0,b) &1 I~-I 1#1

IONI&TAM&8VLI&PERED' &2#(3,10,5,5) &1#5
<1 (9»

<8LG>
I ON3.IDt-T&ZA , Z#1 '#'
ION&SEJHAS&ZA' &1#5.

<1(9»
<PPN1>
Z2 &0 'SQIT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)I IZA&GORODOMI
&0 ISEXA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'ZA&GOROD'

<1 (9»
<PPN1>
Z2 &0 ISEXA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)' 'ZA&GRANICU'
&0 'SRAB#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'ZA&GRANICEJ'

<1(8» .
<ODD>
'KAKOE&SEGODN>&HISLO?%--I
Z1 OD MON X\ONY ' .. _I 1#'
ISEGODN>' &\#6 &3#2 ONYY#2 'GODA'

<1 (8»
<ODD>
'KOGDA&ON&RODILS>?%-·'
Z1 0D ~: 0N Xl 0r~ Y ,_. I I # ,
'ON&RODILS>' &1#2 &3#2 ONYY#2 'GODAl

<I (8»
<ONYY>
IKOGD/I&ON&U~'ER?-' ,"ON ZI ONY ,--, '#'
'ON&UMER&V' &1#3 &2#2 'GODA'

<1(8»
<ONYY>
'KOGDA&ONAIl,JMERLA?&--' Zl ONY ' __ I 1#'
IONA&UMERLA&V' &1#3 IGOOU'

<1(8»
<DAYP>
I SEC 0D~j > 1 ZI DAY 8 '# 1

'VHERA' II

385:

378:

3791

383:

387:

382;

386:

377:

·384 :

380:

·376:r
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388: <U8»
<DAYC>
'SEGODN>' Zl DAYB '#1
'ZAVTRA&BUDETI &1

389; <1(8»
<DAYV>
IKOGDA&ON&RABOTAL?&--' Zl DAYA 1#1
ION&RA80TAL' &1

390; <1(8»
<DAYS>
10NA&RABOTALA&--' Zl DAYA I.·.~I
DAye 1--' 1#'
'ONA&RAEOTALA' &1 I DO' &4#2

391; <1(8»
<~ONA> .
IMY&RA80TAE>.4&--' Zl ~lON I.·•• ' Z ' __ I 1#'
IMY&RABOTAEH&S' &2#2 100' &1#2

392: <3(8) > .
<CNNA,CNNB,eN~C>

'lTO&8YLO&--' ZI (Z,1$3,CNA,CNB,CNC)
' •• ,--&TOMU&NAZAD' 1#1
I JT 0& BYL0 I &1 (3,' GOD' , , GOD A' , i LET I )

ITOMU&N~ZAD'

393: <3(8»
<IINTAF,IINTAM,IINTAN>
'ONI&RABOTA<H--' Z 1 __ 1 '#1
'ONI&RABOTA<TI (Z,3,"VS<I,'VES;','VS'-" &1#1

39 1H <2 (8) >
<HRD,SE.A>
IKOGDA&ON&TM~~,BYL?&--' Z ' __ 1'#'
'ON&8YL&TAMI &1#5

·395: <1(8»
<PPN5>
ZO (Z,l$S"Et·~Ui,iEJI"NAM"'VAM"'IM')
INADO&RABOTAT;' itt '&0
(5,'DOLQEN','DOLGNA','DOLQNY','DOLGNY','DOLQNYI)
'RABOTAT;' . '.

396; <1(8»
<PPN5>
Z3 PPDS
INADO&BYLO&UHIT;S>I Itt'
&0
(5, 'D OL tiE NI , , DOL," NAI , IDOL Q NY I , 1 DOLGN YI , I DOL ON Y, )
(5,IBYL','BYLAI,IBYLII,IBYLI','6YLI1) 'UHITiS>'

3971 <1 (8) >
<PPN5:>
Z2 &0 '$PO~IO#(5,3,3,4,S!6) I lJVANU' '#1
&0 ( 5, , SMl I ,IS At' AI I I SA HI I ,is AMI I , I SMl1') &2 &3

398: <3(8» .
cLCV,LCVOU,LCVU>
'~"Vo~~t Z J~~t l~f

(2, \$3, 'V', 'VO', 1 VI) &1110,3,3,7)
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<LCNA,LCNAU>
'"~NA.~.' Z ,~-, ,#,
'NA' 11#(Z,2,3,7)

400:<2(8»
<MAN,fAPF>
Z '#'
&0#8

40P .<2(8»
<FAN,FPF;.
Z 'II'
&0#8

402: <2(8);>
<FNT, ~'NT>
Z '# I

&0#8
403: <3(8»

<BLOF/BLDM,8LON>
20 DM#(Z/lS3,7,0,6) AJBLD#(3,7,0,6) &0 '#'
&1#11 &2#11 &0#8

404: <3(8»
<TINSF,TINSM,TINSN>
'>&VIQU' ZO PS#(Z,3,8,1/6) &1#1 1#1

'>&VIQU' &2#11 11#9
QOS: <3(8»

<TINHF/TINHM/TINHN>
'V&lTOM&QILOM&DOME&EST/' ZO AJT#(Z,3/7/0/6)
&1 ,#,
'Y&lTOM&QILOM&DOME&EST;' &2#11 &1#8

406: <3(8»
<TINCF,TINCM/TINCN>
'KAKIVAMINRAVITS>' ZO OM#(Z,I$3,7/0,6)
AJC#(3/7/0/6) &1 '1' '#'
'KAK&VA~&NRAVITS>&lTI' &3#11 &1#8 '1'

407: <2(7);>
<I!NWF, II NWfo\>
lKAK&VAM&NRAVITS>' ZO (Z,2/'NAWAI,'NAW')
' .. .,' AJZS I.·•• ' &1 ' __ 1' ,#, .
'KAK&VAM&NRAVITS>I &2 &4#(Z/2/7/0) &1 '1'

408l <2(7»
<LI SF, LI SI1>
IVY&UGE&SLUWAU&--' AJZT I••• ' Z#l
1,. .. 7' 'Ii'
'VY&UQE&SLUWALI' &1#(Z,2,8,1) 13#1 '1'

409: <1 (7»
<TINR>
'ONA&HITAET' Z#1 '11 '#'
l>&NE&ZNA<,&HITAET&~I&O~AI &1

/.j10: <1(7»
<l.XV>
'ONI Z#12 l.X '?' '#1
'INTERES~O&ZNATlf&1 &1 Il.IION' &2
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/lU; <1(7»
<FSNM>
Z 'BUDET&NA' EVTNA#3 '?' '#'
'SPROSITEI &0#1 I,&BUDET&LI&ON&NA' &2#3

lliZ; <1(7»
<FSNF>
Z 'MOQET&POJTI&VI DESVT#1 I?' f#'
ISPROSI' &0#1 I,&MOQET&LI&ONA&POJTI&V' &2#1

ll13; <1 (7» .
<;AVTI>
(233,'ONI,'ONAi,IONII, Z
C3,'HITAL','HtTALA,'HIT.ALI') TINR#1 1#'
&0 'UGE' (3,IPROHITAL','PROHITALA','PROHITALII)
&3#1 ..

/.11 tH <1(7»
<AVTI>
(2$3,IONI,'ONA',iMYI) Z
(3,'PISAL', 'PISALAI, 'PISALII) TIN)(#1 II'
&0 'UGE' (3,INAPISAL','NAPISALA','NAPISALII)
&3#1

415; <2(7»
<SEAF,SEAN>
ION' ZO (Z,2,'VS<I,'VSf.')
&1#1 'STROlL' BLGtJl '#1
&0 &1#5 'POSTROIL' &5

41b; <1 (7»
<PPN5>
Z2 &0 INIKOGDA&NEI 'SBRA#(5,12,13,15,l5,15)'
'IKRY' '#1
&0 'SEGCDN>' I$VZT#(S,12,13,15,15,1S)' &4

417: <2(7»
<IVB,TVB>
(2$7, I> I,' TY I,' ON I, 'O"lA I, 'MY I, IVY', I ONI I)
2#(7112,13,12113,15,15,15) '#'
&0 &1#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) .

418;<1 (7» .
<PPN7>
22 &0 INIKOGDA&NEI ISBYT#(7,l,2,3,3,ll,S,6)'
'OTVEHAT;&NA&lTOT&VOPROS' '#'
&0 'ZAVTRAI ISOTYE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'NA&lTOT&VOPROS'

419: <1(7»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 IVES;&DEN;' '$BYT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6~'
'OSMATRIVAT;' I~'UZEII '1;;1
&0 'ZAVTRAI I$OS/10#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'MUZEJ'

420: <1 (7»
<PPN7>
'KOGDAI Z2 &1 'IDYT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,b}'
'lTO&DEl.,ATj7' ';;1
&0 &l I IT 0 I 1 $ S DE11 (7,1, 2,3, 3, 4,5, 6)' I '( I
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421: <1 (7»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'S8YT#(7,1,2,3,3,1l,5,6)1
'HITAT;&K~1GI' 'Ill
&0 '$PRH#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'lTU&KNIGU'

tl22; <1(7»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'SBYTII(7,1,2,3,3,1l,5,6)'
'PISAT;&P1S;MAi '#'
&0 '$NAP#(7,1,2,3,3,tl,5,b)' 'lTO&PIS;MOI

1123:<1(7»
<1 (7»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'IBYTII(7,1,2,3,3,1l,5,6)'
'STROIT; &NOVYE&DOMA' 'II'
&0 'SPOSTRII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 'NOVYJ&DOM'

424: <1(7» .. ..
<PPN7>
22 &0 'E~U&NIKOGDA&NE' 'SBYT#(7,i,2,3;3,4,5,6)'
'ZVONIT,' 1#1
gO 'EMU&ZAVTRA' '$P0211(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

425: <1 (7» .
<PPN7>
22 &0 'VSEGDA' '18VT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)i
IBRAT,&SALATA' '#'
&0 'SEGODN>&NE' 'SVZT#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'SALATA'

426: <1(7»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'I10T#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)' 'DOMOJ' '#'
&0 '$YXOTIIC7,!,2,3,3,4,5,0)' 'POJTI' &3

1127: <1 (7»·
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 IIEXA#(7,1,2,3,3,Ij,S,o)'
INA&KRASNU<&PLO=AD;' 'II'
go 'NE' '$MOH#l7,1,2,3,3,1j,5,6)1 'POEXAT;' &3

1j28: <3(7»
<EVTF,EVTM,EVTN>
'KAK';VAM&NRAVITS>' 20 DM#(Ztl$3,7,0,6) &1 '1' '#'
IK/lK& V,A ,. 1

(3,'PONRAVILA S1','PONRAVILS>','PONRAVICOS,')
&2 &1 '1'

429; <1(7»
<PP~!7>

22 &0 'E"!
I$UVI#(7tl,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '.%' &0
IEJ' '$SKA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)1 'II'
'ESLI' &0 &2 &3 ',&1 lO &6 &7

1130: <1(7»
<PPN7>
21 &0 I$POE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'v' DESVT~1 '.%1
(2,FSNF,FSNM) 'TOQE&POEDET' '#'
IKOGDA' &0 &2 &3 &I.j ',&' &6 &7
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431 ; <1(7»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SNAP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'PEREVOD' '.%'
&0 lEMU' 'SSKA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '#'
lKAK&TOLiKO' &0 &2 &3 't&' &0 &6 &7

432: <1(7»
<TINY>
'>&EDU&TUDA' Z#5 '#'
'lYAN&SKAZAL,&HTO&ON&EDET&TUDA' &1

433: <1(7»
. <TINW>
1>&lTO&NAPISALA' Z#5 '#'
'MARI>&SKAZALA,&HTO&ONA&JTO&NAPISALA'
&1

1134: <1(7»
<DESNA>
'>&POJDU&NA' Z# 1 '#'
'IGORi&SKAZAL,&HTO&ON&POJD~T&NA'&1

435: ·<1 (6»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$ISK#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '#'
&0 'SPO!#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

43£:>: <1(6»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPLA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,£:»' '#'
&0 'SYZAP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

437;<1 (6»
·<PPN7>
Z2 &0 ISPOK#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '#'
&0 '$KUP#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

438: <1(0»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPOMO#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,0)' '#'
&0 '$POMP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)'

439: <1(6» ..
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$OTD#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '#'
&0 '$OTDO#<7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

440: <1(0»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPOKA#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,o)' '#'
&0 'SPOKQ#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,b)'

441: <1(0»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SOTKR#(7,I,Z,3,3,4,5,6)' t#'
&0 ISOTK#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,b)'

'i42: <Ho»
<PP~17>

Z? &0 'SYZAKR#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,0)' '#'
&0 I$YZAK#(7,t,2/3,3,4,5,6)'

443: <1 (0»
<PP'i7>
Z2 &0 '",POPi\#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,0), '#'
8.0 'SPOPASIiC7,tt2,3,3,LJ,5,&)'
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r 4411: <l(6»
.;PP N7>
Z2 &0 I$NAX#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)I 1# t

&0 I$NAJ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
445: <1(6) >

<PPN7>
Z2 &0 f$DAV#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' , II '
&0 IIDAT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

44/>: <1(6»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'IPERDII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' , II I

&0 'SPERDPII(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
1147: <1 (6»

<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$PRODA#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 , II '
&0 '$PRODAD#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

/l1l8: <1(6»
<PPN3>
Z? &0 1$!SK#(3,12,13,15)1 1II ,
&0 ISPOI# (3,12,13,15) ,

4£19: <1(6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 'IPLA#(3,12,13,1S) I 1II I
&0 I$YZAPII(3,12,13,15)'

450: <1 (6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 '$POMO#(3,12,13,15)1 f# I

&0 ISPO"'P#(3, 12, 13,15) I

/lSi: <1(6»
<PP,,13>
Z2 &0 ISOTD#(3,12,13,15)1 1II I
&0 ISOTDO#(3,12,13,15)'

/l521 <1(6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 1$POKAII(3,12,13,15)1 , # ,
&0 ISPOKQ#(3,12,13,15)1

/l53: <1(6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 'SOTKR#(3,12,13,15)1 t II I
&0 ISOTK#(3,12,13,15)'

454: <l (6»
<PPN3>
22 &0 'SY2AKRII(3,12,13,lS)' 1#'
&0 '$YZAK#(3, 12, 13, 15) I

455: <1 (6»
<PPN3">
Z2 &0 I SPUPAII (3,12,13,15) I , /I 1

&0 I $ PO PASI! (3, 12, 13 , 15) I

Ij 56 l <1(6»
<PP~·!3>

22 &0 I$NAX#(3 1 12,13,15)' , /I t

&0 ISNAJ#(3,12,13,15)1
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457;<1(6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 I$DAY#(3,12,13,IS)1 'II'
&0 '$DAT#(3,12/13,15)'

1158: <1(6»
<PP'J3>
Z2 &0 ISPERDII(3,i2,13,iS,1 1#'
&0 '$PERDP# C3ti2,i3ti 5)'

459:<1(6» ' ,
<PPN3>
Z2&0 I$PRODAIt0,12r13,15)' 1#1
&0 I$PRODAD#(3,12,13,i5)1

lI60: <1(6» '
<PPN7> ,
Z2 &0 '$POK#(7,1,2,3,3,ll,5,6)'
INOYU<&'~AWJNU' '#'
&0 I$YXOT#(7d,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'KUPIT;I &3

1161; <1(6»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$PRODA#(7,1,2,3,3/4,5,6)'
'lTUIKNIGU' 1#1
&0 'Nt' ISMOHIi(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'PRODAT:I &3

462: <1(6»
<PPN3>
Z2 &0 ISPOMOItC3,3,3,'6), INNE' .1#'
&0 I$AJf'#(3,15,16,18)1 IPOMOH;&MNE'

463; <1 (6»
<PPN7;>
Z2 &0 '$OTKR#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 'OKNOI ';';1'
(7/1 MNE I,' TESE I, I Et,W', 1EJ',' NMP, I YAM I, '1M')
INADO&OTKRYT,&OKNO' .

11641<2(6'>
<FAN, MAN>
')TO&DON' Z#2 1#'
I) TO&DOMA I &1#10

/1651 <1(6»
<MPF>
IYY&ZNAETE&ADRES&JTOGO' Zi!2 11' 1#1
'YY&ZNAETE&ADRESA&lTrXI &1#10 '1'

466: <1(6»
<FPf>
'YY&ZNAETE&FAMILI<&JTOJf Z#2 11' 1#'
iYY&ZNAETEIFAMILII&JTIX' &1#10 17 1

41.171 <2(6»
<FNT / 11NT>
IYIJTOM&UNIYERSITETE&NETI Z#2 'Iii
'VIJTOM&UNIYERSITETE&NETI &1#10

468: <2(6)::-
<:RELF, REU'>
ISKOLIKO&U&VAS&-~t Z ' __ I?' '#1
'SKOLiKO&U&VAS' &1#10 '1'



, >

469: <3(6»
<Bl,.GF, 8LGM, Bl.,GN>
'V&NAWE~&GORODE&EST;' zo AJBLD#(Z,3,7,O,6)
&1 '#'
'V&NAWE~&GORODE&NET' &2#12 &1#10

470:<1(6»
<BLR;>
'V&lTml,&DOt~E&EST;' z 1#1
'V&JTOM&DOME&EST;&MNOGO' &1#10

1171: <1 (6»
<Bl..D>
IVOT' Z '#1
ISKOL;KO&TAM' &1#10 '7'

472: <3(6»
<IINGF,IINGM,IINGN>
'>&NE&PCMN<&NAZVANI>' ZO DMI/(Z,3,9,2,2J
&11/2 '#1
'>&NE&PO~NI<&NAZVANIJ&lTIX'&11/10

473: <1 (6»
<TlNW>
iNA' lCNASI/3 Z '1/'
INAI&! 'NEDOSTATOHNO' &2#10

1174: <1(6»
<LCVE>
'V&lTOM&GORODE&EST;&XOROWIE' Z#8 'II'
'V&lTOM&GORODE&NESKOL;KO&XOROWIX' &11110

475: <3(6»
<MUSF,MUSM,MUSN>
')TO' ZO (Zt1S3,'XORO~'A>I,'XORO\HJ','XOROWEEI)
&1 '#' .
'1 TO' (3, 'ODNA', 'ODIN', 'ODNo') 'IZ&LUHWIX'
&1#10 'V&KONSERVATORII'

476:<1 (6»
<TINe>
'V&l TOP&MAGAZINE&"' AJC#11 ZII8 ';I'
IV&JTOM&~AGAZINE&EST;MNOQESTVO' &11112 &2#10

1J77: <1(6»
<TINep>
'>&XCHU&!<UPIT;' Z 'tI'
'>&XOHU&KUPIT;&PARU' &~#10

478: <t (6) >
<TINS>
'U&VAS&EST ,&LIWNIE' Z#8 '?' ! Ii I
INET,&U&MEN>&NET&LIWNIXI &1#10

479: <1 (6»
<TIf\'X>
'ON&XO~ET&NAPISAT;' 1#8 '#1
ION&XOHEi&NAPISATiBOL;WE' &1#10

480: <2(6»
<RELF, REU1>
'ON&VIDIT' ZO PS#(Z,2,8,2)
&1111 'tI'
ION&VIDli' &2#12 &1#9
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1181 :<1 (6»
<MPF>
'ON&NE&L<BIT&JTOGO' AJP'2 Z#1 1#'
'ON&NE&L<6IT&lTIX' &1#12 &2#9

lJ821 <1(6»
<FPF>
'MY8.ZNAEM&lTUI AJP#8 Z#1 1#1
I~Y&ZNAEM&lTIXI &1#12 &2#9

lJ83:<3(6) >
<CNNA,CNNB,CNNC>
I~~' ZI (Z,3,CNA,CNB,CNC) MAN.
'" .. ' III
&1 &3#(Z,3,0,2,10)

484:<3(6»
<CNNA,CNNB,CNNC>
1 .. ",1 ZI (Z,3,CNA,CNS,CNC) FAN
1~ .. I 1#'
&1#(Z,I$3,7,0,0) &3#(3,0,2,10)

lj8S: <3(6»
<CNNA,CNNB,CNNC>
I .... ' ZI (Z,3,CNA,CN8,CNC) TINN
1 .. ,,1. II'

&1#(Z,I$3,6,0,0) &3#(3,0,2,10)
lj86: <1 (6»

<CNNC>
I~ .. I ZICNC TINS , __ , 1#'

&1 &3#10
487: <lCS»

<CHAA>
ZI CHA '.' X1CMA 1#'
&0 Ct'AA

488, <1 (5»
<CHAA>
IONI&UEZQA<T&V' ZI CHA ' .• ' X1CHA ,#,
&0 &1 CMAA

lj89: <1(5»
<OHH>
'KOTORYJ&TEPER,&HAS?&- .. '
ZI OH '.30-,,' III
IPOL,OVINA' &1#2

lj901 <1(5»
<OH'1> .
lV&KOTOROM&~ASU&ON&UEZOAET?& .. _1
Z1 OH '.15--' '#'
ION&UEZQAET&V&HETVERT,1 &1'2

t191: <;1(5»
cOHH>
'YO&SKOL,KO&ONA&PRIEZ9AET?&.... '
ZI 01' '.30-'" '#1
'ONA&PRIEZQAET&Y&POLOYINE' &1#2



r . 4921 <HS»
<CGAA>
IKOTORYJ&TEPE R,&HAS?&•• '
Zl eGA '.' X1CGX , •• , 'iii
IBEZI CGY &0

493: <1(S»
<CGAA>
IVO&SKOLiKO&ONI&UXOD>T7&-·'
21 CGA ',' X1CGX 1_.' '#'
'ONl&UXOD>T&BEZ' CGY &0

4')I!: .<1(5»
<OlBB>
IMOl&HASY&SPEWAT&NA&-·1
ZI CMS 'MINUTA&- .. I· 'II'
'MOI&HASY&SPEWAT&NA' &1

119S:<1(S»
<CHBB>
'MOI&HASY&OTSTA<T&NA&··'
ZI CHS 'HAS&.-I ,#,
IMOI&HASY&OTSTA<T&NA' &1

1196: <1 (5);>
<PPN7>
22 &0 'SREWAII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'lTOT&VOPROS' '#'
&0 'SREWI#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

497: <l(S»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPIT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
'STAKAN&HA<' 'III
&0 ISVYP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)1 &3

498: <1(5»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 I$POV~#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
'RANO' ,#,
&0 'SPOVl#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

4991 <1(5» .
<OAF;>
'HTO&ON&SKAZ.AL&O' 2#3 '?' '/I I

'HTO&ON&SKAZAL&O' &11111 '7 1
SOO! <1(5»

<OA'·I>
IONI&GOVOR>T&OB&lTOMI AJP#3 Z#3 'II'
IONl&GOVOR;>T&OB&lTIX' &1#12 &2#11

501: <1(5»
<LCVE>
'ONI&UHATS>&V' 2#3 '#'
IONI&~HATS>&VI &1#11

502: <3('5»
~LCVHfiLCVHMiLCVHN>

IONISQILI&V' ZO AJ6LD#(Z,3,9,3,3) &1#3 '#'
'ONISG1LI&V' &2#12 &1#11



r 5031 <2(5»
<l,CNASF,LCNASM>·
TINS ILEQIT&NA' ZO PS#(Z,2,Q,3) &2#3'#1
&0#8 'L£QAT&NA' &3#12 &2#11

504; <1(5»
<TINP>
'POHEMU&TY&VSEGDA&GOVORIW;&O&MOIX&--' Z I __ ?I
, # ,

tpOHEMU&TY&VSEGDA&GOVORIW;&O&MOIX' &1#11 '?'
505; <;4(5»

<;CNNA,CNNB,CN~C,CNNO>

PPGU z (Z,4,'RUBL;','RUBL>','RUBl,EJ','RUBlEJ')
t # t . .

&0 'NET' &1#11 &2
506; <2(5»

<CHBS,CHee"
'HY&VIDELII Z (Z,2,'GORODA','GORODOVIJ '#'
'MY&BYl,I&V' &1#5 'GORODAX' ..

507; <1 (5) >
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$IDT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' IV&RESTORAN'
'.%--REDKO--I 1#1
&0 'REDKCI '$XOD#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)' &3

508; <1(5»
<PPN7>
Z2&0'IEXA#(7,1,2,.3,3,4,5,.6)' 'NA&POHTlJ' '#'
&0 'KAQDYJ&DEN;' '$EZD#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

509; <1(5» . .
<PPN7>
22 &0 ISl,ETE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'VO&FRANCI<' '#' .
&0 IKAQDOE&l,ETO' '$l.ETA#(7t1,2,3,3,4,S,6)1 &3

5101 <1C5»
<;PPN7>
Z2 &0 1$8EQ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'V&MAGAZIN'
'.%--HASTO-_i '#f .
&0 'HASTO' ISBEG#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)' &3

5111 <1(5» .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 I$POJ#(7,12,13,l2, 13,15,15, 15) 1
'NA&UROKI 1#1
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

512; <1 (5);:
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 I$POE#(7, 12, 13, 12,13d5,15,15) I

'V&KIEV' III' .
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

513: <1(5»
<PP"J7>
Z2 &0 15POLE#(7,12,13,12,13,lS,lS,iS)'
'V&SSSR' III'
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3
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514: <1 (5»
<PPN7>
22 &0 '$POB~(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
'V&WKOLU' '#' .
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

5151 ·<1(5»
<IV~I>

(257, '>' , ITY', iON', I DNA', 'MY', 'VY' , 'ONI' )
'HAsTO' ZII<7I1,2,3,3,'4,5,6) INA&RABOTU' '#'
&0 '$LBIfi(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)' &2#0

516: <1(5» .. .
<PPN7>
23 &0 I$YXOTII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'IDTI&TUDA&PEWKOM,%A'
C7, 'TY' , 'ON' , 'ONA i , I MY' , 'VY' , 'ONI I, '>')
, • • .' 'II'
'SMOH#(7,2,3,3,4,5,6,1)' 'EXAT;&NA&MAWINF.'

517: ·<1(5»··· .
<PPN5>
22 &0 fSPOJII(S,3,3,4,5,6)'
'S&NIMI&V&TEATRf '#'
&0 'SYXOT#(5,12,13,15,jSd5)' iPOJTI' &3

518: <1 (5» .
<PPN5>
Z2 &0 'SPOLE#(5,12,13,15/15,lS)'
'VHERA&V&SM'ARKAND I 'II'
&0 'NE' 'SMOH#(5,12,l3,l5,1Sd5)I 'POLETET;' &3

·519: <1(4'> . .
<PPN7>
Z5 &0
0, 'lESE', 'EMU' / 'EJ' /' NAM',' VAM',' 1M', 'MNE')
'V&lTOM' ISOTKZ#(7/1,2,3,3/4,5,6)1 '#1
(7, 'TY',ION','ONA', 'MY', 'VY','ONI'/'>')
fSNAD#(7,2/3,3/4,S,6,1)' ',&HTO' &0 &2 &3 'NE'
'SOTKZP#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

520: <l(lj»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 I$OTKA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'OT&l TOGO&PRIGLAWENI>' 'Ii 1

&0 IZAVTRAI I$OTKAP#(7,t,2,3,3,4,5,6) 1&3
52!: <1(4»

<PPN5>
Z2 gO JUQE' ISZNA#(S,3,3,4,S,6)' 'OB&lTOM' '#'
&0 'SUZN#(5,12,13,15,15,15)' 'OB&lTOM&VHERAI

522: <1 (4»
<PPN7>
'ESL,I' Z3 &1 IEGO'
'$UVI#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' ',&1 &1
'EGO' 'SUZN#(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6,' 'Ii'
&1 IVSEGDA' 'SUZNA#C7d,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3
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523:<1 (4»
<PPN7>
'OBYHNO' Z2 &1 'SVOZ#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'VOVRn~>' I # I

ISEGODN>' &1 'SVER#(7t1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'POZONO'
524: <1(4»

<PPN7>
Z3 &0 AVTI 'SGOT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
IUROKI&VEHERO"li '#' .
&0 'ZAVTRA' 'SPRIG#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
'UROKI&UTROH' ..

525;< 1C 4) >
<PPN7>
22 &0 'VSEGOA' '$STAR#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'GOTOVIT;&I,JROKI' '#1
10 '$POSTA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
'PRIGOTOVITi&JTOT&UROK'

5211;<1(4»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'KAQDYJ&DEN;' 'SPRGW#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,b)'
'DRI,JZCJ&K&SEBE' '#'
&0 'SEGODN>&NIKOGO&NE'
ISPRGS#(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)'

·527: <H4»
<PPN7>
'v' MON#3 Z2 &2 '$S08I#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'>8L'OKI' '# 1

'V&lTOM&GODUI &2 '$SOBR#(7,1,2,~,3,4,5,6)'

&5 'K&KONCU' &1#2
528: <1(4»

<PPN7>
22 &0 I$POJ#(7,12d3,t2,t3,t5,15,15)'
IV&t~AGAZIN.%' &0
lSYXOT#(7,12, 13, 12, 13,15,15,15)'
IKU~IT;&GA2ETU' '#'
&0 &2 'V&HAGAZIN,&HTOBY&KUPIT,&GAZETUI

529: <1(4»
<PP07>
IONA&OOLGNA'
22 &2 'POt~OH i' 1#'
(1,'>','TY','ON', 'DNA', 'MY','VY','ONI')
'sYXOT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)' ',&HTOBY'
lONA' &1 'POMOGLA'

530: <1 (4»
<PPOS>
Z2 &0 I NADO&SLUWAT; &KONCErH' '#'
'PROFESSOR&GOVORIT,&HT09y'
(5, 'ON', IDNAI, q,y" 'VY', IONI')
'$S\,.Uti(5, 12, 13,15, 15, 15)' 'KONCERTi
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<PPN7>
Z? &0 'SNES#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)f
'PIS;MA&NA&POHTllf '#'
&0 'KAQDYJ&DENj' 'SNOS#(7,I,2,3,J,4,5,6)' &3

532: <1(4» .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SVEZII(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
lTURISTOV&V&ANGL!<' fllf
&0 'KAQDOE&~ETO' I$VOZ#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
&3 >

533:<1(4»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$VES#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
IINOSTRANCEV&V&KINOI 1#1
&0 'HASTO' 'SVOD#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
&3 .

534: <l('t»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$PON#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15>'
'HEMODA'iY& VN IZ' I II'
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,0) &3

535: <1(4»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$POVIt(7,12,13,12tl3,15,15,15>'
'SVOIX&DRUZEJ&V&GOROD' '/I I

&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)&3
5361 <I(q»

<PPN7>
22 &0 f$POVS#(7,12,13,12~13,15,15,15>'

'STUDENTOK&NA&LEKC 1< I '#'
&0 &2#(7,l,2,3,3,4~5,6) &3

537: <1(4»
<MPF>
ION&lTOMU' 2#4 'OBE=AET,&HTO&ON&lTO&SDELAETI
, # ,

'ON&lTIM' &1#12 &2
538: <3(4»

<TINSF,TINSM,TINSN>
zo DM#(Z,3,7,0,6) &0 fPRINADLEQIT&lTOJI
FPfl/4 '#1
'lTII &0#8 'PRINADLEGAT&lTIM' &4#12

539: <2 ( 4) ,. .
<PFTF, PFTM>
'>&OTVEHA<1 Z#4 'NA&VOPROSI 'til
&0 &1#12 &3

SlIO: <2 (In,.
<FNT,"NT>
'>&PO'jOGA<:' ZO (Z,2,'lTOJ','JTOMl,I')
&1111. 'Ii'
&0 'ITIM' &1'112
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'541: <2(4»
<RELF,RELM>
IHTO&ON&POSOVETOVALt ZO (Z,2,'VAWEJ','VAWEMU')
&ll1 l j 'KUPU;?' 'II'
&0 'VAWIMI &1#12 &4

5ll2: <1 (ll»
<DAYA>
ZI DAYV 'EGO&ZDES;&NET' ,#,
'PO' &0#12 'EGO&ZDES;&NET'

5ll3: <3(4»
<BLGF,BLGM,BLGN>
IONI&PODXOD>T&K' ZO AJBLD#(Z,lS3,9,4,4) &1#ll ,#,
&0 &2#(3,13,13,13) &1#12

54ll: ·<1(4» .
<~IPF>

'ON&SHITAETS>&XOROWIM' 2#5 ,#,
lONISSHITA<TS>&XOROWIMI' &1#13

54'5: <3(4»
<TINUF,TINU~,TINUN>

t>&POl.;ZU<S:' ZO (Z,3,' lTOJ', '] TIM', 'JIm')
&1#5 '#1
&0 'ITIMl' &1#13

546: <Hll»
<TINV>
IMY&VMEEM&PRAVITI' 2#5 'II'
&0 &11113

547; <2(1n>
<RELF,RELI'i>
IKE~'&VY&GORDITES;7&-_1 Z#8 ',. .. 1 1#'
IMY&GORDIMS>I &1#13

548: <4(4»
<SAF,SAM,SOAF,SOAM>
t>&GOVOR<' ZO (Z,4, '5', 'SI,'SOI,'SOI)
&1115 '#'
t>&GOVOR<' &2 &1#13

549: <3(4»
. <TINCF,TINCM,TINCN>

TINX 'POD' ZO AJC#(Z,3,10,5,5) &2#5 !#'
&0 'POOl &3#14 &2#13

550: <3(4»
<BLGF,BLGM,BLGN>
IMY&QOALI&PERED' zo AJBLD#(Z,3,tO,S,5) &1#5 1#1

'MY&GDALI&PEREDI &2#lq &1#13
551: <lun>

<CNNB>
IODIN' AJT TIN~1 '&~~I 21 eNB '-.. ' 'tI'
&q &1#12 &2#2

552: <1 (ll»
<CN"JB>
'ODNO' AJT#6 TINN '1l.- .. ' 21 eNS ' __ I 'tI'
&4 &1#12 &2#2
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553: <1 (4);
ceNNB>
'DONA' AJT#7 TI"IF '1--' ZI eNS '-.,' '.#'
&4#14 &11/11 &2#2

554: <1(3»
eNOL.>
Z '#'
ION' &0#12 '.,ONA' &0#13
' .. ONO' &0#14 '-ONI' &0#15

555: <1(3»
<PPN7;-
Z2 &0 'SEJHAS' '$PRH#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'KNIGU' '#' .
&0 &2 'SKON#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'HITAT;' &4

556: <1(3»
<PPN5>
Z2&0 'UGE' j$NAP#(5,12,13,15,15,lS)'
'UPRAQNENIE' '#'
&0 &2 'SNAH#(5,12,13,15,15,15)' 'PISAT,' &4

557; <1 (3» .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 ISIGR#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'V&WAXMATY' '#'
&0 'SPROD#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'IGRAT;&V&WAXMATY'

558;<1 (3»
<AJV>
'lTD' Z 1#'
'lTO&8YL,O&BY' &1

559: <10»
ePPNS>
Z2 &0 '$YXOT#(S,3,3,/~,5,6)' 'POJTI&NA&BALET' '#'
&0 &2#(5,12,13,15,15,15) 'BY' &3

560: <1(3» .
<PPNS> .
Z4 &0 't'E' '$9IT#(5,3,3,4,5,6)' 'V&DEREVNE~~'

&0 'NE' 'SRAB#(S,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA&FER~'1E' '#'
'ESLI&BY' &0 &3#(5,12,13,15,15,15) &4 ',&'
&0 &7#(5,12,13,15,15,15) 'SY' &8

561: <1(3»
<PPN5> .
'POGOOA&PLOXA>~%'

Z2 &l 'NE' 1$IDT#(5,3,3,/1,5,6)' 'V&KINO' '#1
'BYLA&BY&LUHWA>&PDGODA,&TO' &0
&3#(5,12,\3115,15,15) 'BY' &4

562: <1(3»
<AJV>
'lTO' Z 1#1

'>&SKAZAL&BY,&HTO&l TO' &1
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563:<10»
",PPN7>
21 &0 I$YXCTII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
(253,'EGO',IE4-','IX') IUVIDET,' '#'
'ESLI&BY' (3,'ON','ONA','ONI')
(3, IZNAl' , IZNALA I , 'ZNA!.,I I) " &KAK'
&0 &2 &3 &4

561J1 <1(3»
",PPD7>
'ON&DOLGENI
Z2 &1 'POZVONIT;' 'II'
(7,' >', 'TY', iON',' ONA', 'MY',' VY', 'ONI')
ISYXOTII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' I,&HTOBY&ONI
&1 'POZVONIL'

565; <1(3»
<:DESNA>
I>&XOHU&POJTI&NA' Z#l '#1
'POJTI&BY&NA' &1

5661 <10»
<:DESNA>
'VY&DOLGNY&PCJTI&NA' 2#1 'II'
'POJTI&BY&VAM&NA' &1

567: <3(3»
<TINVF/TINV~/TINYN>

ZO DM#(Z / 253,7,0,6) &0
(3,'NOVA>','tWVYJ','NOVOE') ',t fill
'A' O,'TA',ITOT','TOl) 'NOVEE'

568: <3(3» .
cBLGF/BLGM,BlGN>
ZO D~#(Z,2$1,7,0,6) &0
(3,'KRASIVA>I,'KRASIVYJ','KRASIVOE') ',' '#'
'A' (3/lJA',ITOT','TO') 'E=+-&KRASIVEE'

569; <1(3» . .
<PPN7>
Z3 &0 'STAN#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '8YSTRO / &A'
(7 t' TY ,,, ON', 1O"A 1, I MY 1,' VY I, ION! 1,' >1)
, • • • 1 I II ,
&2#(7,2,3,3,4,5,6,1) lBYSTREE'

570: <10»
<AJB>
Zl AJA '#'
&0

571: <1(3»
<AJER>
Z '/I 1

&0#19
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572: <:lj(3»
<TINCF,TINCM,TINCN,TINCP>
ZO D~#(Z,3$Q,7,O,6,11) &0 'SLIWKOM'
(4,'DOROGA>','DOROGOJ'/'DDROGOE1/1DOROGIE ' l
I # I

1>&XOHU&KUPIT1&BOLEE'
(4/'DEW~VU<I/'DEW~VYJI/'DEW~VOEI,IDEW~VYE')
&O#(lj,l,1d,"I)

573:(20»
<T!NCVF, TINEVM;>
'lTOI ZO (Z,IS2,'XOROWA>'/'XOROWIJ') &1 III
'lTOI (2"l.UH~1A>I,Il.UHWIJ') &t IV&OGORODE'

574. <2(3»
<FPF, ~1PF>
I~1Y&ZNAEf" ZO (Z,1S2,II,J""NU<I,IUMNOGO') &1#1 II'
'VY&ZNAETE&BOLCE' &2 &1#1 IHEM&~Y?'

575: <1(3»
<NAVA>
ZI NAV 'INTERESNEE,&Hn~' &0 '#'
&1 'INTERF-:SNEE i &0#2

5.76; <1(3»
<f'PN7>
ION' LXY#3 LX 'LUHWE,&HEM' Z '#1
'ON' &1#3 &2 'LVHWE' &4#3

577: <2(3) >
<TINE, TINEU>
IDAJTE&MN[I ZO &1#(Z,1$2,2,6) '#'
'DAJTE&MNE&KAK&MOQNO&80L;WEI &1#(2/2,6)

578: <3(3»
~CNNA,CNN8,CNNC>

'IYAN&STARWE,&HEt1' PPN7 ,--, ZI
(3,CNA/CN8,CNC) ' __ I 1#'
'IYAN&STARWE' &1#11 'NA'
&3 (Z,3,'GODI,'GODAI,'LETI)

579: <4(3»
<TINEF,TINEM,TINEN,TINEP>
ZO DMff(Z,214,7,O,6,11) &0
IDIIEN,' AJE#(4,7,O,6,11) '#'
&1 &2 ITAK&QE' &4 'KAK&I'
(4,'TAI/ITDTI,'TO',ITE')

580: <1(3);>
<PPN7;>
22 &0 ISGOV#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5/6)'
'PD-FRANCUZSKI&XOROWO.&&'
(7,'TY','ON','ONA', 'MY','YYI,'ONI',I>')
'TOGE' 1#'
&0 &2 'PO~FRANCUZSKI&TAK&QE&XOROWO,&KAK&I' &4

58l: <4(3»
<TINCF,TINCM,TINCN,TINCP>
PPGU Z ',&&\J' FSNFti2 'TOGEI 'ti'
~O TAK#(Z,4,7,O,6,11) 'GE' &1
I,&KM&I&\J' &3#2
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582:<3(3»
<BLGF,BLGM,BL,GN>
'lTO' zo
(Z,1S3,'STARA>','STARYJ','STAROE') &1'#i
'lTD' SLf#(3,7,O,6) &2 &1 'GORODA'

58:H <3(3»
<IINGF,IINGM,IINQN>
IlTO' ZO
(Z,lS 3,'KRASIVA>i,'KRASIVYJ','KRASIVOE')
&1 'II' .
'lTO' C3,'ODNA',iODIN','ODNOI,
'IZ&SAMYX&KRASIVYX'
U#10 'V&MI'lE'

584: <2(2»
<LISF,LISM> ~

IMY&VHERA&SL,yt<ALI' ZO AJl.S#(Z,1S2,B,l) &1#1 '#'
IMY&VHERA&SLYWALI' &211(2,22,21) &1#1

585; <1(2»
<AJPSI.»
'>&SHITA<&EGO' 21 AJPS#5 MPFZ#5 '#'
'>&SMITA<&EGO' &1#5 &3#5

5861 <1 (2»
<SPY>
'TAN>&IGRAET&V' 2 'L,UHWE,&HEM' PPN7 'II'
'TAN>&IGRAET&V& &1 ILUHWE&VSEX'

5871 <1(2»
<MUSA>
'BORIS&IGRAET&NA' 21 MUS#3
'LUHWE,&HEM&NA' &1#3 '#'
'BORIS&IGRAET&NA' &2#3 'LUHWE&VSEGO'

588: <1 (2»
<PPN7>
Z2 &Q I$S'\o#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 'NA&STUL,' '#'
&0 'SEJHASI I$SID#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA&$TULE'

589; <1(2'>
<PPN7>
22 &0 '$L,OG#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 'V&POSTEL/' 'II'
&0 'SEJHAS' 'SLEQII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'V&POSTELI '

590: <1(2'>
<PPN7>
23 &0 I$SADII(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'V&KRESLOi '1,;1
&0 I$SES#C7tl2,13,12,13,!S,15,15)I 8.3 ,~,

&0 '$SES#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
591: <1 (2»

<PPN7>
iOBYHNO' Z3 &1 'SlOG#(7,1;2,3,3,4,5,6)'
, SPA T, 8. PQ 2D~i 0 1 '1;1'
'VHERA' &1 ISlEH#(7,12,13,12,13,15,lS,15)'
ISPAT,&RANO-SEGODN>'
&1 ISL,EH#(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)' lSPAT,&RANOI
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592: <1 (2»
<PPN7>
22 &0 lUVMPAiI(7d,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'II'
&0 '$IV~P8#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

593: <1(2» .
<PPN7>
22 &0 'VOE' lSPRIE#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
'V&SMOLENSK' '/I'
&0 &2 'SUEX#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
'IZ&SMOLENSKA' .

59/j: <1(2»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'VSEGDA' 'SPRIX#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'NA&UROK&VOVREM>f '#' .
&0 &2 ISUXO#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'S&UROKA&VOVREM>'

595: .<1(2»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'ZAVTRA' 'SULE#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'I2&GER~ANII' '.'
&0 &2 '$PRIL#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'V&GERMANI<I

5961 <1(2'> .
<PPN7>
22 &0 15VSQ#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
'V&BIBL!OTEKU' 'II'
&0 'S VYB# (7, 12, 13,12, 13, 15,t 5, 15) ,
IIZ&BIBLIOTEKII . .

597: <1 (2»
<PP~17>

22 &0 '$OTE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'onVOKZALA' '#'
&0 'SPDOE#{7,1,2,3,3 t 4,5,6)' 'K&VOKZALU'

598: <1(2»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'SOOJ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)'
'OD&PARKA' III

&0 'IPROJ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)' 'HEREZ&PARK'
599: <1(2» .

<PP'l7>
Z2 &O'!PEQ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
'V&TAWKENT' 'ti'
&0 ISKORO' '$PEX#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1 &3

600: <1 (2» .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$SXOti(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,o)'
lS&AVTOBUSA' '#1
&0 ISKOPO' '$SOJti(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)' &3

601: <1(2»
<PPN7>
22 &0 'HASTO' '$ZAX#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
lV&B18LIOTEKU&ZA&KNICOJ' ,#'
&0 lVHERA' I$ZAJH7tl2,13,12,13,l5,lS,1S), &4
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608:

1l05;

607;

<H2):>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$08Q#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'GOSTINICU' '#'
&0 '50BX#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

<1 (2) >
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 ISTVMPA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '#'
&0 'STVMPB#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1

<H2»' .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'STYMPA#C7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' ,#,.
&0 'STVMP8#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'

<1 (2) >
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'YHERA' fSPRIN#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,lS)'
I UHEBNIK&NA&UROK' '1:1'
&0 'ZAVTRA' &3#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &4

<1(2» .
<PPN7>
10BYHNO' Z2 &1 '$PRYOZ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
IDETEJ&V&~~KCLU&NA&AVTOBUSE' 'til
'ZAYJRA' &1 ISPRVEZ#(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
'IX&V&WKOLU&NA&~A~INEI

<1(2»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'VSEGDA' '$PRVOD#(7d,2,3,3,4,5,6)l
ISTUDENTCY&NA&SOBRANIE' 'tI' '
&0 'ZAVTRA&NE' 'SPRVESI:I(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
'IX&NA&SOBRANIE' .

·<1(2»
<PPN7>
22 &0 '$VNO#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
IBAGAQ&V&GOSTINICU' '#'
&0 'SVYN#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
IBAGAQ&lZ&GOSTINICY' .

609; ·<1(2»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPRVEZ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
I MNOGO&VE=EJ& V&NOVGOROD' '#'
&0 I$UVEZ#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
'MNOGO&VE=EJ&IZ&NOVGORODA'

<HZ»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 ',£PODV#(7,12,13,12113115,15,15) I

'TURISTCV&K&BOl;WO~U&TEATRU' '#1
&0 I$OTV#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
'TUHISTOV&OT&80lIWOGO&TEATRA'

610:

606:

~02:

603:

r
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6111 <1(2»
<PPN7>
22&0 1$00V#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
IlT!X&U~ITE~;NIC&OO&LASORATORI!11#1
&0 I$PROV~(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'

'lTIX&UHITELjNIC&HEREZ&LAEJORATORI<1
612: <1(2»

<PPN7>
22 &0 I$PEV#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)'
IGlJRNALISTOV&HEREZ&t~OST' '#'
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

6n; <1 (2» .
<PPN7>
22 &0 1$5NO#(7,1,2;3,3,4,5,6)'
'lTI&PER;>&VNIZ' '#'
&0 '$SNE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6" &3

614: <1(1» .
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'SPOST#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6,'
IV&ARn<' '#1
&0 I$POSTP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3

615: <1(1» .
<PPN7>
22 &0 1$08D#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
11TU&PROEJLEVU' '#'
&0 'SOSDP#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6" &3

616;<1 (1) >
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 1SSOG# (7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15) 1
IPO.,1TI&V&RESOTRAN' 1#' '
&0 &2#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

617: <1C1l>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 ISPROS#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)'
'E~, &HTOBY&ONA&l TO&SOEl,ALA I ';'II

&0 'SPOP#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,o" &3
018: <1(1» '

<PP'J7>
22 &0 ISPREP#(7,12,13,l2,l3t15,l5,lS)I
IPOJTI&NA&VYSHVKU' '#'
&0 1$PRE#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6,' &3

619: <lel»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 '$~OH#(7,1,2,3,3,1,5,6)'

'SEGODN>&RABOTAT;' i # I

&0 '$SMOff(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' &3
620: <1(1»

<PP N7>
Z2 &0 'UGE' liPOH#(7,l2,l3,l2,13,l5,15,15), '#1
&0 'SEJHAS' I$t1YTl/C7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' .

62j: <1(1»
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 1:5 r' ER# ( 7 ,1 , 2, 3, 3 f II, 5, 6) 1 jill
&0 '$PERP#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6) I
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6221<1(1»
<PPN4>
Z2 &0
ISIGR#(4,12iI3,15,15)' 'V&TENNIS'
'.%POTO"" &0
(4/'UWt-L'/'lJWLA','uwLI','!jlj!.I') 'DO"OJ' 1#1
'POSLE&TOGO,&KAK' &0 &2 &~ ',&' &0 &6 &7

623: <1C1J>
<PPN7>
21 &0
'OBYHNO' ISIGR#(7,1/2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'NA' MUS#3
'PERED' (IS3,'ZAVTRAKOMI,'OBEDOM','UQINOM') 1#'
IPERED&TE"',&KAK'
(3/ 'ZA VT RA KAT 1 ' , , OBED AT I ' , , UQ I NA n t )
'/&1 &0'&2 &3 &4 &5

62 tH <1(1»
<PPN7>
Z1 &0
'$UDI#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
1,%1 (1$4,ION','ONA','VY','ONII)
(4,'~[XAL'f'UEXALA','UEXALII,'UEXALII).
'v' NAC#l III

&0 &2 'TOMU,&HTO' &4 &5 &6 &7
625: <1Cl);

"PPN7>
22 &0
I $ GO R# (7 t1 ,2, 3,3, il ,5, 6) 'I ~,%., .& 0
ISVOBODNOI 'SGOV#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' LX '#'
&0 &2 'TEM,&HTO' &0 &5 &6 &7

626: <1(1»
<PP~13>

22 &0 '$NAP#(3,12,13,15)'
'OPERU.%' &0 'NAM'
(3,'RASSKAZAL','RASSKA2ALA','RASSKA2ALI')
lOB&lTO",1 '#i
&0 &5 &6 'O&TOM,&HTO' &0 &2 'OPERU'

627: <l(1»
<PPN7>
Z1 &0
'HTO .. TOI 'SHIT#(7, 12,13, 12, 13, IS, IS, (5)'
'V&CAZETE'
'.%lTO&~EPRAVDAI '#'
'TO,&HTO' &0 &3 &4 '·&NEPRAVPAI

428: <I (I»
<PPA>
'KTO-TO&ZtlAET,&KAK' 2 'ZO'lUT' '#'
INIKTO&NE&ZNAET,&KAK' &1 &2

629: <1(11)
<PPN3>
n &0
(3/ ' POt, UH IL', I POL UH I l ,\ I , ' POLUH H. I ' )
1PODAROK&OBKOGO-TO I 1#'
&0 'Nl&OT&KOGO&NE I &2 I POPARKA I
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630: <1(1)=>
<TVD>
OB,ION', 'ariA', 'aNI') 'KOMU.. NIBUD;'
ZIl(3d2ti3riS) '7' 'II'
&0 'NIKOMU&NE' &2

431; <lU'>
<PPNlj>
ZJ &0 'K&KO~UDTOi
'SPODII(4d2d3,15,15)' 'II'
&0 'NI&K&KOMU&NEI &3

632: <10'>
<PPN5>

.21 &0 'HEM-TO'
I$YZANII(5,15,16,18,18,18)' 'II'
&0 'NIHEM&NE' &3

633: <3(1»
<PPN3>
21 &O·'O&H+-M",NIBUD;'
ISGOVII(3,12,13,15)' 17' '#'
&0 'NI&O&HH'&NE' &3

634: <30»
~PPN3>

'O&Kor~ I 21 &1
'$DU~#(3t12d3,15" qt 'II'
&1 INI&O&KOM&NE' &3

635: <1(1»
<PPN3>
15&KEMi 21 &1 iSIDT#(3,3,3 r 6)'
IDOMOJ'?' 1#'
&1 'NI&S&KEM&NE' &3 &4

636: <1(1»
<PPN3>
'NA&HTO' 21 &1 'SQAL#C3,3,3(6)'
11' til'
&1 'NI&NA&HTO&NE' &3

637: <10'>
<GERI>
Z 'II t

&0119
638: <1(1)=>

<GERP>
Z 'II'
&0#16

639: <1(1»
<PPN7=>
IKOGDA' Z2 &1
ISHIT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'GAZETU,'
&1 'VSEGOA' 'SSLUI/(7/1,2,3,3,4,5,6)1
'RADIO' 1#1

'HJTA=>&GAZETU/' &1 &6 &7 &8
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61.13:

644:

645:

647 :
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<10»
<PPN7>
'XOT>' Z2 &1
, NE' , $ LB1# (7 , I, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6)' , FII., MY, ,
&1 'VSHQE'
'$1DT#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)' 'V&KINO'·'#'
'NE&t.<6>&FIL,MY,' &1 &7 &8 &9

<1(1»
<PPNI.I>
'TAK&KAK 'Z2 &1
1$KON#(1.I,12,13,15,15)' 'DOMAWN«&RABOTU,' &1
(4,'L"G','LEGLA','LEGL!','LEGl..I') 'SPAT;' '#'
'KONHIV&DOMAWN«&RABOTU,' &1 &5 &6

<1(0)
<PPN4>
'KOGDA' 22 &1
'$OT!<#(4,12t13, 15,15)' 'OKNo, '&1
(4,'SLYWAL','SLYHALA','SLYWALI','SLYWALI')
'MUZYKlj' 'Ii' .
'OTKRYV&OKNO,' &1 &6 &7

<1 (1) >
<PPNI~>

Z2 &0
'$PRI#(4,\2tl3,15,15)' 'I'
(4,'PEREODELS>i,'PEREODELAS:',
'PEREOOELI S1','PEREOOELI S,')
, 1/ '
'PRIO>,' &0 &3

<1>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0
10BYHNO' I$OPA#{7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)i
lNA&OBED"#' .
'ZAVTRA' &0 'NE' '$OPO#(7,1;2,3,314,5,6~' &1.\

<1>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0
'$OST#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
'PERED&l)NIVERSITETO'1' '#'
&0 '$OSTP#(7,I,2,3,3,4,5,6) &3

<1>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'OBYHNO'
'$STA#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) I 'STAKANY&NA&STOL' '#'
&0 'SEGODN>' I$POS#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)'
, STAKANY&V&WKAFI

<1>
<prrn>
Z2 &0
, $ POL:I (7, 12, 13 , 12 , 13, 15, 15, 15) I

I OTKRYTKlJ&NA&STOL I 1 I; I

&0 ISUHASl
ISKLA:I(7,l,2,3,3,Q,5,6)' &3
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648: <1>
<PP~15>

22 &0
'POSTtPENNO'
'SPRlff(5,3,3,4,5,6)' IK&XOLODU' '#'
&0 'UQE'
':liPRIV#(5,12d3,15,15,15)' 8.4

649; <1> .
<;PPN7>
22 8.0
'VHERA'
, SPROP# (7, 12, 13, 12, 13, 15, IS, 15) ,
'N/I8.) KZANENE' '# i
&0 'REDKO' 'SPRO#(7,1,2,3,3,4,S,6)
'NA&l KZA!"ENAX'

€ISO; <1>
<PPN7>
22 &0
, OBYH'~O'
'SSDA#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)I
'lKZAMEN&P08.MATEMATIKE '#'
&0 'ZAVTRA'
'SSDAT#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6) &4

651: <1> .
<LXV>
'>&XOHU,&HT08Y' (ZI3,IONI,'ONAI,IONI')
Z#(3d2,13,lS) 'TOL,KO'LX 1#1

I PUS Til &1 &2C3, 3, 3,6) &3 &4
652: <1>

<PPN3>
'>&XOHU&HTOBy I Z2 &1
ISNAP#(3,12,13,15)' IPIS,MOI '#'
'PUST,' &1 &3#(3,3,3,6) &4

653: <1>· .
<PPN7>
22 1J,0
'$PRI#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,iS)' 'DOMOJ~r.'
ION&VIDEll
p, I ~'EN>' , 'TES>', I EGO' , 'E~ " 'NAS', 'VAS i , I I X')
'# I .

&4 ',&KAKI &0 &Z &3
654: <1>

<PPN7>
ZZ &0
'SIGR#(7,1,2,3,3,4,5,6)' ,NA&RO>LE'
',r.ON.I&SLYWAT'
(7, q~EN> " I TEB>' I 'EGO " 'r.. ' , 'NAS 1, ' VAS i , , I Xl)
, 1/ I .

'ONI&SLYWAT,&KAK' &0 &2 &3
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655: <1>
<PPN7>
22 &0
'SEGODN>INIHEGO&NE'
I$DEL#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' '1/'
(7, ' MNE' , ' TEBE' , , Er1 U' , , EJ ' , I NAMI, ' VAM' , I 1M ' ) .
lSECODN>&NEHEGOIDELAT;'

lISel <1>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'OBYHNO&NIKOMU&NE'
ISPIS#(7,12,13,12,13,15,15,15)' 1#1

(7, 'MNE', 'TEBE' ,'EMU' ,'EJ', 'NAM',' YAW, '1t1')
IOBYHNO&NEKOMU&BYLO&PISAT,' .

657: ·<1>
<PPN7>
Z2 &0 'NI&S&KEM&NE'
ISBYT#(7,l,2,3,3,4,5,6)' 'GOVORIT;' '#'
(7,'Mt'lE', 'TEBE', 'E1eW', 'EJ', 'NMP, 1 VAM', '1M')
INE&S&KEM&BUDET&GDVORIT;'

658: <1>
<PP N7>·
Z2 &0 'NI&OIH.M&NE'
'SGOV#(7,l,2,3,3,4,S,6)' 'II'
(7,' MNE ' , , TEElE' , , EMU' , I EJ , , ' NAM' ,'V Atol' , I I t1 ' )
'NE&O&HEM&GOVORIT1' .

6591<1>
<QA>
Z '1/'
&01/10

660: <2>
<FPF,MPF>
Z ',I' (Z,152,'KOTORA>','KOTORYJ')
'QIV.T&V&lTOJIKVARTIRE,&PRAVIT&NOVYM&AVTOMOBILEM'
, # ,

&0 (2, 'GIVU=A>', iQIVU=IJ')
IV&lTOJ&KVARTIRE&PRAVIT&NOVYM&AVTOMOBILEM'

661; <2>
<FNT,MNT>
Z ',I' (Z,2S2,'KorORA>','KOTORYJ')
'ZANIHAETS>&KITAJSKIM&>ZYKOM,'
(2,'SDALA','SDAL') 'lk:ZAMEN' '#1
&0 &1 (Z,'ZANIMA<=A>S>','ZANIMA<=IJ5>'1
'KITAJSKIM&>ZYKOM,&' &4 &5

662: <2>
<FPF, ~'PF>
'VY&ZNAETE' ZO (Z,2~2,'MOLODU<I?'MOLODOGOI)

&1111 ',&' (2,'KOTORA>','KOTORYJI)
'SIDIT&NAPROiIV&MEN>7' 'II'
&0 &2 &1#1 &4 (2,'SID>=U<','SIC>=EGO')
'NAPROTI v~, fTN>7 I

,
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663: <2>
<PF Tf, PFT/1>
IVY&ZNAKOMY&S' ZO
~ZI212"IN05TRANNOJ"'INOSTRANNYM')
U#5 ',&' (Z,'KOTORA>','KOTORYJ',
'UHITS>' LAJ#4 '>zYKU?' 'ij'
&0 &2 &1#5 &4 (2,'UHA=EJS>','UHA:IMS>') &7 &8

6641<1>
<Q8>

Z 'Ii'
&0#\7

665; <2>
<FPF, r'PF>
Z ',&' (Z,2$2,'KOTORA>','KOTORY.]')
(2,'NAPISAl.,A','NAPISAl.,') TINX#l ' ••• ' 'II'
&0 &1 (2,'NAPISAVw'A>','NAP!SAVWIJ') &4 &5

666; <2>
<FPF,MPF>
lON&G6VORIl.,IOB' ZO (Z,3S2,'lTOJ','lTOM')
&1#3 ',I' KOT#(2,7,O, (2,'VOWI"A','YOW~L')
'Y&KOMNATUI '#'
&0 12 &1#3 &4 (2,'YOWEDWEJ',IYOWEDWEM') &7

6671 <3>
<TINYF,TINYM,TINYN>
't'Y&PODO~'~LI&K I Z#4 ',8.'
(Z ,2$ 3, , K0TOR A> ' , , K0 TOR YJ ' , 'KO TOR DE' )
(3,'OSTANOVlLA S1',fOSTANOVILS>','OSTANOYIl.,OS;')
'BI..IZKO&OT&NAS' '#'
&0 &1
(3,'OSTANOYIYWEJS>',
'OSTANOVIYWEMUS>','OSTANOVIYWEMUS>')
&5

668: <1>
<OC>
Z '# I

&0#11
669: <2>

<l.I SF, LI SM?
Z ',&' (Z,252, iKOTORU<', IKOTORYJ')
lPEREDA<T&POITELEVIZORU,&OHEN;'
(2,IINTERES"IA>','INTERESNYJ') '#'
&0 &1 (2,IPEREDAYAE~A>!,'PEREDAVAEMYJ')

'PO&TELEVIZOR~,&OHENJ' &4
670: <3>

<TINRF,TINR~,TINRN>

INA&STOLE&LEQIT' Z ',&'
KOTIi(Z,I,$3,8,1,6) (3, I>', IT'll, 'MY')
O,'HITA<','HITAEfi;','HITAEM') 'tI'
8. 0 &1 &2 (3, I HIT AEr" A> , I ' HIT AEMYJ ' , , HIT AEI' 0E"
(3,' r1NOJ' I' TOBOJ',' NMH')

,
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APPENDlX V

Examples of Pattern Descriptions in Teletype format

a
KAK ~TO CKA1ATb --PyCCKIH1--?
KAK ~TO CKA1IITb nO-pyCCKI1?

KAK )TO CKA3ATb --I1TAnb~HCKI1A--?

KAK )TO CKA3ATb nO-I1TAllb51HCKl-1?

KAK )TO CKA3ATb --HEMEUl::Mll'-?
KAK )TO CKA3ATb no - HE ME UI::I1?

KIIK )TO CKA3ATb --~PAHUylCKI1!l"?

Kill:: )TO CKA311Tb nO'~PAHUy3CI01?

KAI:: )TO CKII3ATb "l1cnAHCKI1R--?
Kill: )TO CI::A3ATb nO-I1CnAHCKI1?

Kill:: )TO CKII3ATb ··~n()HCKI1R··?

Kill:: ) TO CI::1I311Tb no·~nOHCKI1?

KAI:: )TO CKA3ATb • - AHr 1I11!l CI:: 1-111 • - ?
I:: 11K )TO CKA3ATb no· AHr JHHI CKI1?

27
BbI 1111£TE II OHY't .... CI

BN 1111~TE II OHI1 HE 1111yT

TN 1111~UJb II OH~o.

TN 1111~Wb A OH HE 11114!T

OHI1 \oIllyT A s:I •• &.

OHI-1 l-111yT II 51 HE !lilly

MbI I'll! ~ M A Bbf a_ •

Mbl 1-111~M A BN HE 1iI11nE

51 I'lny A Tblo ". ."
51 I1ny A Tb! HE I1n~Wb

OHA I1n4!T A Mb10 ~ ""
OHA I'lMT A Mbl HE 11,1l~M

OH l1[1tT II OHAli&o
OH 11.n~T A OHA HE 1111~ T
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48
rDE B~ yY~TECb? -·~HCT~TyT-

~ yYyCb B ~HCT~TyTE

rDE B~ yY~TECb? --WKonA-
~ yYyCb B Wl:ORE

rEE B~ yYHTECb? ·-yHHBEPCHTET-
~ yYyCb B yHHBEPCHTETE

54
CKonbKO BAM nET? --12··
MHE EBEHAnUATb nET

CKORbKO BAM nET? --21--·
MHE 8BAnUATb onHH ron

CKOAbl:O BAM RET? --55
MHE n~TbnEC~T n~Tb nET

CKOAbKO BAM nET? ·-32-
MHE TP~nUATb DSA ronA

CKORbKO BAM RET? --6-·
MHE UJECTb RET

t48
CEfODH$l n$lTHHUA
3ASTPA oynET CyboOTA

CEronH~ nOHEDEnbHHK
lAST?A oynET BTOPHHK

CEfOnHl'l CPEnA
lABTPA 6yDET YETBEPr

CErollH~ CyliliOTA
3ASTPA byllET BOCKPECEHbE

CEfOJlH$l BTOPH;1!<
3ABTPA 6yJlET CPEDA
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258

'I SAC rAJICTyK 'lltPHOrO USEYA?
'I SAC 'l£PHbIA rAJICTyK?

y SAC KOCT!OIA 3E JI~ Horo USETA?
y SAC 3EJlteHbll! KOCTIOM?

y SAC HOCKI1 DE /loro USETA?
y SAC 6E JlblE HOCKI1?

y SAC 106KA KPACHoro UBETA?
y SAC KPACHMI 106KA?

y SAC Py6AWKA CI1HErO USEYA?
y SAC CI1HIHI Pyi>AUlKA?

y SAC WMIOA KOPI1'lHESOrO USETA?
y SAC KOPI1'lHESA~ W/l~nA?

437
IAbi nOKynAEM
Mbl Kyfll-iM

OH nOKynAET·
OH KyfllH

OHI-i nOKynAIOT
OHI-i Kyn~T

SN nOKynAETE
Bbl Kynl1TE

Tbl nOKynAEU'b
Tbl Kynl-lWb

OHA nOKynAET
OHA Kynl-iT
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487
8.22
SOCEMb ~ACOB DSADUATb DSE MMHyT~

12.41
DBEHADUATb ~ACOBCOPOK ODHA UMHyTA

3.26
TP~ ~ACA DSADUATb WECTb M~HyT

2.17
DSA ~ACA CEMHADUATb MMHyT

11.47
On~HHAnUATb ~ACOB COPOK CEMb MMHyT

489
KOTOP~~ TEnEPb ~AC? --6.30-
nonOSMHA CEDbuoro

KOTOP~R T~nEPb ~AC? --3.30-
nonOBMHA ~ETB~PToro

KOTOP~~ TEnEPb ~AC? -·12.30-
nonOSMHA nEPBoro

KOTOPblR TEnEPb ~AC? --5.30-
nonOBMHA WECToro

KOTOP~R TEnEPb ~AC? --9.30-
nonOB~HA DEC~Toro
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508
OH EtET HA nO~Ty

OH KA*D~~ DEHb E3DHT HA nO~Ty

M~ EDEM HA nO~Ty

M~ KAmD~A DEHb E3DHM HA nO~Ty

~ EDy HA nO~Ty

~ KAmD~R DEHb E3*y HA nO~Ty

OHH EDyT HA nO~Ty

OHH KA~D~A DEHb E3D~T HA nO~Ty

T~ EDEWb HA nO~Ty

T~ KAmD~R DEHb E3DHWb HA nO~Ty

e~ EDETE HA nO~Ty

e~ KAmD~A DEHb E3DHTE HA nO~Ty

OHA EDET HA nO~Ty

OHA KAmn~R DEHb E3DHT HA nO~Ty

575
MOCKBA HHTEPECHEE, ~EM KHEB
MOCKBA HHTEPECHEE KHE8A

CAMAPKAHD HHTEPECHEE, ~EM H080CHoHPCK
CAMAPKAHD HHTEPECHEE HOBOCH6HPCKA

HoerOPOD HHTEPECHEE, ~EM ODECCA
HOBrOPoD HHTEPEtHEE ODECCN

nEHHHrPAD HHTEPECHEE, ~EM T&HnHCH
nEHHHrPAD HHTEPECHEE T6HnHCH

DyWAH&E HHTEPECHEE, ~EM XAPbKOe
DyWAH6E HHTEPECHEE XAPbKOBA

\
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651
~ XO~,. ~TO&N OH ~~TAft TOftbKO nO-p,CCKM
nyCTb OH ~~TAET TOftbKO nO-pyCCK~

~ XO~y. ~TO&N OHK rOBOp~n~ TOftbKO nO-MCnAHCKM
n,CTb OH~ rOBOP~T TOftbKO nO-MCnAHCKM

~ XO~,. ~T06N OM nMCAR TOftbKO nO-AHrR~ACKM

n,CTb OH nMWET TORbKO nO-AHrRMACKM

~ XO~,. ~T06N OHA OTBE~AnA TOftbKO nO-HEMEUKM
nyCTb OHA OTBE~AET TOftbKO nO-HEMEUKM

~ XO~,. ~TO&N OHM PA3rOBAP~BARM. TOnbKO nO.tPAHU,ICKM
nyCTb OHM PA3rOBAPMBA~T TORbKO no-tPAHU,3CKH

655
OHA CErODH~ HM~Ero HE DEnAET
EA CErODH~ HE~ErO DERATb

MN CErODH~ HM~ErO HE DERAEM
HAM CErODH~ HE~ErO DERATb

~ CErODH~ HM~ErO HE DERA~

MHE CErODH~ HE~ErO DERATb

OHM CErODH~ HM~ErO HE DEftA~T

MM CErODHq HE~ErO DEftATb

T~ CErODH~ HM~ErO HEDEftAEWb
TE&E CErODHq HE~ErO DEftATb

OH CErODH~ HM~ErO HE DERAET
EMy CEroDH~ HE~ErO DEftATb

BM CErODH~ HM~ErO HE DEftAETE
BAM CErODH~ HE~ErO DEftATb
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662
B~ 3HAETE MOnOD,~ CEKPETAPW" KOTOPA~ CHDHT HAnpOT~a MEH~?

BN 3HAETE uonOD,~ CEKPETAPWy C~D~W,~ HAnpOTMaMEH~?

aN 3HAETE MonoDoro ADaOKATA, KOTOPbllJl CIHllH HAnpOTM8 MEH~?

Bbl 3HAETE M0110./10ro A.IlBOKATA CM.Il~WEro HAnrOTHB MEH~?

Bbi 3HAETE MO !lODOrO npOtECCOPA, KOTOPbllJl CH.Il~T HAnpOTMB MEHSl?
B~ 3HAETE MOJ10DOrO npOtECCOPA CM.Il~WErO HAnpOTI1B MEHSl?

Bbl 3HAETE MO!lO DylO MAWI1HMCTKy, KOTOPASl CMDlH HAOPOHIB MEHSl?
Bbi 3HAETE MOl10.ll,lO MAW~HMCTKyCH./1SlWylO HAOPOH18 MEHSl?

BN 3HAETE MOJ10}lylO ll<,PHAI1MCTK" KOTOPA~ CM}lIH HAOPOHIB MEH~?

Bbl 3HAETE MOI1011ylO lllyPHAnl1CTKy Cl'lllSllliylO HAnpOTMB MEHSl?
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